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THE AUCKLAND PLAN THE WORLDS MOST LIVEABLE CITY

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 8
CONTRIBUTE TO TACKLING CLIMATE CHANGE AND INCREASING ENERGY RESILIENCE

TARGETS
Reduce the amount of human-induced greenhouse
gas emissions by:

Support the national target of 90%
of electricity generation from renewable
sources by 2025

a. 10%-20% by 2020 based on 1990 emissions levels
b. 40% by 2040 based on 1990 emissions levels
c. 50% by 2050 based on 1990 emissions levels

PRIORITIES
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1

2

3

Mitigate climate change

Improve energy efficiency,
security and resilience

Adapt to a changing climate

Ko te aro whakaaro o Tamaki Makaurau ka mahi tatou ki a tatou, hei mahi whakaheke te
- haparapara o te rohe whanui, katahi ka piki te oranga, ka mau te marohirohi me o matou
waia ki tEnei kaupapa.

471_ Aucklanders have always faced climate-related risks such
as heat waves, droughts and tropical storms. While climate
change is a natural process, there is now a strong scientific
consensus that greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from human
activities, particularly the use of fossil fuels, are causing the
climate to change at unprecedented rates. Climate change can
be defined as “a change of climate that is attributed directly or
indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of the
global atmosphere and that is, in addition to natural climate
variability, observed over comparable time periods.”47

473_ The risks associated with these climate changes are likely
to be wide and far-reaching. Auckland could be affected in
three key ways:

472_ Despite growing global efforts to reduce GHG emissions,
some climate change is inevitable. Auckland could encounter a
range of effects, including changes to temperature and rainfall
patterns, more frequent and intense weather events, and
accelerated sea-level rise (See Box 8.1).

individuals and communities affected by extreme weather,
scarce resources and affordability of those resources, health
impacts, or migration.

reduced performance of infrastructure and industries directly
affected by changes in climate conditions or damaging
extreme events
adverse impacts on biodiversity, natural resources,
productivity or changes in market demands for goods and
services
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Our climate is changing globally, regionally and locally. The impacts, already evident,
are expected to be even more severe in the future. Although climate change poses risks and
uncertainties for Auckland, it also offers opportunities.

470_
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Auckland expects that we will work
together to play our part in meeting
the national goal of significantly
reduced greenhouse gas emissions
(mitigation), and that we will improve
energy efficiency, resilience and
security and our capacity to adapt
to climate- change (adaptation).
-
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474_ While the projected long-term effects of climate change
will become more pronounced in the future, the immediate
effects (and our subsequent responses) already pose significant
risks and opportunities.
475_ Tackling climate change requires significant reductions
in global GHG emissions to reduce the causes and severity
of climate change (referred to as ‘mitigation’). We must also
develop ways to effectively protect and increase Auckland’s
resilience to withstand and recover from the adverse effects of
a changing climate, (referred to as ‘adaptation’).
476_ New Zealand’s contribution to global emissions is
relatively small. Nevertheless, cities world-wide are taking a
leadership role and Auckland is committed to playing its part.
477_ Increasingly stringent international policy affects New
Zealand, and may impact upon the marketability of our
products and services in key economic sectors and export
industries including tourism and agriculture. For example, rising
‘climate awareness’ (and misinformation in some overseas
consumer markets about the concept of ‘food miles’) risks
undermining the popularity of New Zealand produce.

478_ New Zealand is a signatory to the Kyoto Protocol and has
committed to a long-term aspirational goal of reducing New
Zealand’s net emissions to 50% of 1990 levels by 2050, as well
as a short-term target of between 10% and 20% below 1990
levels by 2020.* This Plan sets a target for Auckland to achieve
a 40% reduction in GHG emissions by 2040 (based on 1990
levels). It has also set the same short- and long-term goals as
the Government.
479_ Achieving these targets will be challenging. While
Auckland’s GHG emissions profile (see Figure 8.1) is different
from the rest of New Zealand, trends for both show overall
increases. This is largely due to a growth in energy emissions,
particularly from electricity generation and transport.
480_ In Auckland, electricity use (stationary energy) and
transport are the primary emitters of GHGs and are forecast to
increase their emissions (see Figure 8.2). Nationally, agriculture
produces a far larger proportion of emissions, with transport
accounting for approximately 20% of the total. Growth
projections imply that without long-term energy management
Auckland will become increasingly reliant on imported energy
supplies, and vulnerable to increases in the cost of energy.
* This commitment is conditional on a global agreement being secured that
limits carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2-e) to 450ppm and temperature
increases to 2°C, effective rules on forestry, and New Zealand having access to
international carbon markets.
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481_ While internationally energy is one of the main
contributors to GHG emissions, New Zealand already has one
of the highest proportions of renewable electricity in the world.
482_ Ongoing technological development and research will
give a greater understanding of the risks, uncertainties and
opportunities that climate change poses for our economy,
environment and way of life. Transitioning to a low-carbon
society which can adapt to a changing climate, requires a
comprehensive and integrated policy response, and clear and
decisive actions.

Based on current knowledge, and under moderate
projections, it is likely over the next century that
Auckland could experience:
hotter average temperatures increasing between: 0.2°C
and 2.5°C by 2040, and 0.6°C and 5.8°C by 2090; (this
compares to a temperature increase in New Zealand
during the last century of about 0.7°C)
an additional 40-60 days per year where maximum
temperatures exceed 25 °C, and more evaporation
lower average annual rainfall patterns (decreasing
between -1% and -3% by 2040, to -3% and -5%
by 2090)

484_ Cities and urban areas are estimated to account for 80%
of global GHG emissions. In response, cities around the world
are leading the way in transitioning to a low-carbon future.
Auckland has the skills and capacity to do the same.

more extreme weather events with more frequent
heavy rainfall events and more frequent westerly winds

more drought conditions: By 2080, drought with a
severity that is currently only encountered on average
every 20 years, could occur as often as every five years51

a rise in sea level of 18-59 cm between 1990 and 2100
and higher storm surge and waves. A recent study for
Auckland52 suggests a range of possible sea-level futures
of 0.5m – 1.5m by 2100 (see Box 8.3).
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483_ While there is uncertainty about the timing and exact
nature of the impacts of climate change and the costs
associated with taking action, the scientific and economic
consensus (notably The Stern Review48 into The Economics of
Climate Change) about climate change tells us that the costs
of inaction will be far greater.49
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485_ Auckland Council recognises the urgency of these critical
and interrelated energy and climate change issues. Success
in achieving our GHG reduction targets will depend on action
by everyone. Auckland Council is committed to working with
central government, business and local communities to identify
the best policies and approaches to ensure we are ready to deal
with the risks, uncertainties and opportunities associated with
critical climate change and energy issues.

Box 8.1 Direct Impacts
on Auckland of Climate
Change50
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MITIGATE
CLIMATE CHANGE
486_ As New Zealand’s largest and fastest-growing city,
reducing Auckland’s emissions while increasing living standards
and economic prosperity represents an enormous challenge
and a unique opportunity.
487_ Auckland’s two largest sources of emissions are
transport (35%) and electricity / stationary energy (31%),
which together account for approximately two thirds of our
total emissions. For the rest of New Zealand, emissions from
agriculture dominate, and transport accounts for only 20% of
total emissions. Auckland’s emissions profile (see Figure 8.1) is
relatively unusual, particularly when compared to other similarsized cities in Australia and North America. This is partly due
THE AUCKLAND PLAN THE WORLDS MOST LIVEABLE CITY
to New Zealand’s large renewable energy resource base and
the high levels of car usage in Auckland, where transport is a
Figure 8.1 Auckland’s
greater source of emissions than electricity.
Emissions Profile
Figure 8.1 Auckland’s Emissions Profile
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488_ Projections indicate that Auckland’s level of emissions
could increase at a faster rate than New Zealand’s. This is
based on Auckland’s fast-growing population and associated
development, and an economy, urban form and lifestyle reliant
on high energy consumption - especially transport
and electricity.
489_ Projections suggest there could be a further increase in
Auckland’s emissions of 39% by 2031 (based on 1990 levels).
This projection is based on a simplistic or naïve ‘Business As
Usual’ (nBAU) model of applying current consumption levels to
projected population and economic growth (see Figure 8.2).
490_ Other scenarios have been developed to determine
potential long-term GHG emission levels, taking into account
fuel price and carbon price. These projections indicate
that without interventions Auckland’s emissions could
increase by up to 46% by 2025. While the New Zealand’s
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) is the primary mechanism to
achieve low-cost national emissions reductions, preliminary
independent analysis indicates that additional complementary
measures are needed to assist Auckland’s transition to a lowcarbon future.
491_ The challenge for Auckland is to separate the link
between GHG emissions and development, economic growth,
and energy use. This will require a transformation from a fossil
fuel-dependent, high energy-using, high-waste society to an
‘eco- or liveable city’. A liveable city is typified by sustainable
resource use, a quality compact form, an eco-economy, and
transport and energy systems that are efficient, maximise
renewable resources and minimise reliance on fossil-based
transport fuels.

Figure 8.2 Auckland’s
emissions projections
based on a naïve
‘Business As Usual’
(nBAU) scenario.*
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492_ To facilitate the transition towards a liveable, low-carbon
future, Auckland Council will:

foster commitment and behavioural change to reduce
GHG emissions
put in place the regulatory framework to enable private
sector initiatives to reduce GHG emissions at a scale and
in a timeframe that is aligned to national and Auckland
policy targets
lead by example in its own operations and services as a
catalyst for change.

Directive 8.1
Progress towards the Auckland Plan’s emissions reduction target
and take a coordinated approach to transitioning, through green
growth, to a sustainable Auckland.

Target

493_ To contribute to this directive, Auckland Council will
develop an integrated Energy and Climate Change Mitigation
(ECCM) strategy and action plan for adoption in 2012. This
will be done in partnership with key industries and partners,
and will be implemented through the Council’s Unitary Plan
and Long Term Plan where relevant. The ECCM strategy will
also inform the development of key strategies, including the
Economic Development Strategy, the Auckland Waterfront
Development Plan and the Auckland City Centre Master Plan.
494_ The scope and scale of potential actions required to
deliver on the Plan’s aspirational targets are highlighted in Box
8.2. The relative contribution of these options in delivering on a
40% reduction target is shown in Figure 8.3. The timeframe to
achieve this target has been extended to 2040, due to the need
to phase investment in accordance with the Auckland Plan. The
urgency for decisive action now is supported by the short-term
target to achieve a 10-20% reduction in GHG emissions by 2020
(based on 1990 levels). This will help to drive a prioritised set of
actions that will be developed and delivered through the ECCM
strategy. A long-term target (50% by 2050) aligns with national
targets. The emission reduction targets set through the Auckland
Plan will be subject to periodic review.
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provide accurate and accessible information that enables and
empowers individuals, communities and businesses to make
low-carbon choices

2031 GHG
Mitigation
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Auckland’s emissions (ktCO2e)

Figure 8.2 Auckland’s emissions projections based on a naïve ‘Business As Usual’ (nBAU) scenario . [F]

* Initial independent analysis was based on a 20-year timeframe which has since
been extended to 30 years. Further analysis will be undertaken in developing
the Auckland ECCM strategy.
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Box 8.2 The Auckland Energy and Climate Change
Mitigation Strategy
495_ The ECCM strategy will build on a range of existing
initiatives and commitment by Auckland Council and others.
These include:
developing a quality compact Auckland (see Section D:
Auckland’s High Level Development Strategy and Chapter 10:
Urban Auckland) supported by sustainable transport choices
- including public transport, walking and cycling options, and
rail electrification (see Chapter 13: Auckland’s Transport)
the development of an Auckland urban design compendium
to support good design in all development; and improving the
quality and energy efficiency of our homes through
the “retrofit your home” programme (see Chapter 10:
Urban Auckland)
minimising our waste through the development of Auckland’s
waste minimisation and management plan (see Chapter 7:
Auckland’s Environment)
tree planting programmes undertaken in partnership with
private landowners, schools, and local community groups
reducing the ecological footprint of Council’s own operations
and working towards the following:
•• 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 40% by 2040
(based on 1990 levels)
•• 
reducing waste by 30% by 2018 to reflect targets in
the draft waste management and minimisation plan
•• 
reducing Council’s energy use by 15% by 2014 (and a
subsequent 5% each following year);
•• 
reducing Council’s water use by 30% by 2040.

The Auckland ECCM strategy is a strategy for all
Auckland. The development of the strategy and action
plan will identify and evaluate policy options to reach
the reduction target. This process will be informed by an
analysis of costs and benefits from which a prioritised
set of short-, medium- and long-term projects and
corresponding targets will be developed. Particular areas
of focus will include:
public transport, travel demand management,
alternative fuels (e.g. biofuels), electric vehicle
technologies and fuel-efficient vehicles
pricing mechanisms (e.g. the NZ ETS, parking charges
and road pricing)
integrated land-use and transport patterns
efficient transport networks and operations
renewable and distributed energy generation
diversification (location, type and scale) of energy
sources available in Auckland
energy efficiency and conservation
new and emerging technologies (e.g. advanced
metering and smart grid networks)
sustainable, energy-efficient buildings (e.g. residential,
commercial and industrial building standards, retrofits
and alternative low-emission energy sources), street
lighting and low-impact design
low-emission precincts, neighbourhoods, communities
and development zones
waste management and minimisation practices
agriculture, forestry and green infrastructure (e.g. green
roofs, urban allotments)
Council leading by example in its own operations and
services as a catalyst for change
carbon sequestration
behavioural change, education and awareness.
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Figure 8.3 Potential Emissions Abatement Pathway [F]
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Figure 8.3
Potential Emissions
Abatement Pathway*
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neighbourhoods that have a greater concentration of services
and facilities within walking or cycling distance
high-density and mixed land-use patterns which reduce the
demand for travel and shorten trips
new energy-efficient terraced housing or multi-storey
dwellings that use materials with better thermal properties
and have reduced exposed surface areas for heat loss or gain
potential for more efficient infrastructure (such as efficient
pumping of water and wastewater over shorter distances in
larger diameter pipes)
improved resilience of transport and other networks and
an ability to manage peak demands and resource scarcities,
including peak oil.**
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potential for greater use of public transport, and walking and
cycling options (see Chapter 13: Auckland’s Transport), which
benefit Aucklanders’ health as well as lowering emissions

497_ Although achieving a quality compact Auckland will
be a major step forward, significant opportunities exist for
further reductions in energy use and emissions. Pursuing
a low-carbon future will require major changes in terms of
Auckland’s land-use patterns and urban development, the
development of sustainable transport options, structural
change in sectors of the economy, and widespread
behavioural change for all Aucklanders.

Transitioning to a sustainable
eco-economy
498_ There are many good reasons to strive towards a
low-carbon economy, also referred to as a sustainable
eco-economy (see Chapter 6: Auckland’s Economy).
The low-carbon market is the fastest- growing globally,
estimated to be worth £4.3 trillion by 2015. New Zealand
Trade and Enterprise53 notes that a clean (low-carbon)
economy could result in a $150 billion high-value, low-carbon
export economy for New Zealand by 2025. The opportunities
that a low-carbon economy provides centre on development,
commercialisation, deployment of clean technologies and
smart thinking to transform existing sectors and create
dynamic new ones, particularly low-carbon sectors.
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496_ Auckland’s future spatial form is important because it
can mitigate and adapt to the effects of climate change. The
basic characteristics of a quality compact city (see Section D:
Auckland’s High Level Development Strategy) improve energy
efficiency and reduce GHG emissions. Benefits include:
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Auckland’s emissions (ktCO2e) per year

14,000

* Initial independent analysis was based on a 20-year timeframe which has since
been extended to 30 years. Further analysis will be undertaken in developing
the Auckland ECCM strategy.
** ‘Peak oil’ can be defined as the time when the production of oil in the world is
at its highest level and thereafter will decline or plateau.
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499_ Although climate change policies will demand some
initial investment, the costs of inaction will be higher, as
mitigation becomes increasingly expensive and inaccessible.54
Economic growth that locks in a high-carbon future is
both undesirable and unsustainable. The path towards a
low-carbon economy, supported by green growth, enables
development that achieves both economic and environmental
objectives (see Chapter 6: Auckland’s Economy). Auckland
has the opportunity to be a world leader on climate change
solutions through maximizing the growth of its innovative and
creative businesses, and firmly establishing Auckland as an
internationally competitive and resilient city.

Directive 8.2
Protect, enhance and increase Auckland’s
green infrastructure networks.

Figure 8.4

500_ Green infrastructure refers to a strategically planned
and delivered network of high-quality green spaces and other
environmental features that deliver ecological services and
quality of life benefits required by the communities they serve.
501_ Our forests and planting programmes, whether on our
regional parks network (e.g. the Waitākere and Hunua Ranges)
or on private land (e.g. riparian planting), play an important
role in mitigating climate change through removing carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere (or carbon sequestration).
Such programmes contribute to a range of environmental
outcomes (e.g. biodiversity protection and improved health of
streams), and these ‘carbon sinks’ provide potential revenue
streams to land owners, who obtain carbon credits through
the NZ ETS and Permanent Forest Sink initiative. Auckland
Council is committed to increasing the number of trees on
reserves and streets, and to encouraging appropriate levels of
planting in existing neighbourhoods and new developments.
Our commitment to valuing natural heritage and ‘greening’
Auckland’s expanding network of open public spaces (see
Chapter 7: Auckland’s Environment) provides for a more
attractive city, while reducing GHG emissions (carbon
sequestration) and improving community resilience to the
effects of climate change and resource scarcity, by supporting
local food production. Chapter 10: Urban Auckland includes
environmental design principles which will guide and support
the integration of green infrastructure in new development.

5 trees will remove approximately 1 tonne of carbon from the atmosphere per year
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PROJECT TWIN STREAMS
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IMPROVE ENERGY
EFFICIENCY, SECURITY
AND RESILIENCE

502_ An efficient, secure, affordable and environmentally
responsible energy system is vital to the economic prosperity
of Auckland and New Zealand. Past supply disruptions
and sudden price increases have highlighted Auckland’s
vulnerability and poor energy resilience. Auckland must have
certainty that it can secure long-term, reliable and affordable
energy, and renewable sources.
503_ ‘Energy’ is considered to encompass:
all primary energy sources – such as coal, oil (petrol,
diesel, fuel-oil), LPG, gas, wind, solar, wave, tidal,
biomass, geothermal
all secondary energy sources – such as electricity, heat,
transport fuels
all energy requirements – residential, commercial, industrial,
transport, network utilities
the design and performance of energy systems, infrastructure
or networks, laws, rules, regulations and plans that influence
energy supply, demand and systems development.

Energy use, efficiency and affordability
504_ Within the next 25 years, global energy consumption is
expected to increase by one third. By comparison, Auckland’s
projected energy demand will increase by approximately 65%
by 2031. Without effective intervention, Auckland will become
increasingly reliant on imported energy supplies and vulnerable
to increases in the cost of energy.
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Directive 8.3
Improve energy efficiency and conservation
(in both supply and use) through:
a quality compact city form that is well integrated with
a multi-modal transport system
a transport system that reduces reliance on
non-renewable resources and improves energy efficiency
energy-efficient development and design, by (i) ensuring
development is assessed using an appropriate ratings
tool along with provision in Auckland’s Unitary Plan and
(ii) supporting the retrofitting and redevelopment of
residential, commercial and industrial buildings.
505_ Auckland currently spends around $5 billion per year on
energy. Forecasts for increasing energy demand and energy
prices indicate that by 2031 Auckland could be spending
10% of its gross regional product on energy, which is nearly
double current levels. Future increases in household energy
consumption and/or energy prices present the very real risk
of more Aucklanders experiencing fuel poverty, or finding it
difficult to afford a quality lifestyle.
506_ Our existing buildings are responsible for a large share of
Auckland’s energy consumption and GHG emissions. Significant
improvement in the energy efficiency of our buildings is required
to moderate the projected increase in energy demand.

507_ Increased energy efficiency provides tremendous cobenefits through reduced energy costs, enhanced property
values, and health benefits associated with lower levels of air
pollution. Lower energy demand may reduce or delay the need
to build new energy generation facilities.
508_ It is estimated that between 10% and 30% of the energy
costs of most businesses and households can be reduced
through better energy management. It is also estimated that
applying technologies currently available can save 30% to
40% of energy use and GHG emissions in new buildings, when
evaluated on a life-cycle basis.55

511_ Auckland Council will work with key energy stakeholders
to investigate and promote mechanisms to support and to
incentivise opportunities for sustainable refurbishment and
retrofit programmes for residential, commercial and industrial
buildings. This will include the installation of renewable energy
and low-emissions energy technologies, as well as requirements
for the public disclosure of sustainable performance of buildings
at the point of sale. Auckland Council will exemplify sustainable
building design through the management, refurbishment and
renewal of its assets.

Directive 8.4
Increase energy resilience by diversifying
the location, type and scale of energy
sources and fostering greater use of
renewable energy resources available in
the region.

513_ Auckland has a number of renewable energy generation
opportunities which are likely to be economically attractive in
the future, and which could assist in reducing the greenhouse
gas intensity of electricity generation. Auckland will investigate
diverse opportunities, including large-scale wind power, smallscale solar photovoltaics, and solar hot water. The potential
for greater uptake of renewable energy is often constrained
by economic viability and balancing local values (e.g. natural
landscapes and loss of amenity) with broader national benefits.
514_ To assist new electricity generation within Auckland
and the provision of the advanced energy networks, Auckland
Council will improve regulatory and planning processes to
support the diversification (the location, type and scale) of
energy sources. Auckland Council will foster greater use of
renewable energy resources available in the region through
statutory and non-statutory instruments including the Unitary
Plan (see Chapter 9: Rural Auckland, for local renewable
electricity generation; see Chapter 12: Auckland’s Physical and
Social Infrastructure Priority 1 for further details of energy
infrastructure provision).
515_ Auckland Council and key partners will address critical
energy issues through the development of an integrated Energy
and Climate Change Mitigation strategy, recognising the
national significance of the use and development of renewable
electricity generation activities.
516_ Auckland will also seek opportunities on catalytic projects
and innovative funding models (for example public private
partnerships) to fast-track the adoption of new and emerging
low-carbon technologies.
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510_ Development proposals will be expected to consider
energy efficiency and low-carbon energy sources in the design
and operation of all new and refurbished buildings through
adherence to environmental design principles (see Box 10.2)
and by ensuring residential, commercial and industrial building
design is assessed against appropriate performance standards.
The Unitary Plan will support and promote low-carbon,
energy-efficient design through the introduction of sustainable
development standards for new development, supplemented by
design guidance and case studies within the Auckland Design
Manual (see Chapter 10: Urban Auckland).

512_ Auckland’s economy is dependent on imported fossil
fuels, primarily due to a high usage of private motor vehicles.
This means that Auckland is vulnerable to international
supply or price disruptions. Nearly all of the energy used in
Auckland comes from outside the region. A more efficient
transport system, (with a wide range of transport modes and
a greater diversity of transport fuels and alternative energy
technologies that reduce reliance on non-renewable resources),
is crucial to transitioning to an efficient, secure, affordable and
environmentally responsible energy system (see Chapter 13:
Auckland’s Transport).
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509_ This Plan sets out ambitious policies to improve the energy
efficiency of the built environment. They relate to residential,
commercial, and industrial building design, urban design,
transport networks, energy retrofits, and improved technologies.

Energy generation and supply
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ADAPT TO A
CHANGING CLIMATE

517_ Whatever measures we take to reduce GHG emissions,
the levels already in the atmosphere are expected to continue
to affect and change the climate over our children’s lifetimes.
Therefore, as well as working to reduce emissions, we need
to prepare for the effects of climate change and adapt to
withstand the projected impacts.
518_ ‘Adaptation’ is the process of identifying climate risks and
opportunities for the region, assessing the options to respond,
and implementing the most appropriate actions at the time.
Because our climate will keep changing and more information
on climate change will become available over time, our
responses will also change.
519_ Based on current knowledge, Auckland could experience
more extreme variability in its local climate in the short,
medium and long term. Auckland is likely to see hotter average
temperatures, changes in wind and rainfall patterns, more
frequent extreme weather events such as droughts and floods,
and rising sea levels, with higher storm surge and waves (see
Box 8.1). This will trigger changes and create uncertainties for
the natural and built environment, the economy, public health,
and lifestyles.
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520_ Future development of land for housing, business, and
infrastructure (for roading and drainage) can be located away
from coastal and low-lying areas vulnerable to sea-level rise,
flooding and coastal erosion. Alternatively the protection of
structures can be built into design. The Development Strategy
(Section D) will take account of the projected effects of climate
change. Map 7.7 (see Chapter 7: Auckland’s Environment)
depicts the areas of land that may be affected by sea-level rise
in the future.
521_ Climate change, in particular rising temperatures, changes
in rainfall patterns and ozone depletion, will impact on human
health and on natural eco-systems. Some sensitive indigenous
species and ecosystems may be significantly affected. The
impact of climate change on invasive species and changes
in the interactions between native and introduced species
may be one of the greatest challenges. For example, some
introduced species could switch from being relatively harmless
to becoming invasive pests. Further, new pests could be
introduced which could compete with, or even replace native
species. Some, such as mosquitoes, bring the risk of new
tropical diseases; for example, dengue fever. Opportunities
could arise to grow new crops in the region, which would
diversify Auckland’s agricultural production.

Box 8.3 Sea-level rise

Guidelines issued by the Ministry for the Environment56
in 2009 set out baseline sea-level rise recommendations
for local government to guide the risk assessment
process. The Ministry’s guidelines state:
‘We recommend that for planning and decision
timeframes out to the 2090s (2090–2099):
1. a base value sea-level rise of 0.5m relative to the
1980–1999 average be used, along with

For longer planning and decision timeframes
beyond the end of this century, we recommend an
additional allowance for sea-level rise of 10mm per
year beyond 2100.’
Projections and guidelines will change over time as
new research emerges. Recent research suggests that
long-term planning will need to take into consideration
accelerated sea-level rise (for example up to 1.5m by
2100 and 1.85m by 2115),57 due to factors such as
global ice sheet melt. Directive 8.5 sets out a flexible,
risk-based approach which takes account of national
guidelines and the latest science and research, and is
informed by ongoing monitoring.

523_ It is likely that other countries will be more severely
affected by climate change, making Auckland a popular
destination for ‘environmental refugees’, particularly from
Pacific Island countries. This creates opportunities for growth
but also carries the risk of housing shortages and overcrowding,
and creates pressures on social services and social cohesion.
524_ A further risk is that climate change could impact
severely on the distribution of food production across the
globe, contributing to a global food crisis. This highlights the
importance of local food production and the need to foster selfsufficiency in order to increase resilience and independence.
525_ As the effects of climate change are still uncertain and
subject to change over time, it will be necessary to monitor
climate change projections and to gather local environmental
data. This will enable us to identify the most appropriate climate
change responses in relation to the risks, costs and benefits
involved, and to adapt plans as more information becomes
available. Where there is uncertainty or insufficient data, it will
be wise to take a cautious, risk-based approach in line with the
principles set out in the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement
(2010), the Civil Defence Emergency Management Act (2002),
and the Resource Management Act (1991).
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2. an assessment of potential consequences from a
range of possible higher sea-level rise values. At
the very least, all assessments should consider the
consequences of a mean sea-level rise of at least 0.8m
relative to the 1980–1999 average.

522_ The potential impacts on human health and wellbeing are wide-ranging, and may include an increase in
tropical diseases and heat stress-related conditions. Some
local communities within Auckland will be more exposed to
climate change effects. As this could particularly affect those
living in susceptible areas, and those who have fewer skills
and financial resources, it will need to be considered when
developing strategies to respond to climate change, so that
inequalities can be minimised. Building resilience throughout
all communities within Auckland will be critical (see Chapter 1:
Auckland’s People).

CHAPTER 8 AUCKLAND’S RESPONSE TO CLIMATE CHANGE

There are uncertainties associated with projections for
sea-level rise. Risk management is a pragmatic approach
for incorporating such uncertainties. It is important to
consider not just a single value, but a range of sea-level
rise values. This allows us to assess the consequences of
higher sea levels, and to consider whether the increased
risk from higher sea levels would be acceptable.
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526_ The wide-ranging impacts of climate change make it
necessary to develop a co-ordinated management response
which covers all potentially affected Council functions,
provides regulations for public and private land, and guidance
for businesses and local communities. Specifically, we will:

research international ‘best practice’ on responses to climate
change impacts
consider the costs of measures to adapt to climate change
and balance them against the risks and benefits involved.
Consult with affected key stakeholders, tangata whenua and
local communities to identify what level of risk is acceptable
to them, and what level of cost is deemed manageable to
the community

consider the effects of climate change when determining the
location and design capacity of new developments and critical
infrastructure, or when undertaking any significant upgrades
or replacement of infrastructure. Adapt asset management
plans to respond to the anticipated effects of climate change
protect, promote and enhance the quality of indigenous
ecosystems, and of new and existing green infrastructure
(including green roofs) to support adaptation to, and
mitigation of (i.e. carbon sequestration) climate change.
Consider planting programmes to increase the resilience of
areas prone to erosion
provide information and education on climate change to local
communities and businesses.

527_ Productive food-growing land is being compromised
significantly in some parts of the world: ongoing urbanisation
and climate change may exacerbate this. Global resource
scarcity, peak oil, and climate change add to the value of
local food production and place an additional premium on
Auckland’s and New Zealand’s productive capacity. Food
resilience is likely to be a prized element of city living in the
future, and it is essential that this dynamic is recognised in
planning for Auckland’s future.

Directive 8.6
Recognise, promote and strengthen the
value and contribution of local urban and
rural food systems to improve resilience,
resource use efficiency and community
food security.

528_ To contribute to the above directive, Auckland
will examine local (urban and rural) food production and
distribution capacity (current and potential), the degree of
resilience, and opportunities to protect and enhance Auckland’s
local food production.
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investigate ways to develop and implement flexible, riskbased land-use planning tools that can be applied to existing
and new developments to reduce exposure to climate change
impacts. These may include minimum setbacks, floor levels,
innovative building design, and, if necessary, managed
retreats, and can be incorporated into the Unitary Plan
progressively over time. Adopt a cautious approach where
insufficient information is available

Identify the opportunities and risks associated
with climate change. Increase the resilience of
Auckland’s communities, natural resources and
built environments and their ability to adapt to
the impacts of climate change. Take a cautious,
risk-based approach where there is uncertainty
on the effects of climate change, and monitor
and adapt to environmental change over time.

CHAPTER 8 AUCKLAND’S RESPONSE TO CLIMATE CHANGE

work with key partners to undertake monitoring, spatial
identification and assessment of the effects of climate
change. This will foster greater understanding of the
opportunities and risks to local communities, the economy,
and critical infrastructure, and the vulnerability of the
natural environment

Directive 8.5
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION 9
KEEP RURAL AUCKLAND PRODUCTIVE, PROTECTED AND ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND

TARGETS
Increase the value added to the Auckland economy
by rural sectors (including rural production,
complementary rural enterprises, tourism and
visitor experiences in rural areas) by 50% by 2040

Between 2013 and 2020, no more than 10% of
all rural subdivision will be in the rural production,
rural coastal and islands activity areas

PRIORITIES
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1

2

Create a sustainable balance between environmental
protection, rural production and activities connected to
the rural environment

Support rural settlements,
living and communities

KO TE ARO-WHAKAARO O -TAMAKI MAKAURAU,
KIA
MAU
TONU
TE
A
HUA
NOHO
TUAWHENUA,
kia
puA
wai,
- - kia whakAtaahua te- wA
- hi noho mO rAtou e noho
- tU
- turu,
- mO rAtou
- e manuhiri ana.
kia whakarahia ngA tAngata e noho tonu i ngA tAone, A rohe e tU ana.

530_ Pressures on rural Auckland, such as population growth,
demand for rural living and rural experiences, diminishing and
stressed ecology and natural systems, and changing land values
create tensions between different activities and values. Conversely,
locally grown food, tourism, recreation and productive activities
are made possible by proximity to urban Auckland.
531_ The population in rural Auckland – including towns and
settlements – has grown at a rate of 7,500 people per year
over the last two census periods, making up 27% of Auckland’s
28,000 annual population increase. Many changes are welcome,
such as more protection of areas of bush, and student growth
in rural schools. Some areas have prospered as a result.

TAMAKI KI TUAWHENUA

Most of Auckland is rural. Our large rural areas host diverse economies and activities, and
include stunning landscapes and coastal areas: the West Coast; Hunua and Waitākere ranges; the
Kaipara, Manukau, Mahurangi and Whangateau harbours; Gulf Islands; and numerous regional
parks. Here rural people make their living and urban Aucklanders can connect with nature. There
is enormous variety in terrain, land uses and settlement patterns across 384,000 hectares of land,
which comprise over 70% of Auckland’s landmass, and are contained by over 3,700 km of coastline.
These areas are integral to Auckland’s unique character, and vital to its economy and its people.
529_

CHAPTER 9 RURAL AUCKLAND

Auckland expects its rural areas to remain rural in
character and to be vibrant, productive places for those
who make their living there and those who visit and enjoy
their many and varied offerings. Future rural population
growth will be focused in existing towns and villages.

532_ However, there are disadvantages: the long-term
consequences of prolific subdivision across rural areas, the
fragmentation of productive land, the domestication and
commercialisation of rural landscapes, the introduction
of sensitive land uses into working environments and the
inefficient use of developable land. Figure 9.1 summarises
Property IQ (formerly QV) data and shows that lifestyle blocks
grew by more than 25,000 ha in total area between 1996 and
2010. Traditional pastoral and dairy farming is less prevalent.
’Rural sprawl’ is a significant issue for Auckland. Figure 9.2
shows the extent of building activity in the rural areas.
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Figure 9.1 Changes to area of land in rural valuation categories 1996-2010

FIGURE 9.1 Changes to
area of land in rural
valuation categories
1996-2010
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FIGURE 9.2 Rural Building
consents for new dwellings
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NUMBER OF RURAL BUILDING CONSENTS FOR
NEW DWELLINGS (2001-2010)

533_ This Plan foresees Auckland’s future growth to be accommodated
in a quality compact manner for a number of reasons, including the cost
and unaffordability of servicing continuous outward growth (see Section
D: Auckland’s High Level Development Strategy, and Chapters 10: Urban
Auckland, and 12: Auckland’s Physical and Social Infrastructure) and the
importance of rural areas to Aucklanders. A new Rural Urban Boundary (RUB)
will identify the long-term limit to potential urban growth. Greenfield growth
within this RUB will be delivered in an orderly, sequenced way over the next 30
years. The RUB will also manage the growth of rural towns and larger rural and
coastal villages. Significant new urban development will not occur in rural areas
falling outside this new RUB.

qualities, and provide for the lifestyle, economic opportunities and benefits
these areas offer is at the heart of this chapter. Auckland’s approach is to find
the balance between enabling these areas to be highly productive (regarding
agricultural and wider economic opportunities) and ensuring environmental
and landscape protection.

534_ Planning for the future of our rural areas, as for our urban areas, must
ensure they are successful, and that different community values and needs
are balanced. How we nurture the productive potential and green and blue

536_ The rural strategy should be read as an integral part of the Development
Strategy (Section D).

535_ What follows is:
more detail regarding our priorities
the high-level outline of a strategy for our northern and southern rural areas
that underpins these priorities.
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CREATE A SUSTAINABLE BALANCE
BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION,
RURAL PRODUCTION AND ACTIVITIES
CONNECTED TO THE RURAL ENVIRONMENT

537_ We all value and appreciate rural character. However, it
is often under threat from activities and development that are
inappropriate in a rural context. We must improve the way we
treat and manage these areas. They are important to Auckland:
their production and economic contribution, now and in future;
their contribution to biodiversity and ecosystems; their offer in
terms of recreation; and their spectacular landscapes.
538_ This requires a balance between maintaining the distinct
character of landscapes and settlements, while providing and
increasing the services that rural and urban communities depend
on. In practice, this sustainable balance means that we will:
protect some areas from any future development
protect fertile soils from activities that reduce their
productive potential
encourage and support productive enterprises and those
that fit well in a rural context (not necessarily dependent on
fertile soils)
treat cultural heritage and iconic features with the respect
they deserve
encourage growth and urban development to be focused in
satellite towns and rural and coastal towns, and discourage
growth in other rural areas.
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539_ Rural production is valuable in many ways. It supplies
food and other products, supports businesses and communities
which make their living from the land, and contributes to the
economy. Urban Auckland consumes many products from
rural Auckland, such as aggregate for construction, fresh
vegetables, fruit and flowers, wine and eggs. Some products,
such as oysters, are marine- rather than land-based; there is
a substantial aquaculture industry in rural Auckland. Though
they are marine-based, these industries rely on the quality of
surrounding rural land management, as sediment and run-off
from the land reduce the water quality. Iwi have considerable
investment potential in the aquaculture industry. Thriving
farmers’ markets and growing equine-related businesses are
notable features of rural Auckland.
540_ There are several success stories in rural Auckland,
where enterprises access high-value markets and export a high
proportion of product. Proximity to Auckland Airport allows
rural ventures to attract investment on the basis of growing,
processing, packaging, and same-day air freight directly to
urban markets in Australia, Asia and North America. Rural
ventures in Auckland can access diverse income streams and
build close links with commercial, research, marketing, and
other urban services more easily than those in remote parts of
New Zealand, and new rural ventures in non-traditional areas
can achieve higher value-per-hectare returns.
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541_ Auckland’s rural south produces a significant proportion
of New Zealand’s onions, tomatoes and potatoes. The north
offers an increasing number of rural tourism attractions.
It hosts vineyards and supplies niche products such as
capsicums, blueberries and organics. 2% to 3% of Auckland’s
GDP is attributable to agriculture and agricultural services
and processing from the region. This is about $1.22 billion
annually58 (see Chapter 6: Auckland’s Economy).
542_ Keeping Auckland’s rural areas rural has other benefits:
quality compact development concentrates intensive and more
urban-type land uses with transport and other infrastructure
in rural and urban centres. This improves the vibrancy and
economic potential of these centres (see Chapter 10: Urban
Auckland), and offers a range of opportunities to enjoy the
outdoor lifestyle in Auckland (see Chapter 4: Auckland’s
Historic Heritage, and Chapter 12: Auckland’s Physical and
Social Infrastructure).
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FIGURE 9.3 Soils of
high production value
security of energy supply (electricity and gas)

LUC

9.3

Category 1

ultra-fast broadband in rural areas

Category 2

access to labour

Category 3
Category 4

scope for complementary activities such as direct selling,
hospitality and visitor experiences
vulnerability of aquaculture enterprises to land-use activities
within catchments
adequate separation of intensive production businesses, from
new activities such as lifestyle development
a stable and workable regulatory framework and rating
cost structure
business activities in rural areas.
544_ Aggregate and land-based sand extraction sites and
resources are essential for affordable construction and roading
in Auckland. Extraction activities can have adverse effects
(noise, dust, heavy truck movements and disturbance of
ecosystems), and are vulnerable to reverse sensitivity effects.
Land use in and around mineral extraction sites needs to be
managed to ensure Auckland’s future needs can be met, and
that sites are located in suitable locations, operated well and
rehabilitated appropriately. A framework for managing clean fill
activities is necessary too.

LOCATION OF VERSATILE SOILS
This image shows the New Zealand Land Resource Inventory
(NZLRI) land use capability class 1-4 of 10 soils.

543_ This Plan will build on rural production capability.
Safeguarding agricultural and other land-based activities
traditionally focused on protecting more versatile classes of
soil by preventing fragmentation, and the conversion of land to
non-rural activities. We will continue to protect the usability
of rural land in general, and maintain a usable range of site
sizes on land with versatile soils. We will widen this focus to
safeguard other elements crucial to rural production and rural
production systems, (see Chapter 7: Auckland’s Environment,
Chapter 12: Auckland’s Physical and Social Infrastructure,
and Chapter 13: Auckland’s Transport) such as:
water allocation for growth and increased productivity of
future agriculture
transport links from farm gate to ports, airports, rail facilities
and processing facilities, and the adequacy of storage and
other logistics
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Agricultural opportunities in
Auckland’s rural areas
rich volcanic soils in the south, abundant rain and a
(largely) frost-free climate
close proximity to urban markets, processing facilities,
research institutions, a large labour pool, diverse
employment opportunities and urban amenities
easy access to the airport for products that benefit
from minimal handling and rapid dispatch, such as
flowers and delicate fruit and berry crops
opportunities for rural areas to be centres of
consumption that complement production such as
rural vineyards, visitor services, tourism and recreation
a larger local market for higher-value niche agriculture
and demand for fresh and local produce.
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Directive 9.1
545_ Many activities in the rural environment are associated
with land-based activities; for example sale yards, equipment
servicing, and fencing and processing produce from the land (or
sea). Activities not directly related to land-based production
are important for the ongoing viability of these areas. They
include tourism ventures, hospitality services, and recreational
activities such as horse riding and mountain biking.

Directive 9.2
Develop a regulatory framework that
accommodates and encourages productive
rural uses, changing activities and
associated enterprises.
546_ We need to accommodate and support a broad range
of land uses, activities and opportunities that fit comfortably
in their rural location, and contribute to the viability and
vitality of these areas. Activities that do not suit their rural
surroundings must be prevented from locating on rural
land. For example, when significant retailing, industrial or
office development is needed to serve rural catchments, the
businesses should locate in rural towns, and in satellite towns
in particular (see Section D: Development Strategy), and
generally not in other rural areas.

547_ Flexibility in accommodating a wide range of activities
must be balanced with maintaining future production
potential, landscape and natural character, open space
and recreation amenity, and bio-diversity (see Chapter 7:
Auckland’s Environment). Further, the resources and production
systems that underpin working rural land must be protected,
maintained and improved. Figure 9.3 shows the New Zealand
Land Resource Inventory (NZLIR) high productivity category
1-4 (of 10) soils.
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Ensure that the resources and production
systems that underpin working rural land are
protected, maintained and improved.

548_ The character of our rural areas and their natural beauty
is at the heart of many rural enterprises, especially the visitor
and tourism industry. It is critically important to protect rural
gateways and landmarks, and significant natural areas and
sensitive receiving environments (see Chapter 7: Auckland’s
Environment). Gateways are entry points or areas within the
rural landscape that mark the transition from urban areas
to areas with more rural qualities. Landmarks often include
spectacular natural features and landscapes. Both establish
Auckland’s sense of place.

Directive 9.3
Identify rural gateways and landmarks
that help define Auckland, and provide
for their protection.
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SUPPORT RURAL
SETTLEMENTS, LIVING
AND COMMUNITIES
549_ Our rural settlements, from large satellite towns to small
villages and individual farming enterprises, are an important
part of the future of Auckland. There is also a significant
number of marae and other Māori land holdings across these
areas (see Chapter 2: Auckland’s Māori).

551_ Generally, commuter communities in outlying areas
are particularly vulnerable to fuel price rises. These areas are
often less sustainable in terms of growth, compared to places
that have a wide range of employment options and that can
be serviced by public transport.

550_ Some towns and settlements have a range of facilities
such as schools, halls, sports and recreation facilities, work
opportunities and reasonable transport access, although
few have public transport (see Chapter 13: Auckland’s
Transport). Some have available land, well-developed civic
and utility infrastructure, and provide a range of functions
such as employment, rural services, tourism and retirement
activity. Existing rural services (such as school bus systems)
can sometimes be adapted to meet the needs of growing
communities. Innovative infrastructure technology may improve
affordability and reduce the impacts of rural wastewater services
in future. Accordingly, rural settlements can be good locations
for future growth. However, many have significant limitations,
such as lack of employment and educational opportunities, and
sometimes the cost of infrastructure is prohibitive. Some are
located within sensitive environments, or in areas of potential
flooding or land instability.

552_ This Plan steers future population and business growth
in rural areas to two significant satellite towns and, to a
lesser extent, rural and coastal towns; this avoids scattered
sub-division of rural land or the conversion of potentially
productive land to country living. Some limited and scaleappropriate growth will, over time, also occur in smaller rural
and coastal villages where it benefits those communities.
Development in these places has to respect local values,
character and landscapes. Area spatial planning and quality
design (see Chapter 10: Urban Auckland) are pre-requisites
for any growth incurring significant change. Development
of marae and papakāinga are considered in Chapter 2:
Auckland’s Māori.

Directive 9.4
Undertake future planning for rural towns and
villages identified for growth, in line with the
functional classification set out in Table 9.1
and Schedule 2 of this chapter, and principles
and Chapters 10 and 13.
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553_ This Plan aims to manage urban growth in rural
settlements and within the urban environment, to get the
best value from our public infrastructure, such as wastewater
treatment plants, transport infrastructure and community
facilities. Rural towns and settlements serve local populations
and offer lifestyle choices for Aucklanders. Auckland will
stage significant future business population and infrastructure
growth in satellite towns over a 30-year period (see Chapter
12: Auckland’s Physical and Social Infrastructure), and make
more modest changes in other rural settlements.
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Directive 9.5
Proposals for expanding rural towns and villages must:
achieve a well-planned network of distinct centres,
towns and villages, and a productive rural environment
with clear breaks between rural settlements
incorporate affordable, feasible, sequenced and
satisfactory provision of social and service infrastructure,
consistent with service priorities (see Chapters 12:
Auckland’s Physical and Social Infrastructure and
Chapter14: Implementation Framework)
provide high resilience to future risks, avoiding
locations with significant natural hazard risks for
urban development
avoid locations where urban development will
adversely impact on the natural character of the coast,
wetlands, outstanding natural features, landscapes,
indigenous vegetation, heritage, and water quality in
sensitive receiving environments
avoid urbanisation of highly productive farmland and
versatile soils where possible, and maintain adequate
separation between incompatible land uses

achieve high environmental performance and
standards of design in the built environment (see
good design and environmental design principles in
Chapter 10: Urban Auckland).
In addition to the above, new settlement proposals must
also demonstrate:
sufficient demand for further urban land within the subregional area
accessible and adequate active transport, public
transport and roading between housing, services,
employment and recreation activities
consistency with focusing growth in support of
existing community and infrastructure investment
and commitments.
Spatial planning, appropriate to the scale and influence
of the settlement, must be completed. There is a need to
determine what infrastructure is required before the new
land development capacity is released.

achieve an orderly and contiguous connection with the
existing settlement

A future strategy for rural Auckland

rural coastal (west) (Tasman, Kaipara, Manukau and Āwhitu)

The preceding two priorities give a context for the future of
Auckland’s rural areas. They aim to provide for uses, activities,
infrastructure and services that depend on their rural location,
serve the rural community, support the rural economy and
protect rural values, while maintaining the distinct character,
landscapes and settlements of these areas.

country living

This requires a long-term strategy for the way we manage
growth and development in our rural areas. Map 9.1
outlines such a broad strategy for the future.

In addition, the strategy also categorises all rural towns,
villages and settlements into a Rural Settlements
Classification. This classification categorises rural places as:

This Rural Strategy is an integral part of the Development
Strategy in Section D. It categorises the rural areas into a
number of activity areas, within which particular uses and
types of growth will be encouraged and enabled. They are:

satellite towns

rural production

The purpose of this classification is to plan for the future
growth and development of these places, particularly
regarding the provision of infrastructure and services.
Schedules 1 and 2 of this section provide more detail.

mixed rural production
rural coastal (east)
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bush living
inner and outer islands.
A more detailed description of each activity area is provided
in the Schedules attached to this chapter.

rural and coastal towns, and
rural and coastal villages.

MAP 9.1 AUCKLAND’S
RURAL STRATEGY
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Schedule 1 – Rural Activity Categories
There are major differences in landscape types, property sizes,
development pressures, land uses, soil versatility, land cover
and land values across Auckland’s rural areas. In setting out a
broad Rural Strategy, rural areas are categorised as a means
of indicating future functions, activity and use (although
they have not been investigated to the same level of detail
as a zone in a Resource Management Act (1991) plan). The
categorisation is based on:

productive use of land and increased yields through good
farming practice and environmental stewardship initiatives

environmental sensitivity

natural landscape qualities

landscape and soil types

enhanced greenways and recreation links.

current land use

Mixed Rural Production

settlement, production and development activity

Area Description

economic opportunities
sustainability over the long term.

Rural Production

water and land management
protected and enhanced biodiversity
renewable energy development

Areas outside country living zones that are relatively intensively
sub-divided and used for purposes other than large-scale
agricultural production. These areas:
contain extensive areas of prime agricultural soils

Area Description

have relatively usable terrain

areas with large land holdings

may have flood risk issues

low population and building density

are intensively used for lifestyle development, as well as
commercial farming, horticulture and viticulture, and a
number of significant aggregate extraction sites.

focused on land-based production with scattered and minimal
lifestyle development, and
significant distances from urban services and facilities.
Desired Future Outcomes
predominance of large sites in productive use
minimal ‘ad hoc’ subdivision and lifestyle development
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improved water quality / reduced sedimentation

Tourist- and visitor-related activities and scenic routes also
feature in these environments and they are generally slowchanging economies. They are:
attractive, developable and productive areas, and contain
quarrying resources and crucial access links.

Desired Future Outcomes

tourism and recreational activities

enhanced rural character

protected natural features, sites, land and water bodies of
significance to tangata whenua

a range of site sizes
a range of economic activities, and strong and diverse rural
production activities linked to the rural environment
active management of development outcomes and
sensitive design

rural production.

Rural Coastal (West) – Tasman, Kaipara,
Manukau and Āwhitu Coast Production
Area Description
remote coastal farming areas within close proximity to the
Kaipara and Manukau harbours and Tasman Coast.
rural production

Area Description

significant biodiversity and natural features

contains commercial and lifestyle farming and forestry

remote beaches

a range of small settlements and remote areas

will face increasing development pressures over time.

major tourist attractions
significant indented coastal landforms, vegetation, beaches
and estuaries, sensitive environmental features around
and including the Mahurangi and Whangateau harbours,
Tāwharanui Peninsula and the Te Ārai to Pākiri Coast

Desired Future Outcomes
Future outcomes sought are the same as for other Rural
Production Areas but focus on:

Desired Future Outcomes

protected natural character of the coastal environment,
sensitive ecology and other environmental values (eg
the Dune Lakes and Kaipara and Manukau harbours and
Āwhitu Peninsula)

protected natural character of the coastal environment,
sensitive ecology and other environmental values

protected natural features, sites, land and water bodies of
significance to tangata whenua

environmental enhancement

tidal and wind energy generation

development that is sensitive to the coastal environment and
natural landscape

primary production, aquaculture and coastal industries such
as barging.

faces significant development pressure.
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Rural Coastal (East)

CHAPTER 9 RURAL AUCKLAND

supports equine, horticulture, viticulture industries,
environmental tourism and recreation activities, training
facilities, food processing, animal and plant science, markets,
small backyard industries, studios and home occupations.

visitor-oriented activities consistent with the character of the
local area
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Schedule 1 – Rural Activity Categories (continued)
Rural Islands Activity
Area Description
The Hauraki Gulf Islands lie within the Hauraki Gulf Marine Park.
The islands have:
rural production areas, lifestyle development, bush living and
un-reticulated residential areas
substantial natural and physical resources and landscape
values
varied coastline, rugged interior, bushed slopes, sweeping
white sand beaches on north and east coastlines, visual
amenity, ridgelines, bays and coastal headlands
significant areas of native bush and shrubs, and a range of
visitor attractions such as open sanctuaries on islands like
Tiritiri Mātangi, the Mansion House on Kāwau and viticulture
on Waiheke
catchments which include extensive wetlands, watercourses
and estuarine systems
significant and extensive wildlife habitats, ecological corridors
and ecosystems.
Desired Future Outcomes
 enhanced life-supporting capacity of the Hauraki Gulf
Waiheke’s low-key, bush-fringed village character in the west,
and rural and natural character in the east is maintained
the informal character of settlement areas on Great Barrier
and Kāwau Island is maintained
farm, viticulture and other land-based activities prosper
holiday and visitor-oriented activities, increasing tourism,
and recreational opportunities consistent with a strong
conservation ethic
conservation of the landscape and natural environment and
restored bio-diversity
protected heritage values
cultural aspirations met
transport linkages and energy and communications network
services available.

Country Living
Area Description
Areas close to rural towns and urban areas:
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highly fragmented land
lifestyle development with good amenity
hobby-scale farming and productive sites
roadside stalls and commercial activity.
Desired Future Outcomes
range of rural lifestyle development choices
can absorb demand for rural subdivision, rather than
subdividing more sensitive and productive areas
limiting effects of country living on rural production,
waterways, the natural environment and wider natural
landscape and the spread of further country living areas
enhanced greenways and recreation links
supports equine industry, horticulture, viticulture,
environmental tourism and recreation activities, training
facilities, food processing, animal and plant science, markets,
small backyard industries, studios and home occupations.

Bush Living
Area Description
Areas with small and medium land holdings with substantial
forest cover with more limited pastoral activity. These areas
contain:
areas within the Waitākere Ranges Heritage Area (WRHA)
and Hauraki Gulf Islands Marine Park
low-key bush residential lifestyle development and businesses
without the degree of site modification and scale of
development seen in other country living areas.
Desired Future Outcomes
bush residential lifestyle opportunities don’t impact on the
native vegetation, landscape values, habitat and natural
qualities of these places are enabled
sub-urbanisation, urban creep, intensive rural production
and prominent signage is avoided and existing land-based
production activities are accommodated
a range of cottage industries, lifestyle activities, and rural
businesses prosper in their natural context
natural areas are cared for and protected and indigenous biodiversity is restored
adverse effects on identified heritage features are avoided and
there is limited subdivision in the WRHA.

Schedule 2 – Rural Settlements’ Classification
Rural centres are classified and defined according to their
existing and future role and function as part of a network
across rural Auckland (see Table 9.1). The classifications
differentiate between centres based on the following factors:
the function of the centre within Auckland’s network of rural
and urban centres
the ability to be self-contained in terms of employment,
education, recreation and entertainment

the suitability of their amenities and services to support
strong, resilient, future communities

Area spatial planning will be undertaken for Satellite Towns and
Rural and Coastal Towns to:

the ability to integrate the provision of transport services with
new and existing land development, and to balance housing
growth with job growth.

prioritise and co-ordinate zoning and infrastructure plans

Rural settlements are classified into the following categories:

manage environmental and natural hazard constraints

satellite towns
rural and coastal towns, and
rural and coastal villages (serviced and un-serviced).

protect heritage
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the cost-effectiveness of building or providing services and
facilities and their proximity to likely future extensions to
services and facilities

These are urban settlements of varying sizes with suburban
zones in rural areas, widely varying local character and
services that reflect lifestyle choices such as rural town life,
and dormitory residential and retirement living. These eight
towns are also expected to grow substantially, but as they
are less independent from the main metropolitan area they
are less of a focus for developing substantial employment
or intensification. They will be a lower priority relative to
more accessible locations, where good transport and water
infrastructure and services are more affordable, and where
growth will complement existing infrastructure networks
and services. Subject to investigation, they are envisaged to
grow to between 2,000 and 10,000 people, and will become
stronger and more attractive centres.
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differences in infrastructure, environmental constraints on
growth, the sensitivity of the area, and risk factors associated
with natural hazards

Rural and Coastal Towns

improve liveability and drive good urban design outcomes
improve employment, housing, and transport options
develop understanding of community aspirations and concerns.

Satellite Towns
These are two substantial urban settlements in rural areas
– Warkworth and Pukekohe - with the potential to function
independently of the main metropolitan area, provide a
range of services to surrounding rural areas, and develop
quality transport links. Satellite towns are suitable locations
for substantial residential and employment growth, subject
to the appropriate infrastructure being in place, and are
an important focus of future growth in rural areas. Their
populations are envisaged to grow to 20,000 (Warkworth)
and 50,000 (Pukekohe) over the next 30 years, with a balance
of houses to jobs of close to 1:1 and with strong, accessible,
diverse and enhanced centres.
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Serviced Rural and Coastal Villages
These are small rural settlements of varying sizes (from 100 to
5,000 people) with close connections to their rural or natural
surroundings, but which are not a focus for significant growth.
They are centres for rural residents and provide for village
living, dormitory residential, holiday and retirement living to
varying degrees, and in some cases serve visitors with lowkey service and tourist development. Significant growth in
sensitive natural settings, locations with poor accessibility and
insufficient, unaffordable or problematic service infrastructure
will be avoided. A critical constraint is the capacity to deal
with wastewater in an acceptable way, with the associated
costs of servicing borne by land developers, and avoiding
concentrations of on-site systems likely to degrade water
quality in receiving environments. Therefore, villages where
adequate service capacity can be provided have potential
for well-planned growth on a locally appropriate scale that
enhances their qualities.

Un-serviced Rural and Coastal Villages
These villages share the constraints, varying functions and
qualities of serviced villages, and range from tight clusters
to more dispersed areas. However, un-serviced villages
(particularly if smaller and more dispersed) are envisaged
to have little or no growth. They will change and develop in
ways that preserve their character, but are a lower priority for
planning, services and infrastructure. Villages of less than 10 ha
have not been identified, unless they are likely to be important
for the function of their rural communities.*
This information should be read alongside Schedule 1: Urban
Centres’ Hierarchy in Chapter 10: Urban Auckland, which
outlines the urban centres’ classification, and Chapter 14:
Implementation Framework, which sets out specific actions
for rural directives.

*
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Important functions include schools, shops and halls serving growing
populations, particularly in locations a long distance from larger towns and
villages; for instance, smaller and lower-density settlements have been identified
on Great Barrier Island because of their significance in that unique context.

TABLE 9.1 Rural Settlements’ Classification

SATELLITE
TOWNS

RURAL AND
COASTAL TOWNS

RURAL AND
COASTAL
VILLAGES
(SERVICED)

RURAL AND
COASTAL VILLAGES
(UN-SERVICED)

Bombay

Ararimu **

Ōrua Bay

Warkworth

Helensville

Buckland

Ardmore **

Ostend

Kumeū-Huapai

Clarks Beach

Āwhitu Central **

Pākiri

Oneroa

Waiau Beach

Baddeleys Beach

Palm Beach

Riverhead

Glenbrook Beach

Campbells Beach

Parau

Snells Beach-Algies Bay

Herald Island

Bethells (Te Henga)

Pāremoremo **

Waiuku

Karaka

Big Bay

Piha

Wellsford

Kawakawa Bay

Brookby **

Pollok

Kingseat *

Claris **

Port Albert

Laingholm

Clevedon *

Port Fitzroy **

Maraetai

Coatesville **

Pūhoi

Matakana

Cornwallis

Sandspit

Ōmaha

Dairy Flat **

Scotts Landing

Parakai

Grahams Beach

Shelly Beach

Patumāhoe

Huia

Surfdale

Point Wells

Hunua

Tāpora

Stillwater

Kaipara Flats

Taupaki **

Waimauku

Kaukapakapa

Te Hana

Waiwera

Leigh

Te Hihi **

Weiti***

Makarau

Te Toro

Whenuapai

Matakawau

Tomarata **

Medlands

Tryphena

Muriwai

Waiau Pā

Ōmiha

Wainui **

Onetangi

Waitākere

Orapiu

Waitoki

Ōrere Point

Whangateau
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Beachlands-Pine
Harbour
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Pukekohe

Whangaparapara **
Whitford *
*

Current Resource Management Act (1991) plan change
processes and infrastructure constraints in these locations
may alter the classification and future role and function of
these settlements.

**

More dispersed settlements.
Future village.

***
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THE AUCKLAND PLAN THE WORLDS MOST LIVEABLE CITY

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 10
CREATE A STUNNING CITY CENTRE, WITH WELL-CONNECTED QUALITY TOWNS, VILLAGES AND NEIGHBOURHOODS

TARGETS
Supply 100,000 new
dwellings in the period
2012-2022, 170,000 new
dwellings in the period
2022-2032 and 130,000
new dwellings in the
period 2032-2042

Increase the proportion
of residents who feel
a sense of community
in their local
neighbourhood from
61% in 2010 to 90%
by 2040

Increase the resident
population in the city
centre from 23,000 in
2006 to 57,000 in 2040

Increase in the
proportion of residents
who are proud of the
way their local area (or
‘local centre’) looks and
feels from 64% in 2010
to 90% in 2040

PRIORITIES
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1

2

3

Realise quality compact urban
environments

Demand good design in all
development

Create enduring neighbourhoods,
centres and business areas

TAMAKI A TAONE

KO TE ARO WHAKAARO O TaMAKI MAKAURAU, KIA WHAKAaTAAHUA TE WHENUA-a-TaONE,
- PeRa I TE TAIAO.
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AUCKLAND EXPECTS ITS URBAN
ENVIRONMENT TO BE AS BEAUTIFUL
AS ITS NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT.
- -

554_ Auckland has been constantly changing and evolving since its earliest days of occupation by
both Māori and European settlers, who recognised its strategic attractiveness as a place to live
and as a focus for commerce and trade.
555_ Since the first European development in the 1840s,
advances in transport technology have defined the growth
of the urban area. The initial settlement was clustered about
the port, with few roads, and transport limited to walking or
horses. The advent of a tram and ferry network in the early
1900s saw suburban development extend over the central
isthmus and to the north shore along these transport routes,
and living and working activities concentrated by the public
transport stops. More recently, the dominant pattern of
development has been that of lower-density suburbs, enabled
by the motorway system and the rise in car ownership since
the Second World War.
556_ Urban Auckland is characterised by its outstanding
coastal and harbour settings, its narrow isthmus, volcanic
landscape and rural surroundings. The natural environment
has provided communities and neighbourhoods with unique

character and amenity. Housing styles range from tightly
packed working neighbourhoods to Victorian and Edwardian
villa suburbs, to low-density developments from the 1950s
on larger sections. These stand-alone residences were
attractive because they were often set near quieter rural
and coastal environments.
557_ More recently there has been renewed interest in living
close to the central city, as some people want to be closer to
work, education opportunities, and the vibrancy of the city.
This has seen the revitalisation of inner city areas such as
Ponsonby and Freemans Bay, showing that more intensive
living can be highly desirable and provide the lifestyle choices
that Aucklanders want. In contrast, some examples of infill
housing and medium-density housing developments have been
of variable quality and have degraded parts of the
urban environment.
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558_ The way that business operates in the urban area
has also changed over time. Traditionally there was a clear
distinction between different types of business activity, with
commerce and trade in Auckland’s town centres, and industrial
activities in other locations. As Auckland has grown, industry
has moved towards the periphery, opening up brownfield and
redevelopment opportunities. Continued change in the makeup of Auckland’s economy is expected, and the urban area will
need to respond to these changes; for example, by leveraging
off Auckland’s agglomeration potential, which is a key attractor
for business and workers to locate and live here (see Chapter
6: Auckland’s Economy). Auckland must be an attractive
place for businesses to locate to, to ensure ongoing economic
development and wealth creation.

560_ This chapter outlines the priorities for creating successful
urban places that suit all Aucklanders, and indicates how a
quality compact environment can be achieved. Emphasis is on
development that improves the places where we live and work;
reinforces and enhances local character, identity and heritage;
creates a sense of place; and is supported by quality local
amenities, good accessibility and public transport connections.

559_ Auckland’s population will increase significantly over the
next 30 years. The environmental consequences and range of
costs associated with a larger, more sprawling city, (including
transport, water and wastewater infrastructure), support
the challenge for Auckland to create opportunities for more
intensive living and working environments, and accommodate
growth around centres. This chapter provides direction to
strengthen the network of centres, liveable neighbourhoods,
and business areas.

562_ It is expected that the private sector, local communities,
iwi, the Auckland Council, central government and third sector
parties will work together to ensure we achieve the best
development possible in our urban environment.

561_ As Auckland grows and develops, a range of living
environments must be provided for our diverse population.
All new development will be designed appropriately to enhance
the attractiveness and functionality of areas.
High-quality design is a key priority in this Plan’s approach to
accommodating future growth.

REALISE QUALITY, COMPACT
URBAN ENVIRONMENTS
565_ Well-located and designed higher-density development
will provide Aucklanders with living choices that deliver a wide
range of benefits, including:
greater accessibility through expanded public transport
services and greater opportunities to walk and cycle

Directive 10.1

reduced infrastructure costs

Adopt a Rural Urban Boundary in Auckland’s Unitary Plan that provides
for land capacity over the next 30 years for 280,000 new dwellings within
the 2010 Metropolitan Urban Limit baseline, 160,000 new dwellings in new
greenfields land, satellite towns and other rural and coastal towns, and at
least 1,400 hectares of new greenfields business land.

greater preservation of natural environmental qualities
through a reduced urban footprint

Directive 10.2
Plan for a seven-year average of unconstrained
development capacity (zoned and serviced with bulk
infrastructure) at any point in time with a minimum
of five years’ and a maximum of 10 years’ capacity.
564_ Achieving a quality compact urban environment requires
a shift towards using land resources in a more efficient way.
This necessitates urban intensification to achieve a higher
density of housing and business activity, both in brownfields
and greenfields, with emphasis on well-designed higher-density
development in the right places. Planning for intensification
will focus on the areas most suited to it, and be developed in
consultation with local communities, taking into account their
aspirations for an area (including character, heritage, transport
and environmental considerations).

improved vitality and security of urban areas by increased
social activity and interaction
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increased productivity, economic growth and job
opportunities
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563_ This Plan aims to maintain the attractive qualities of
Auckland’s urban areas and the distinction between rural and
urban areas, by promoting urban intensification and carefully
managing peripheral growth. The Rural Urban Boundary (RUB)
provides a clear strategic signal to guide the majority of future
development into the existing urban area, while at the same
time providing certainty to the market regarding areas for
future development (see Section D: Auckland’s High-Level
Development Strategy).

increased protection of rural and coastal areas, productive
agricultural potential, and lifestyle opportunities through a
reduced urban footprint
a wider range of housing types and choice.
566_ By providing more opportunities for intensification it is
expected that the overall proportion of detached dwellings will
decrease over time. If we achieve the aim of 70% of growth
within the urban footprint over thirty years, it is likely that
around 60% of all new dwellings will be attached.
567_ Photographic examples showing the characteristics of
different housing types for different growth locations are
included in this chapter (see Figure 10.1). It is expected that
dwelling types will vary from place to place, and there will not
be a ‘uniform’ density across areas. Over thirty years, the result
will be a range of dwellings and varying levels of intensification
– all of quality design and structure. The priorities that follow
expand on this.
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FIGURE 10.1
EXPECTED HOUSING
TYPES IN CENTRES AND
NEIGHBOURHOODS

NOTE:
Low Rise

= 4 storeys or fewer

Medium Rise = 5 to 8 storeys
High Rise

= 9 or more storeys

Centre or
neighbourhood
Type
City Centre

Gross Average
Density
(# dwellings/
ha gross)

Predominant
Built Form
Description

50 – 200+

High rise (9 or more storeys)

40 – 60

City fringe centres include character
neighbourhoods. Low - Medium rise
(generally up to 8 storeys depending
on heritage and character).

40 – 100

Medium (5 – 8 storeys) –
High (9 or more storeys) rise

Takapuna

20 – 60+

Low (1 – 4 storeys) –
Medium (5 – 8 storeys) rise

Highbury

Centre and
Neighbourhood
Examples
City Centre

Examples

City Fringe

Ponsonby Road

Examples			

Metropolitan Centre
Examples

Town Centre
Examples
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Centre or
neighbourhood
Type
Local Centre

Gross Average
Density
(# dwellings/
ha gross)

Predominant
Built Form
Description

20 – 40+

Low (1 – 4 storeys) –
Medium (5 – 8 storeys) rise

Kingsland

15 – 40

Low (1 – 4 storeys) –
Medium (5 – 8 storeys) rise

Pukekohe

15 – 30

Mix of attached and detached lowrise residential (4 storeys or fewer)

St Heliers

<15

Detached, low-rise residential
dwellings on 400 – 800m2 sites

Centre and
Neighbourhood
Examples

Examples

Examples
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Satellite Town
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Intensive Suburban
Examples

Traditional
Suburban

Market Road

Examples
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Directive 10.3
Focus urban intensification in areas that have:
permeable street and block networks that easily connect
residents to amenities, or can be adapted to do so
infrastructure in place or which can be provided in a timely
and efficient manner
close proximity and good walking access to community
facilities, open space, high-frequency public transport, centres
and business areas.
568_ Some urban expansion will occur through new greenfield
development on the urban edge. Development of the greenfield
areas will occur in a manner which makes efficient use of land,
creates liveable and walkable neighbourhoods, and provides
good accessibility for residents to employment opportunities
and services. The location of greenfield development will
consider and protect important environmental qualities.

Directive 10.4
Locate and develop greenfield areas as sustainable
liveable neighbourhoods in a way that:
demonstrates the most efficient use of land
protects and enhances biodiversity, air quality, water quality,
and heritage values
provides community facilities, open space, infrastructure
(including transport, communications, power and water
utilities) in a timely and efficient manner
provides opportunities for walking and cycling, and public
transport, and a well-connected street network
provides a broad range of housing choice to cater for the
diversity of housing needs in Auckland
provides or supports local employment opportunities
avoids risks from natural hazards
demonstrates high-quality design with high
environmental performance.
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DEMAND GOOD DESIGN
IN ALL DEVELOPMENT
569_ A renewed focus on good design will ensure our built
environment is successful, and better contributes to our sense
of place and to Auckland’s liveability. As Auckland grows and
opportunities for more intensive development are realised, this
will be vital.

BOX 10.1
Good Design Principles

Identity:

Diversity:

Landscape and ecology, heritage, built form, people and
communities together establish the context for Auckland’s
unique sense of place.

Auckland should accommodate a rich mix of uses, activities,
urban form and architecture, which supports variety, vibrancy,
chance exchange, safety and choice.

Good design must recognise and respond to this context,
with development enriching character, quality, legibility
and a sense of place.

Good design must encourage and embed flexibility and
adaptability, to ensure continued support for our changing
communities, cultures, built form and environments.

Integration:

Efficiency:

Development in Auckland should support uses, activity
centres, energy systems and movement networks which are
well-connected, and provide convenient and universal access
to a range of services and amenities.

The benefits and efficiencies of urban systems need to be
maximised, delivering quality places where transactions
and exchange are encouraged and resources optimised.

The cumulative picture of a street, a block, a neighbourhood
and the city - not just buildings, roads or open spaces as
individual elements - must be recognised and responded to.
Good design must ensure that development supports existing
and/or creates integrated urban form (including streets and
spaces), to facilitate well-being, movement and access.
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The following good design principles underpin the Auckland Plan, the Unitary Plan, infrastructure plans
and the Auckland Design Manual.
These principles form a complete set, which collectively indicate what attributes are required to make
a place successful. They also apply to a range of city and urban scales as illustrated in Figure 10.2.
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570_ Development proposals, including those of public
agencies, will be expected to take a ‘design-led’ approach and
incorporate the principles of good design (outlined in Box

10.1) that create enjoyable places. These principles affect all
development, as outlined in Figure 10.2. Auckland Council
will lead the development of an Auckland Design Manual,
which will expand on these principles and provide acceptable
solutions and best practice associated with Auckland’s unique
landscape and natural values, landform, climate, local context,
historic heritage and public open space qualities. In addition,
the development sector will be encouraged to consider
environmental design principles (see Box 10.2).

Good design must ensure that development focuses
on benefits and positive effects, and optimises the full
potential of a site’s intrinsic qualities. This includes site
shape, relationship to the street, landform, outlook and
proximity to services, amenities and infrastructure.
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FIGURE 10.2
APPLYING THE Good
Design PrincipleS AT
DIFFERENT SCALES

AUCKLAND SCALES
Section: An Auckland where each project efficiently balances
viability and affordability, to achieve optimum values for
individuals, their community, the economy and the environment.

GOOD
DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Street / block: An Auckland where each street and
space enables a vibrancy, connection and engagement
of public life, integrating walking and cycling, public
transport and cars safely and securely.

IDENTITY
DIVERSITY
INTEGRATION
EFFICIENCY

Neighbourhood:

An Auckland of interconnected
walkable neighbourhoods, each supporting a rich diversity
and mix of uses, building typologies, facilities and activity for
all lifestyles and life-stages.

City: An Auckland that responds to its landscape and ecology,
the communities and their built environments, their culture and
heritage to define a distinctive character and sense of place for its
neighbourhoods, streets, public spaces and buildings.

571_ No area should be compromised by poor design quality or
inappropriate density. The best way to achieve this is through
a design-led approach (see Figure 10.3). Careful planning and
design will make best use of a development opportunity, and
include a mix of uses appropriate to its location and context.
Development opportunities must maximise the potential
of each site, but never at the expense of high-quality living

environments. Some areas have little capacity to accommodate
intensification without compromising the values that make
them special (for example, the unique bush environments in the
Titirangi/Laingholm area, where residences are nestled into the
extensive forest of the Waitakere Ranges). In other areas, such
as the larger urban centres, higher densities will complement the
existing built form.

FIGURE 10.3
DESIGN-LED
APPROACHapproach
Figure
10.3 Design-led

Good design principles: Identity, diversity, integration, efﬁciency

1

START
PROJECT
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2

Prepare
design response
options
(based on 1)

Pre-application
meeting to review
Site & Neighbourhood
Analysis

3

Design
solutions
(based on 1
and 2)

Expert review
(including the Urban
Design Panel where
necessary)

4

Lodge supported
proposal for
Resource
Consent

Expert review
(including the Urban
Design Panel where
necessary)

5

Building Consent,
construction &
ongoing
monitoring

PROJECT
COMPLETE

NGA- IWI O TA-MAKI MAKAURAU

Prepare
Site and
Neighbourhood
Analysis
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DESIGN STATEMENT

574_ Streets serve many functions: not only for traffic
circulation but also for walking, cycling, and as places to
congregate and to meet people. As the main component of our
public realm, streets must be designed as public spaces, not just
movement corridors (see Chapter 13: Auckland’s Transport). To
support this, the design of new developments must respect and
contribute to the streetscape, particularly
the public/private interface, to create high-amenity,
pedestrian-friendly, walkable neighbourhoods.
575_ Our streets must complement and link local networks
of public spaces and integrate with other streets and paths to
increase connectivity. They are important parts of the public
realm and must be designed accordingly.

Directive 10.5
Assess all development proposals, including public realm and infrastructure
improvements and redevelopment, against the design principles in Box 10.1
and the transport single system principles in Box 13.1.
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573_ In particular, the streetscape must contribute to the
wider cityscape of Auckland and enhance the sense of place
in a given area.

576_ Inappropriate regulations and inflexible standards
can impact negatively on good design. They impede
the development of more intensive housing and mixed
developments. For example, at times traditional parking
standards (minimum numbers of car parking spaces) are
imposed in areas where alternative options (parking buildings or
investment in public transportation) imply that such minimums
are counterproductive to delivering the goal of intensification,
mixed use and affordability. The Auckland Council intends to
review its approach to parking, as part of the development of
the Unitary Plan (see Chapter 13: Auckland’s Transport).
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572_ As Auckland grows, the amenity of the public realm
(social and recreational spaces) will become more important.
Such areas must be designed with an underlying structure that
accommodates how people (of all age groups) will use these
spaces. Our public spaces must therefore be designed to enable
more Aucklanders to use and enjoy them. Where appropriate,
public spaces must also cater for special occasions, such as the
events held in the new shared spaces around the Central City,
the Pasifika Festival at Western Springs, the Kowhai Festival in
Warkworth, and Santa Parades across Auckland.

Directive 10.6
Parking standards and innovative parking
mechanisms should take account of multiple
objectives, including the need to:
facilitate intensive and mixed-use developments within
strategic locations
improve housing affordability
reduce development costs
encourage use of public transportation
optimise investments in public parking facilities,
civic amenities and centre developments
foster safe, convenient and attractive walkable
neighbourhoods.
577_ Good design should incorporate a commitment to
environmental sustainability, which includes green buildings, the
adaptive re-use of historic buildings, protection of important
natural areas, and the support and enhancement of Auckland’s
’urban forest’ (see Chapter 7: Auckland’s Environment).
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578_ Box 10.2 outlines Environmental Design Principles
developed by the New Zealand Green Building Council,59
an industry organisation dedicated to accelerating the
adoption of market-based green building practices.

BOX 10.2
Environmental
Design Principles

The first principle reinforces the ideal city form, where land
use and transport opportunities are intrinsically connected,
and this is supported by principles relating to energy, water,
water pollution and biodiversity.

A

TRANSPORT

1

Areas close to existing, well-provided passenger transport routes should be prioritised for redevelopment to reduce
future infrastructure costs.

2

Public and private sectors should prioritise the development of safe and attractive cycle and walking infrastructure, as
well as end-user facilities such as onsite visitor cycle parking, showers and lockers, all in convenient locations.

B

ENERGY

3

Solar orientation of new buildings and developments should be considered during site selection, and at the beginning
of the design process, to optimise solar gain (for passive heating) and solar shading.

4

Energy and water efficiency measures should be incorporated in all development, to reduce energy and water demand.

5

Building location and design should optimise natural ventilation in order to reduce the need for mechanical
ventilation systems.

6

The opportunity for both neighbourhood or community-scale and on-site renewable energy generation should be
optimised and incorporated into building designs from the outset.

C

WATER

7

Rainwater harvesting should be integrated into the design of new development: shared rainwater harvesting
infrastructure should be prioritised.

8

Natural stormwater management systems should be integrated into new development e.g. swales. Permeable surfaces
should be incorporated into the design of new development.

D

WASTE AND POLLUTION

9

Construction materials should have a low environmental impact - recycled, reused and recyclable materials should
be considered.

E

BIODIVERSITY

10

Habitat and biodiversity protection and enhancement should occur across all new development.

11

New development should be designed to reduce the urban heat island effect.

Directive 10.7
All urban development should take into account the
environmental design principles outlined in Box 10.2.
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580_ Auckland’s neighbourhoods will be the focus of
varying degrees of suburban intensification. In particular,
neighbourhoods that have the potential for viable
intensification due to good amenity and accessibility, and
where there is physical and social infrastructure capacity,
are highlighted within the Development Strategy as areas
for change (see Maps D1 and D2). Neighbourhoods will
increasingly provide a mix of housing types to meet people’s
changing needs over their lifetime (see Priority 1 above).

581_ Neighbourhoods are important not just for the physical
environment they provide, but also for the social networks
they support. Developing Auckland’s neighbourhoods as
distinctive places will contribute to residents’ sense of identity,
place, and pride in their community. Increasing the density
of housing in a neighbourhood also supports the provision of
new and better services. A design-led approach, as outlined in
Priority 2 above, will be employed in any transition towards a
higher-density environment. This would consider factors that
can improve neighbourhoods, such as planting street trees,
calming traffic, establishing walk/cycleways and connections,
and restructuring streets and public spaces to facilitate
centre development, new parks, housing intensification, and
safe, attractive streets. Figure 10.4 emphasises some of the
benefits of higher-density neighbourhoods as opposed to
more dispersed, lower-density areas.
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579_ Auckland’s urban area consists of a variety of
interconnected neighbourhoods, centres and business areas,
which support where most Aucklanders live, work and spend
their leisure time. Much of Auckland’s urban area will change
as the population grows, ranging from least to moderate to
most change across different areas. Apart from the city centre
and metropolitan centres like Takapuna, typical town and local
centres are likely to include 4- to 6-storey buildings.
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3

CREATE ENDURING
NEIGHBOURHOODS, CENTRES
AND BUSINESS AREAS
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Figure 10.5 Centres and Walkable Catchments
Figure 10.5 Centres and Walkable Catchments
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FIGURE 10.4
Dispersed vs. mixed-use
neighbourhoods

45 minute drive
to work

A. Lower-density areas with separated land
uses generally extend the travel time and
limit modal choice between daily activities

20 minute drive
to shops & amenities

45 minute drive
to Hospital

45 minute drive
to work

20 minute drive
to school

20 minute drive
to school

HOME
20 minute drive
to shops & amenities

20 minute drive
to library

45 minute drive
to Hospital

HOME

20 minute drive
to library

20 minute drive
to Hospital

20 minute drive
to Hospital

10 minute walk
& 30 minute train
to work

B. Medium density, mixed-use neighbourhoods
generally save travelling time between activities,
as well as provide a range of modal choices

HOME
15 minute walk
to library
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582_ Auckland’s network of centres will accommodate future
population and employment growth. Centres provide focal
points for communities at different geographical scales, foster
economic activity and business productivity, create higherdensity clusters of jobs, support the public transport system
and maximise investment in infrastructure. The growth

20 minute walk
to work

15 minute walk
to library

15 minute walk
to other amenities

1

HOME

20 minute walk
to work

20 minute walk
to school
15 minute
15 minute
walkwalk or
30 minute
cycle to
to other
amenities
shops & cafés

20 minute walk
to school

15 minute walk or
30 minute cycle to
shops & cafés

of higher-density housing in and around centres provides
a population base to sustain businesses and community
facilities. A centre is a defined area that comprises a
concentrated mix of activities, and is supported by a
surrounding residential area that is within an easy walking
distance, as shown in Figure 10.5.

10 minute walk
& 30 minute train
to work

FIGURE 10.5
Centres and
Walkable Catchments

Centre

A concentrated mix of public and private
activities in a defined area, including
shopping, offices, public transport nodes and
community facilities.

583_ Auckland’s urban centres are classified according to their
existing and future role and function. The range of urban centres
in Auckland is described in the hierarchy outlined in Box 10.3,

BOX 10.3
Urban Centres’ Hierarchy

The City Centre - the focus of national and international
business, tourism, educational, cultural and civic activities.
It provides significant capacity for business and highdensity residential development within a variety of
precincts. It is the focus for regional transportation
services. It is surrounded by the city fringe, and lies within
a 2km walkable catchment (approximately): it provides
complementary living, business and entertainment
activities within traditional and higher-density
neighbourhood living and specialist precincts.
Metropolitan centres – these serve regional catchments
or have strategic roles within the region. They provide
a diverse range of shopping, business, cultural,
entertainment and leisure activities, together with
higher-density residential and mixed-use environments.
They have good transport access and are served by
high-frequency public transportation. These centres have
the greatest opportunities for additional business and
residential growth.

which is presented as a network of centres in Map 10.1 and in
more detail in Table 10.1.

TAMAKI A TAONE

Note: An approximate walking distance is outlined for different centres based
on their size and function. When detailed planning is undertaken, the actual
walkable catchment, which is influenced by subdivision, street and block pattern,
is refined to reflect any constraints to accessibility.
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The area, based on the focal point of the
10min actual centre, in which people can be expected to
walkable
easily walk to activities in a centre
catchment
(for example a 10 minute walking distance).

Town centres – these act as local hubs for communities,
providing a wide range of retail and business services and
facilities, and community facilities. They are generally
accessible by frequent public transport services, and provide
a range of residential living options, including mixed-use
and higher-density options. They have variable capacity for
accommodating new residential and business development.
Local centres – these act as a focus for a community and
provide a range of convenience shops and small business
services together with some community facilities. These
centres are focused on walkable catchments supported by
public transport services. They have variable capacity for
accommodating new residential and business development,
but to a lesser extent to town centres, due to their
individual and accessibility constraints.
Neighbourhood centres – these provide day-to-day
convenience shopping within walkable neighbourhoods.
Based on a small group of shops, they may also be aligned
with a community facility, such as a school.

Note: Satellite towns, rural and coastal towns, and rural and coastal villages have urban characteristics within the rural area.
See Chapter 9: Rural Auckland for descriptions of each.
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584_ The hierarchy also identifies emergent centres, which are
those that are either in a formative stage of development or
require significant change through redevelopment to support
their transition to more intensive, mixed-use centres. The
emergent category is an overlay used in conjunction with other
classifications for metropolitan, town and local centres.
585_ Over the 30-year period of the Plan there will be
considerable changes to many of Auckland’s centres, particularly
those that have the greatest development potential. These
centres need strong planning frameworks to guide their
development, and against which to monitor their progress.
Table 10.1 highlights emergent centres, including those that
may have started as shopping malls, where planning needs to
focus on guiding future development towards a form which
supports a greater range of attributes for that centre type.
586_ All centres perform an important role as a focus for the
community they serve. However, different interventions are
required to reach the potential of each centre. The following
categories reflect the degree of intervention necessary to
realise the development opportunity within a given centre (also
see Table 10.1 and Chapter 14: Implementation Framework).

a) Regeneration centres - centres that require a mix of
public sector actions to address economic, social and
physical inequalities
b) Market-attractive centres - centres where there is strong
market potential for growth, and which require limited
public sector support.
587_ Where character, heritage and/or environmental
constraints limit growth within particular centres (usually
in local centres), these are not prioritised for growth and/or
transformation. The centres, associated suburbs and places that
are prioritised in the first three years include:
i

The City Centre

ii

The Southern Initiative

iii

Hobsonville/ Westgate, Massey North

iv

New Lynn

v

Onehunga (see Box 10.4)

vi

Tāmaki

vii Takapuna
viii Warkworth
ix

Pukekohe.

BOX 10.4
Onehunga Town Centre and Suburban Area

Onehunga Town Centre and its adjoining suburban area is identified for future population and employment growth.
The Onehunga Town Centre itself is expected to grow by at least an additional 3400 dwellings and 5000 workers.
Princes Street now and artist’s impression of 2040 (looking west to Onehunga Bay Reserve)
Now
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2040

City Centre Masterplan
An Auckland City Centre
Masterplan has been developed to
guide the transformation of the city
centre and to maximise its potential.
A Waterfront Masterplan has also
been prepared to realise that area’s
development opportunities (see
the end of this chapter for further
details). The Masterplan supports the
role and function of the City Centre
as Auckland’s pre-eminent hub
for office-based employment and
business and financial services.

Directive 10.8

Strengthen Auckland’s network of metropolitan, town, local and
neighbourhood centres so they are well-connected and meet community
needs for jobs, housing, and goods and services, at a variety of scales.
Auckland’s network of centres will:
be the primary focus for retail and other
commercial activity, providing a wide range of
outlets in a competitive environment, while limiting
out-of-centre retail and office development

heavy industry
light industry (including production, distribution and
trade activities)
business parks (with an emphasis on office and
commercial activities)
special activity areas (including a range of activities from
airports, government facilities and infrastructure, to health
and education).

TAMAKI A TAONE

589_ The network of centres is important for fostering
economic activity and clustering commercial activity, and
within this network the metropolitan centres have the
strongest emphasis on business activity. Their scale provides
opportunities for specialisation or strategic roles, and
distinctive precincts. In contrast, the emphasis for local centres
is to provide local services within a walkable catchment.

590_ In addition to centres, Auckland has a number of key
business areas that provide opportunities to accommodate and
intensify future business and employment growth (see Chapter
6: Auckland’s Economy for employment growth projections).
These areas complement the activities in centres and provide
a strong contribution to Auckland’s employment base, which
should be safeguarded for business activity (see Map 10.1). A
strategic classification of the broad business and employment
areas outside centres includes:

CHAPTER 10 URBAN AUCKLAND

588_ New retail and office activities are focused in centres.
It is expected that new malls and large format retail activities
will locate in centres; they will be designed to integrate with
other centre activities, and contribute to the ‘place-making’
of the centre (see Box 10.1). Retail draws people to centres,
and is critical in retaining and attracting other activities.
There must be sufficient development capacity in centres to
accommodate commercial growth, and to support the centres’
network. Proposals for out-of-centre commercial activity will
be considered, using criteria in the Unitary Plan.

591_ Future growth and intensification of business activity
should make the most efficient use of land available in the
existing centres and business areas, and support improvements
to local transport accessibility, especially by public transport.
The trip-generating potential of business and employment
activity should be managed to ensure minimal impact on local
communities and the environment.

accommodate an increase in the density and diversity of
housing in and around centres
develop sufficient scale, intensity and land-use mix
(appropriate to a centre’s position in the hierarchy)
to support high-frequency public transport
concentrate activities which generate a high number of trips
maximise access by walking, cycling and public transport
and support a reduction of car trips
be attractive, mixed-use environments with high-quality
public spaces.
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DEVELOPMENT IN EXISTING CENTRES AND NEIGHBOURHOODS

2012
CITY CENTRE AND METROPOLITAN CENTRES

TOWN CENTRES AND SATELLITE TOWNS

NEIGHBOURHOODS
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Directive 10.9
Develop and manage business areas to complement centres, without
undermining their role and function in the centres’ network, and to provide
for a diversity of opportunities for business and employment growth.
592_ In an increasingly competitive global economy where
cities seek to attract high-technology and knowledgebased activities, campus-style business parks that
provide locations to accommodate office, research and
development, and warehousing enterprises are attractive.
In particular, large concentrations of such businesses can
foster innovation and agglomeration economies. Auckland
already has some established business parks and any future
provision should build on these and integrate them into the
existing urban environment.
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excellent access to public transport (preferably
high-frequency networks)
necessary access to freight routes and terminals

Directive 10.10
Business park development should promote
clusters of technology and innovation, and meet
the following criteria:

locational relationships with other relevant economic
infrastructure (such as the airport, ports, universities,
technical and research institutes, hospitals, recreational
or cultural facilities, or clusters of knowledge-based and
entrepreneurial activity)
integration with established centres and residential areas
excellent proximity to the workforce (within 30 minutes’
commuting time)
suitable land size to support business park functions (≥ 30ha)
necessary facilities to support employees (such as cafés,
outdoor seating and open space).
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MAP 10.1 AUCKLAND’S NETWORK
OF URBAN CENTRES AND
BUSINESS AREAS (URBAN CORE)
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593_ While each centre is unique, Table 10.1 identifies the
strategic classification of each centre, and Table 10.2 outlines
a set of shared key attributes that are generally applicable to
the different types of centres. It is not intended that every
centre will have all the attributes listed.
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594_ This information should be read alongside Chapter 9:
Rural Auckland, which outlines the rural centres’ classification.

TABLE 10.1
Urban Centres’ Hierarchy
- Classification

LOCAL CENTRES

1 City Centre

17 Avondale

50 Addison (E)

83 Meadowlands

18 Browns Bay

51 Albany Village

84 Mission Bay

CITY FRINGE CENTRES

19 Ellerslie

52 Balmoral

85 Morningside

2 Devonport

20 Glen Eden

53 Beach Haven

86 Mt Eden

3 Grafton

21 Glen Innes

54 Belmont

87 Mt Roskill

4 Newton

22 Glenfield

55 Blockhouse Bay

88 Mt Wellington

5 Parnell

23 Highbury

56 Botany Junction

89 Northcross

6 Ponsonby

24 Highland Park

57 Chatswood

90 Ranui

25 Howick

58 Clendon

91 Sandringham

METROPOLITAN CENTRES

26 Hunters Corner

59 Dawson Road

92 St Heliers

7 Albany (E) (M)

27 Māngere

60 Drury

93 Stoddard Road

8 Botany (E) (M)

28 Manurewa

61 Favona

94 Stonefields

9 Henderson

29 Milford (M)

62 Glendene

95 Sturges

10 Manukau (M)

30 Mt Albert

63 Greenhithe

96 Sunnyvale

11 New Lynn

31 Northcote

64 Greenlane East

97 Swanson

12 Newmarket (M)

32 Onehunga

65 Greenlane West

98 Te Atatu South

13 Papakura

33 Ōrewa

66 Greville

99 Titirangi

14 Sylvia Park (E) (M)

34 Ormiston (E) (M)

67 Grey Lynn

100 Torbay

15 Takapuna (M)

35 Ōtāhuhu

68 Gulf Harbour

101 Valley Road / Eden Quarter

16 Westgate / Massey Nth (E)

36 Ōtara

69 Hauraki Corner

102 West Lynn

37 Pakuranga

70 Hingaia (E)

103 Windsor Park

38 Panmure

71 Hobsonville

39 Papatoetoe

72 Hōmai

40 Pt Chevalier

73 Kelston

41 Remuera (M)

74 Kepa Road / Eastridge

42 Royal Oak

75 Kingsland

43 Silverdale (M)

76 Long Bay (E)

44 St Lukes (E)

77 Lynfield

45 Sunnynook (E)

78 Mairangi Bay

46 Takanini (E)

79 Māngere Bridge

47 Te Atatu Peninsula

80 Māngere East

48 Three Kings (E)

81 Market Road

49 Whangaparāoa

82 Meadowbank

(E) Emergent centres
(M) Metropolitan and
Town Centres that are
most market attractive
Note: Centres without an (M)
notation are considered to require
some form of regeneration to help
stimulate development.
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INTERNATIONAL
CITY CENTRE
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TABLE 10.2
Urban Centres’ Hierarchy – Key Attributes

Centre

Built form

Transport

Economic

Social

Employment +
Residential ratios and
employment emphasis

• 24 hours

City Centre

• Central banking, finance,
insurance, and professional
services

•H
 igh rise

•R
 egional hub

•H
 ighest densities
in the region

•D
 estination function but also
• Other service and creative
has high trip generation
businesses
•H
 as the provision for high• Head offices
frequency public transport

•C
 ivic headquarters
•M
 ajor cultural /
entertainment hub
• P remier public spaces
•T
 ertiary education

Strongest employment
focus
Median ratio 4:1

• Specialty retail
• Activity precincts
• Medium rise
City fringe
centres

• High – medium
density

•D
 ay and night activities

• S upports the City Centre

•D
 iverse range of business
activities

•M
 edium trip generation,
mainly as an origin

• Includes character
•H
 as the provision for highneighbourhoods
frequency public transport
• Major hub at sub-regional
scale

•H
 igh – medium
Metropolitan
rise
centres
•H
 igh density

• Destination function but also
with high trip generation
• Generally has the provision
for high-frequency public
transport

• S mall- and medium-sized
businesses

• L ocal social infrastructure
/ entertainment

Strong emphasis on
employment in business
precincts

•H
 igh-quality public spaces
Median ratio 2:1

• S pecialist precincts
•D
 ay and night activities
• F inance, insurance, and
professional services

•C
 ultural / entertainment
destination

• F ood and beverage

•H
 igh-quality public spaces

•C
 omparison retail

•T
 ertiary education

• Specialty retail

Strong emphasis on
employment
Median ratio 2.8:1

•R
 egional offices

• Medium – low
Town centres rise
• Medium density

• Local catchment centre

• Day and evening activities

• Medium to low trip
generation, mainly as an
origin

• Small- and medium-sized
enterprises

• Generally has the provision
for high-frequency public
transport
• Walkable catchment 800m

• Convenience and some
specialty retail

•C
 ommunity facilities
• Local parks

• Professional / personal
services

Balanced residential and
employment
Median ratio 0.8:1

• Administration and support

• Local catchment centre

Local centres

• L ow – medium
rise

• Low trip generation, mainly
as an origin

•M
 edium – low
density

• Low-frequency public
transport

•D
 ay and evening activities
•C
 onvenience retail
(day-to-day)
• S mall businesses

• S trong local and anchor
point

Residential focus with
local services

•N
 eighbourhood parks

Median ratio 0.5:1

• Walkable catchment
400-800m
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Note: Any character and / or historic heritage qualities that may be present in
a centre will, along with other factors such as infrastructure, help determine

the form and quantity of growth that will be appropriate to the individual
centre; this is best determined at the Area Spatial Planning level.

MAP 10.2 RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN THE NETWORK OF
URBAN AND RURAL CENTRES
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THE CITY CENTRE

CREATE A STUNNING AND ECONOMICALLY DYNAMIC
CITY CENTRE FULL OF LIFE AND ACTIVITY THAT
RESIDENTS CAN CALL THEIR HOME AND BUSINESSES
AND VISITORS FLOCK TO.
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595_ Successful cities have strong centres, and the City
Centre plays a pivotal role in Auckland’s present and future
success (see Chapter 6: Auckland’s Economy).

598_ The City Centre Masterplan provides a 20-year
transformational direction for the future of the City Centre.
This direction consists of the following key moves:
 
Move 1: Uniting the Waterfront with the City Centre –
the Harbour Edge
 Move 2: Connecting the Western Edge of the City to the
Centre – the East-West Stitch
 
Move 3: Queen Street Valley, the CBD and Retail District –
the Engine Room
 
Move 4: Nurturing the Innovation and Learning Cradle

600_ Intensified use of the ’Engine room’ and waterfront land,
intensified land use within 800 metres of the proposed City
Rail Link stations (Aotea, Karangahape Road and Newton),
and an increased number of people employed (from 55,000 to
70,000) in central locations will reduce congestion. This will lift
living standards and business productivity.
601_ In addition, the long-term strategy for unlocking the
potential of the waterfront is detailed in the Waterfront Plan,
prepared by Waterfront Auckland, which is a companion
document to the City Centre Masterplan.
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597_ The City Centre should be for everyone: a place where
people feel welcome and comfortable; a place where there is
a strong and inclusive community; where people can access
social activities; and where their culture is reflected in the
physical and social environment.
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596_ The City Centre Masterplan supports the Auckland Plan’s
vision of the world’s most liveable city, and of a significant
increase in population living within, and commuting to and
from the City Centre. It will expand the transport network to
suit this purpose, by making the City Centre a highly desirable
place to live, work, and invest in, and by adding to Auckland’s
identity and vibrancy.

599_ Masterplan objectives include improving the amenity of
the City. A successful centre has great amenity and choices for
residents, workers and visitors, and attracts an increasing number
of businesses, employees and households. While improving
technologies enable us to work remotely, paradoxically, research
shows the benefits of spatial proximity. The agglomeration
effects of more businesses and people will lift the productivity
of the City Centre. A productive City Centre, as the pre-eminent
hub for office-based employment and business and financial
services, means a productive Auckland.

602_ The waterfront is an area rich in character and activities
that link people to the city and the sea. As a place for all
people, the Waterfront Plan envisages a world-class destination
that excites the senses and celebrates our sea-loving
Polynesian culture and maritime history. It aims to achieve this
through five specific goals:
a public waterfront
a smart working waterfront

 
Move 5: New Public Transport Stations and Development
Opportunities at Karangahape Road, Newton and Aotea
Quarter – Growth and the City Rail Link
 
Move 6: Connecting Victoria Park, Albert Park and
the Domain with the Waterfront as part of a blue-green
network – the Green Link
 
Move 7: Connecting the City and the Fringe –
City to the Villages
 
Move 8: Revitalising the Waterfront – Water City

a green-blue waterfront
a connected waterfront
a liveable waterfront.
603_ The Waterfront Plan contains a number of projects
and initiatives to achieve these goals. These include a
pedestrian walkway and cycleway, improved ferry services
and development of a low-impact waterfront transit service,
development of land and water space for the marine, fishing
and cruise industries, support for innovative and creative
businesses, and new public spaces such as Headland Park, a
4.2ha open space on Wynyard Point.
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UPOko 11 - Nga whare noho o Tamaki Makaurau
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THE AUCKLAND PLAN THE WORLDS MOST LIVEABLE CITY

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 11
HOUSE ALL AUCKLANDERS IN SECURE, HEALTHY HOMES THEY CAN AFFORD

TARGETS
Reduce the proportion of
households which spend
more than 30% of their
income on housing costs
from the average of 27%
in 2011 to 20% in 2030

Increase residential
dwelling construction
consents from 3,800 in
2011 to at least 10,000
on average per annum
from 2020

Maintain the proportion
of people who own their
own home to at least
64% (2006 baseline)

Reduce preventable
housing-related
hospitalisation by 35%
by 2020

Reduce the proportion
of people living in
households requiring at
least one extra bedroom
from 15.7% in 2006 to
10% by 2020

End rough sleeping
(primary homelessness)
in Auckland by 2020

Retrofit 40% of
Auckland’s housing stock
in need of retrofitting by
2030

Reduce the disparity in
home ownership rates
between Māori and
Pacific peoples (2006)
and the overall rate, to
less than 10% by 2030
(2006 baseline)

PRIORITIES
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1

2

3

4

Increase housing
supply to meet
demand

Increase housing
choice to meet diverse
preferences and needs

Improve the quality
of existing and new
housing

Improve housing
affordability and the
supply of affordable
housing

Ko te aro whakaaro o Tamaki Makaurau kia mahi tahi tatou ki a tatou, kia taea e Tatou
- te whare e hoko mo Tatou ano.

Secure, healthy and affordable housing is fundamental to individual, family/whānau,
community and economic well-being. A secure, stable home is the hub of family life and provides a
foundation for building strong communities and financial security for families. An adequate supply
of quality, affordable housing located near jobs or transport links, is a core requirement for society
and the economy to function, and provides a good quality of life for everyone. Poorly designed,
inefficient and unaffordable housing not only affects individuals and household well-being and
expenses, but is a cost to us all in its impacts on health, social spending and the environment.
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Auckland expects everyone to work
together to ensure all Aucklanders have
secure, healthy homes they can afford.

604_

a persistent under-supply of housing to meet demand
a lack of housing choice
poor-quality, unhealthy and overcrowded housing
declining affordability and home ownership.
606_ There is no single solution, nor a single sector to address
these issues, and urgent, large-scale, bold, multi-sector action
is required to:
increase housing supply to meet demand
increase housing choice to meet diverse preferences
and needs

607_ Directives in this Chapter address these issues;
actions to deliver the directives are included in Chapter 14:
Implementation Framework. A primary vehicle for delivering on
these directives is a proposed multi-sector Housing Strategic
Action Plan.
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605_ Auckland faces a housing crisis because of:

Definition
608_ There is no agreed New Zealand definition or measure
of ‘affordable’ or ’unaffordable’ housing. For the purposes of
the Auckland Plan, we use two complementary measures: the
30% gross income benchmark, measuring whether a household
pays more than 30% of its gross income on housing costs; and
the Median Multiple Measure, which compares house price to
income (see Priority 4).

increase the quality of existing and new housing
improve housing affordability
increase the supply of affordable housing.
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INCREASE
HOUSING SUPPLY
TO MEET DEMAND

609_ Auckland’s population is projected to grow to between
2.2 and 2.5 million over the next 30 years. Around 400,000
additional dwellings will be required by 2040, which means
that at least 13,000 additional houses have to be built each
year. This is a huge challenge, given we already have a shortfall
of about 10,000 homes, and current levels of house building
are less than half the volume required. At present, only 5,000
consents for new homes are issued per year in Auckland, and
not all these are necessarily built. Further, in New Zealand as a
whole, only about 24,000 houses are built each year, and the
rebuilding of Christchurch will take up a large part of national
construction capacity.
610_ The Auckland Council will ensure there is sufficient
development capacity or ‘ready to go’ land for housing. This
Plan provides for a staged release of land within the Rural
Urban Boundary, with an average of 7 years’ unconstrained
development capacity at any point in time, with a minimum of
5 years’ and a maximum of 10 years’ capacity. Unconstrained
development is land that has operative zoning and is serviced
with bulk infrastructure. This Plan provides greater certainty
for developers about when and where development will occur
over the next 30 years. As we already have a large shortfall in
housing and a depressed development sector, it is unlikely that
we can achieve the target of at least 13,000 new dwellings
on average per year over the 30-year life of the plan, without
urgent, bold, multi-sector action.
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613_ A Housing Strategic Action Plan will introduce actions to
increase supply. They are to:
establish urban development authorities or similar, and
collaborate with central government and the private sector
on the identification, assembling and releasing of large tracts
of land
review all policy, planning, regulatory and assessment
processes to provide a simplified, speedier, ‘end-to-end’
planning regime
fast-track developments, and/or mitigate development
contributions and consent fees, for developments that
increase the supply of a particular type of housing or ease
overcrowding in targeted areas
provide density bonuses as an incentive for intensification
investigate auctioning rights to develop land, promoting
competition between developers/land owners, (to reduce the
uncertainty associated with development and reduce overall
costs), and create a mechanism for an ordered release of land.

Develop and deliver on a multi-sector
Housing Strategic Action Plan to achieve
the required increase in housing supply,
including options to increase affordable
housing supply for first home buyers.

614_ New Zealand’s building industry is small-scale
and fragmented, with a lot of bespoke (one-off) design,
construction skills shortages, and low productivity.61 All
these factors impact on supply and house prices. Innovative
approaches to improve the efficiency and speed of house
construction (as recommended by the Productivity
Commission) need immediate investigation and action, along
with the encouragement of innovative building techniques and
systems, such as well-designed, prefabricated modular housing.
615_ The Auckland Council will work with the Productivity
Partnership, a partnership between central government and
the building and construction sector, which is supported by
the Department of Building and Housing. The partnership
aims to deliver longer-term improvements in skills and
greater productivity. A 20% increase in productivity in the
building and construction sector would boost annual GDP
by around 2%, or more than $3 billion per year. In the
medium term, this work is expected to support change within
the industry, and a move to larger companies doing more
standardised volume work, with fewer smaller companies
doing the higher-end, commissioned work. This should
increase productivity, reduce regulatory and building costs,
and deliver better quality, more affordable buildings.
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612_ The Auckland Council influences housing supply through
its planning, regulatory and consenting processes. For
developers, the loss of equity and profit caused through delays
can be more costly than the fees themselves. Time and costs
across the entire development process need to be looked at.
Processes can be streamlined to increase certainty around cost
and timing. The Auckland Council could move to outcomesbased consenting and other incentives for development in
existing urban areas, and zone land for development in new
growth areas.

Directive 11.1
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611_ The complexity of amalgamating sufficient land for
development and redevelopment in Auckland is a challenge,
which will require a significant institutional response. The
creation of urban development authorities, or similar vehicles
with adequate legislative powers, could assist with land
amalgamation. Several international examples illustrate the
positive impact that urban development authorities and land
agencies60,*can make. There are several different models, with a
range and mix of functions and powers, which may be relevant
and adaptable to Auckland.

Directive 11.2
Improve access to first home ownership
through advocacy by Auckland Council
to central government.

* The Grattan Institute has evaluated several examples of agencies which have
successfully encouraged private development in areas of urban renewal in
Australia, which may also be relevant to Auckland.. This involves both central
and local government. Grattan Institute Getting the Housing We Want 2011.
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INCREASE HOUSING
CHOICE TO MEET DIVERSE
PREFERENCES AND NEEDS

Figure 11.1 Change in average size of standalone dwellings

Figure 11.1 Change in
average size of
stand-alone dwellings

2011, 220
square metres
220sq.m
2001, 188
square metres
188sq.m
1991, 144
square metres
144sq.m

616_ Auckland’s households, families and communities are
increasingly diverse. Housing must cater for different life
stages, cultures and families/whānau of different sizes and
types. Ideally, the mix of housing in a neighbourhood should
allow people the choice of a suitable dwelling within the same
community as they move through different life stages.
617_ At the moment, Auckland has a considerable mismatch
between the available housing stock and people’s needs,
preferences and ability to pay.
618_ Although the average household size has decreased,
the size of a typical Auckland home is getting bigger (see
Figure 11.1*). Between 1991 and 2011, the average dwelling
size (excluding apartments and flats) increased by 35% from
144m2 to 220m2 in floor area.
619_ In the 1960s, 70% of homes had three bedrooms; since
2000, new homes are more likely to have four bedrooms, and
10% have five bedrooms or more.

*
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Source of data is Auckland Council consents for stand-alone housing. This does
not include flats and apartments because the data is not available on an
individual unit basis.
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624_ For example, families and older people generally prefer
to stay in or return to established neighbourhoods where
family connections are a priority. They might trade size and
amenity of a house for affordability and home ownership, or
to be in a particular school zone. Some older people might
trade size for a low-maintenance dwelling; others will prefer a
larger house where family can stay over and they can have a
garden. Persons with disabilities and their families may trade
an accessible dwelling for access to transport, education and
support services.
625_ More research is needed on trends in housing
preferences and trade-offs. Our current knowledge reinforces
the need for flexibility and a range of housing choice within
neighbourhoods, along with access to transport, employment,
shops, parks and amenities. This means households have to
make fewer trade-offs in their housing choices (see Chapter 1:
Auckland’s People, and Chapter 10: Urban Auckland)
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Figure 11.2
Household projections –
family types

623_ Faced with limited options, many households are forced
to make a series of trade-offs in their choice of housing. Recent
research has identified the most important choice factors as
family needs and commitments, social networks, access to
employment, affordability, and quality.
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621_ Family types will continue to change over the next 30
years (see Figure 11.2). There will be a greater proportion
of couples without children, and a smaller proportion of
two-parent families with children. At the same time, there is
growing demand for houses with more bedrooms for larger,
or extended families. For some families this is a cultural
preference or personal choice; for others, it is a result of low
incomes and the inability to afford suitable housing. In the
2006 census, 15.7% of Auckland’s population was living in
housing that required one or more additional bedrooms – a
total of 190,017 people, of whom one third were children
under 14
years.
Figure
11.2
Projected Family Type 2006 to 2031

622_ Currently, persons with disabilities and their families and
carers have very little housing choice. There is little purposebuilt, accessible accommodation beyond that provided by
social housing providers, and adaptations are difficult and
expensive. Housing incorporating universal design principles
should be part of the mix of typologies within neighbourhoods,
to provide choice and inclusion for persons with disabilities.
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620_ The average New Zealand house is now slightly bigger
than its North American equivalent, is second in size only to
the Australian average house, and is more than twice the size
of houses in many European countries. Over two thirds of
Auckland’s current housing stock has three bedrooms or more,
although nearly half of all households now consist of only one
or two people. Larger houses also reflect changing social trends,
such as the need for space within homes for technology,
home office space, and storage. Currently expectations exceed
households’ ability to pay. However, there are signs that
expectations are changing.
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Source: Statistics NZ Family type projections for Auckland (medium series)
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626_ At present there is a limited but growing market for
intensified housing. The reasons for this include the traditional
New Zealand preference for detached homes, expectations of
the size of housing that far exceed incomes, and examples of
poorly designed apartments, especially in the CBD.62 Another
major obstacle is that trading banks do not typically lend above
70% on unit-titled residential housing, such as apartments and
terrace houses. This is partly because banking covenants (when
banks borrow from other banks) generally prohibit loan-toequity ratios greater than 70%, unless the bank (as the lender)
can insure the risk part of the mortgage – which is anything
above the 70% threshold. This is possible on fee-simple titles,
but not unit-titled housing; insurance companies will not insure
mortgages over 70%, so the banks cannot lend above this
threshold. This makes it harder to borrow for a multi-unit title
property, reinforcing the market for stand-alone homes and
pushing up prices for fee-simple titled, stand-alone homes.63
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627_ However, recent research by the Centre for Housing
Research Aotearoa New Zealand (CHRANZ) found that
people living in medium-density developments were generally
satisfied with their homes and lifestyles. This is also largely true
for residents of retirement villages in well-designed, mediumdensity, high‑amenity living. This type of housing might
become a preferred option for older people if they choose
to downsize within their neighbourhood. Regulatory policies
(such as those in the Unitary Plan) can ensure the appropriate
location of retirement villages.

Hobsonville Point

Directive 11.3
Encourage a mix of dwelling types
within neighbourhoods across Auckland,
to reflect changing demographics,
family structures and age groups.
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628_ New Zealand’s development and building industry is
still feeling the impact of the recent global financial crises.
Banks remain reluctant to lend to small-scale New Zealand
developers and builders with small profit margins, and will
not finance speculative building or buying ‘off-the-plan’. This
reinforces the practice of building low-risk, high-value, large
homes, and restrains innovative design. The Auckland Council,
central government or a development agency could work with
a private developer and encourage innovation in the market,
by providing examples of smaller, cheaper, well-designed,
energy‑efficient homes.

CHAPTER 11 AUCKLAND’S HOUSING

Hobsonville Point, being developed by the Hobsonville
Land Company (a Crown entity), includes examples
of well-designed, energy-efficient, smaller dwellings
(2 bedrooms) selling for under $400,000 (2012).
Hobsonville Point shows that people are prepared to
accept more affordable, attached, intensified houses,
as long as these houses are well-designed, and the
area has high amenity, and a range of housing types
and values. This type of housing could provide entry to
home ownership.
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IMPROVE THE QUALITY
OF EXISTING AND
NEW HOUSING

629_ Well-designed and well-constructed housing is critical for
people’s well-being, not just for aesthetic and environmental
reasons. As well as being safe, warm and dry, housing must
provide a reasonable level of privacy (both visual and acoustic).
Housing is one of the key determinants of health and there is
a strong link between asthma and respiratory and contagious
illness, and damp, poorly ventilated homes. (See Chapter 1:
Auckland’s People)
630_ Most of today’s housing stock will make up over half
of Auckland’s housing in 2040. There are about 432,000
inadequately insulated homes within the Auckland area.*
New Zealand’s housing stock is poorly insulated and difficult
to heat, which is why the recent government programme
Warm Up New Zealand was available to all income groups.
The fuel and energy costs required to heat houses to
acceptable temperatures can be particularly high for lowerincome households. Those on the lowest incomes pay the
greatest proportion of their income – almost 13% – on
household energy.

* 294,000 houses in Auckland were built before 1979 – the first full year in which
insulation was mandatory, and a further 138,000 were built between 1979 and
2000 – a period during which insulation standards were poor.
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631_ Most landlords in Auckland are private individuals and the
quality of the rental housing stock varies greatly. Rental stock
includes boarding houses and caravan parks. Boarding houses
provide an essential service, but some offer sub-standard
accommodation for vulnerable tenants, who are often either
unable or unwilling to exercise their legal rights. The Auckland
Council, with other parties, will explore the possibility of
legislative, regulatory or voluntary measures, such as a ’warrant
of fitness’ scheme, in order to improve the quality of private
rental housing.
632_ Well-designed and -constructed housing – sited to capture
sun, and incorporating high-efficiency/low-emitting heating
methods and solar water heating, high insulation standards, and
efficient use of space – has definite benefits for households, such
as better health and lower running costs. Sustainable design also
has wider benefits, including improved air quality and greater
energy efficiency, which in turn reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

633_ There is some concern that requiring more sustainable,
energy-efficient dwellings may result in even higher house
prices. However, Beacon Pathway pilot projects have shown
it is possible for a dwelling to use less energy and water, to
have a healthy indoor environment, to cost less to run, to use
environmentally sustainable products and materials, and still be
affordable. There are many examples of successful innovation
in energy efficiency and higher-density affordable housing in
Germany, Sweden and the United Kingdom.

Directive 11.4
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Encourage and incentivise retrofitting of
existing housing stock, and require new
housing to be sited and designed to meet
best practice urban design and sustainable
housing principles.
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634_ The Auckland Council will therefore incentivise
development that follows best practice urban design and
environmental design principles. (See Chapter 10:
Urban Auckland)
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IMPROVE HOUSING
AFFORDABILITY
AND THE SUPPLY OF
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
BOX 11.1 HOUSING DEFINITIONS

635_ Generally, something is considered affordable if it can
be paid for without difficulty by an individual or household.
On this basis, housing affordability is a critical problem for
Auckland, evident in widespread and persistent overcrowding*
and an escalating shortage of housing accessible to people on
low and modest incomes. Over the last 20 years, house prices
in Auckland have increased at a greater rate than household
incomes. Many OECD countries have experienced similar
patterns. Housing expectations in terms of size, quality and
location have also increased faster than household incomes.
The problem will worsen if, as projected, there is increasing
demand for housing and a continuing shortfall in supply.
Overall (aggregate) housing affordability and affordable housing,
require different types of actions (see Box 11.1). Multi-sector
collaboration is required to achieve housing affordability.

Housing affordability
This is an aggregate term, referring to a
household’s capacity to pay to rent or
purchase a home without difficulty. Several
factors influence affordability including:

Supply side:
� land supply and cost of land
� cost of building materials

Affordable living

� development cost

“…encompasses the costs of accessibility to
work, schools, friends and family – recreation,
both by way of the trade-offs households
might have to make between dwelling
location and transport costs, and in terms
of the total demands housing and transport
jointly make on household incomes”
(Productivity Commission)

� construction costs
� the limited capacity of the building
and construction industry to produce
sufficient housing
� the economics of housing development of
different types in different locations.

Demand side:
� gap between household income and cost
of buying or renting a house
� restricted access to debt finance
� changed social and economic context,
such as student loan debt
� an Accommodation Supplement that has
not kept up with housing costs.

Affordable housing
New Zealand has no legislative or
regulatory definition of affordable housing,
but the term is generally used to refer
to low- to moderate-income households
requiring some form of assistance (a
subsidy or intervention).

* The Canadian Crowding Index is used as it is sensitive to both household size
and composition. The measure sets a bedroom requirement for households
based on precise criteria. The Index does not take into account whether
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Affordable housing is usually targeted at
those in household income bands from 80%
to 120% of the median household income
(MHI), who are not eligible for social housing
but still need assistance to either secure
home ownership or a long-term rental in
the market. (In 2012 the MHI in Auckland is
approximately $72,000).

Social housing
Subsidised rental housing for people who are
on the lowest incomes, unable to pay private
market rates and unlikely to be able to own
their home; or people who are vulnerable
and /or have special needs. Social housing
includes emergency housing, refuges, and
supported group homes. Currently, the vast
majority of social housing is provided by
HNZC and is usually referred to as state
housing. Social housing is also provided
(to a much lesser extent) by Auckland
Council (Housing for Older People) and the
community housing sector.

individuals or families perceive themselves to live in crowded housing.
Perceptions of crowding are likely to vary, dependent on a number of factors,
including cultural and social expectations.

Figure 11.3 – Number and percentage of households spending more than 30% of gross
income on housing

Figure 11.3
Household projections –
family types

Figure 11.3
– Number
and percentage
of30%
households
more than
30% ofcosts**,
gross by
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637_ These graphs illustrate that about 28% of all households
pay more than 30% of their gross income on housing, and
that the problem is considerably worse for certain types of
households. Specifically:

638_ A way of illustrating the size of the housing problem
spatially is by applying the Median Multiple Measure (MMM)
Housing Affordability in Auckland. The MMM takes the annual
Median Household Income (MHI) and divides it by the Median
House Price to obtain a measure of dwelling affordability
relative to annual MHI. It is generally agreed that if the
Median House Price is less than three times the annual MHI,
it is 'affordable'. If the Median House Price is more than three
times the annual MHI, it is considered 'unaffordable'. Map 11.1
shows housing affordability in Auckland. For Median House
Price, average capital values in 2006 have been used as a proxy
and annual MHI figures are from the 2006 census. In 2006, the
annual MHI was approximately $64,000 – in 2012 annual MHI
is approximately $72,000.

* Note Household Economic Survey’s limitations with small samples only
providing rough estimates.
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636_ Aucklanders on average spend a higher proportion of their
income on housing than New Zealanders in any other region.
There is no single measure of housing affordability in New
Zealand, but one internationally used measure is that housing
is unaffordable if housing costs make up more than 30% of
a household’s gross income (see Figure 11.3). Applying this
measure to Auckland households gives a sense of the magnitude
of the housing affordability problem in Auckland, especially for
low- to moderate-income households who are renting.*

(Statistics NZ)
Number of Households spending 30% or more of gross income on housing costs**, by
Gross Household Income Bracket and Tenure, 2009-2010 Household Economic Survey
(Statistics NZ)
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639_ Map 11.1 clearly shows that, in most areas, housing is
unaffordable for people on the MHI of the area. So although
there are areas where housing is less expensive, it is still
unaffordable for the median income households in those areas.
The areas shaded in light brown are unaffordable, and those
in red are very unaffordable for local households on the MHI.
There are no shaded areas in yellow, which means that there
are no affordable areas for local households on the MHI based
on the data available. Grey hatching indicates areas where MHI
is more than $100,000 and the ratio of affordability cannot
be accurately calculated because of the way data is collected.
However, some households in this category will also find their
local area unaffordable.
640_ For example, two employed people want to buy a house
in the area where they have grown up. One is a qualified early
childhood care worker with a salary of $45,000 p.a. and the
other is a carer for older people working part-time, on a salary
of $20,000 p.a. Their combined household income is $65,000.
They want to buy a 3-bedroom house as they have three
children. To economise on space, two children will share a
bedroom. However, a house price in the lower quartile in this
area is approximately $350,000 to $400,000, which is more
than four times their combined income, and they would need
a deposit of $60,000.

641_ Similarly, a nurse earning $80,000 and his/her partner
are looking for a 2-bedroom dwelling (as they want to start
a family), near the hospital because of shift work. The value
of the dwelling could be $500,000; more than six times the
nurse’s salary, and would require a deposit of $100,000.
642_ Another way to look at housing affordability is to
consider the number of people in paid employment trying to
buy their first home. In Auckland, it has become more difficult
to buy a home in the lowest quartile of house prices, when one
or even two people are in paid employment. Research on the
Auckland Region Housing Market showed that between 1996
and 2009, the number of people in paid employment unable
to buy a home in the lowest quartile more than doubled, from
36,720 households to 77,110.64 This was measured when
lending criteria included a 10% deposit. Now, the deposit
required has increased to 20%, making home ownership even
more difficult. If we apply the Median Multiple Measure to
the number of projected households in Auckland, the housing
problem will worsen. Table 11.1 illustrates household incomes
and housing affordability from the 2006 census.*

*
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See Table 11.1 note
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Map 11.1 Housing affordability
- using the Median Multiple
Measure (2006 Capital Values)
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TABLE 11.1 INCOME AND HOUSING AFFORDABILITY FOR THE AUCKLAND REGION –
USING MEDIAN MULTIPLE MEASURE*
Income Band (2006)
Households

Assumed Income
Mid-point (2010)

Share of Households

House Price to
Income Ratio of 4

$20,000 or Less

$16,500

14%

$66,000

$20,001 - $30,000

$27,500

10%

$110,000

$30,001 - $50,000

$44,000

17%

$176,000

$50,001 - $70,000

$66,000

15%

$264,000

$70,001 - $100,000

$93,500

17%

$374,000

$100,001 or More

$143,000

28%

$572,000

643_ This analysis indicates that if future households have
a similar income profile to households in 2006, then of the
400,000 future households in 2040, only about 30% will be
able to afford a house over $400,000 (in 2011 dollar terms).
Another 30% will need a house in the $275,000 to $375,000
price range. There will be 40% who probably cannot afford to
buy a house, but will need affordable rental accommodation.
This would mean that:
Additional households which would need a
home in the $275,000 – $375,000
price range

120,000

Additional households which would need an
affordable place to rent, because they are not
able to buy a home

160,000

644_ Current median-priced homes are in the order of
$450,000. A substantial number of dwellings need to be
offered in the mid-priced range, if housing affordability is to
be improved. This analysis provides only estimates, but it does
give a strong signal of the severity of the problem in Auckland.
The Auckland Region Housing Market Assessment Report
also concluded that even households earning the median
household income are being locked out of home ownership65.
This indicates that households which fall within the band of
80% to 120% of the median household income, are likely to
need some sort of subsidised home ownership. The private
sector undertakes the vast majority of housing development in
Auckland, and this is appropriate. However, given these figures,
and the depressed state of the development and construction
sector at present, it is clear that public action will be required
to encourage developers to build affordable homes within
mixed tenure, mixed income communities.
645_ Between 1991 and 2006 home ownership in Auckland
declined from 74% to 64%. This decrease is similar to the
figures for all New Zealand, which fell from 74% to 67% over
the same period. Rates of home ownership are much lower for
Pacific people and Māori than other groups: in 2006, 25.8% of
Māori and 21% of Pacific people in Auckland owned, or partly
owned, their own homes compared to 55.8% of Europeans
and 36.7% of Asians.** Although more people are choosing
to rent long term, home ownership remains part of the New
Zealand culture; it is an important barometer of household
wealth creation, savings, standard of living in retirement,
and intergenerational wealth. In New Zealand, investment in
housing has proved a particularly attractive alternative to the
share market (see Figure 11.4).
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* • The first column is 2006 data on income bands from the census.
• The second column is the 2006 income data updated approximately to
2010 figures.
• The third column is the per cent of households in each income band, 		
according to the 2006 distribution of households.

• The final column is the maximum house price that the various household
bands could buy at a house price to income ratio of four (normally house
price to income ratio of three is considered affordable), based on the 2010
income figures.
** These figures are for individuals, not households.

Figure 11.4 Percentage
of home renting by
Census Area Unit

41 - 50 %
51 - 70 %
71 - 100 %

11.4
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646_ The rental market does not currently provide the security
and amenity households need. On average, tenants move every
2 years compared with every 5-6 years for home owners. This
is costly and can adversely affect health, schooling, and work.
Legislation, subsidies and other mechanisms should be explored
to encourage large-scale rental investors to offer longer tenure
options for rental accommodation.
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HOME RENTING BY
CENSUS AREA UNIT

647_ The shortage of social housing for the most vulnerable
is also a serious issue. The official New Zealand definition
(Statistics NZ) of ’homelessness’ includes rough sleepers,
people moving between temporary shelters (such as refuges,
or the homes of friends and relatives), people in caravan
parks, and people living in temporary accommodation without
their own bathroom or kitchen. There are about 160 to 320
rough sleepers in the city centre. There is a serious lack of
emergency housing in Auckland, especially for women, young
people and Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex
(GLBTI) people. This gap must be filled, to ensure adequate
emergency housing across all population groups. More urgent,
multi-agency collaboration is required, such as the Auckland
Homeless Action Plan, in which the Auckland Council is a
partner. The Council will seek central government support
in dealing with homelessness and in adequately resourcing
agencies dealing locally with homelessness issues.
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648_ Given this situation, state housing (social housing
provided by central government through Housing New
Zealand Corporation (HNZC)), plays a critical role. HNZC is
the major provider of social housing, and a significant landlord
in Auckland with around 30,600 properties. Over the next 5
years, HNZC intends to buy, lease, and sell properties in areas
of high demand and reduce the concentration of state housing
in areas of lower demand. Auckland, particularly the south,
is acknowledged as an area of high demand. HNZC intends
to add up to 1,400 new state homes in Auckland in the next
5 years. This is welcome. However, given the current and
future scale of the housing crisis in Auckland, a much larger
increase in social housing is required. The Auckland Council
also supports decentralised, community-based HNZC support
services as a vital service for HNZC tenants and others in
housing need. These services should be part of a network of
community hubs (see Chapter 1: Auckland’s People).
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649_ The community housing or ‘third’ sector is still very
small in New Zealand. Generally this sector has focused on
the households HNZC cannot accommodate, the most
vulnerable, and those with special needs. However, this sector
could be a major provider of affordable housing.
650_ Recently, central government established the Social
Housing Unit, which is responsible for investing in social
housing projects and building the capacity of the community
housing sector. Its aim is to create a more diverse and
responsive sector, and increase the pool of affordable homes
provided by that sector.66 This is in recognition of the
community housing sector’s potential to be a major provider
of affordable housing. There are many models overseas of
shared equity schemes and other forms of assisted home
ownership delivered through the community sector. The New
Zealand Housing Foundation has a successful social enterprise
model, making housing affordable for low- to median-income
households in a sustainable way.

Box 11.2
Ta-maki Transformation Programme

The Tāmaki population of approximately 17,000 is
projected to grow to 26,000 by 2031. There are 5,000
households, of which Housing New Zealand Corporation
(HNZC) owns 56% of the housing stock.

651_ The Auckland Council has land holdings across Auckland,
which can be leveraged in different ways to improve
affordability. The Council already directly provides 1,480 units
of social housing for low-income, older people, and regards
facilitating affordable housing as part of its mandate. Through
the Housing Strategic Action Plan, the Council intends to
increase its own housing stock and, in consultation with
partners, will adopt a 30-year target for new council housing.
652_ There is significant scope for the Auckland Council
to work with central government and other agencies to
increase the supply of housing for low-income people and
develop more mixed tenure, mixed income communities. The
Tāmaki Transformation Project (see Box 11.2), an initiative
of urban regeneration integrated with economic and social
development, is one of several potential models for other areas
that may not be attractive to the market without intervention.
However, the well-being and stability of existing communities
must be protected during redevelopment, by tenants being
relocated within their own communities, where possible.

The Government, together with Auckland Council, has
established an Interim Tāmaki Transformation Board
(ITTB) and is working to set up an urban regeneration
development entity (URDE). The Tāmaki area is an ideal
location for intensification: it is close to Auckland’s CBD
(13km), has good accessibility to the eastern railway line,
is near the Tāmaki Estuary, and has many single dwellings
on large sections that could be redeveloped.
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The TTP is a 15- to 20-year regeneration initiative aimed
at transforming Tāmaki into a thriving, prosperous place
to live. Goals include increasing the number of houses,
reducing high unemployment, and raising educational
levels, skills and income.
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The Tāmaki Transformation Programme (TTP), led by
a joint initiative involving central government, the
Auckland Council and the local community, began as
an opportunity for community renewal through the
modernisation and redevelopment of state housing stock
in Tāmaki (broadly comprising the suburbs of Glen Innes,
Point England and Panmure).

It is envisaged that over 20 years an URDE could almost
double the number of housing units through optimising
land use and existing housing stock, and private housing
development. The number of social housing units would
not reduce, but could be managed by HNZC and third
sector providers. A number of broader social outcomes
could be delivered. The URDE would be actively
involved in economic development and support Tāmaki
residents to obtain skills, knowledge and employment
opportunities, and dramatically reduce benefit
dependency.
The TTP could be a model for other regeneration
initiatives in Auckland over the 30-year life of this Plan.
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Box 11.3 Principal
tools available to
the Auckland Council
to improve housing
affordability

Land and assets
Some options being considered are:
� leveraging Auckland Council-owned land and assets
through partnerships, joint ventures and similar
participation in redevelopment authorities
� leasing
� selling
� Council-led development.

Planning and regulation
In addition to providing sufficient unconstrained
development capacity, options include:
� reviewing regulatory and assessment processes to
provide a simplified, speedier and less costly consent
process
� through the Unitary Plan and Local Area Plans, requiring
developments to provide a mix of dwelling sizes
and types
� fast-tracking developments and/or mitigating
development contributions and consent fees for
developments to increase the supply of a particular type
of housing, or ease overcrowding in targeted areas
� providing density bonuses as an incentive for affordable
housing
� auctioning of development rights to landowners.
This would reduce the uncertainty associated with
development, and therefore reduce overall costs, and
create a mechanism for an ordered release of land*
� considering other options such as betterment levies,
which capture for the community a proportion of the
uplift in value that accrues to individual developers as
a result of a change of use or development. Local or
central government could choose to assign a proportion
or all of the revenue collected to subsidise affordable
housing; in the same way, it could decide to assign the
revenue raised to another community good.

* There is precedence for land auctioning in the Resource Management Act
(1991) where Part VII of the Act details a coastal tendering process for the
release of coastal land for development
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653_ The Auckland Council is exploring how it can use land
and other assets as a catalyst for partnerships that could
increase the supply and choice of affordable housing. The
Council also has a range of planning and regulatory tools it
is examining to determine the impact they have on housing
affordability. (See Box 11.3).
654_ The quality compact urban form established in this Plan
should increase overall affordability through higher-density
living, better use of land and economies of scale, reduced
construction costs, and targeting house sizes more directly
to the households requiring them. It can also reduce transport
costs by making public transport connections easier,
and encouraging mixed-use development that co-locates
housing and jobs (see Chapter 10: Urban Auckland).
655_ An overall increase in housing which outstrips any
increase in numbers of households, or an increase in land
supply or overall decrease in construction costs, is likely
to lower overall housing prices over time. For example, a
$700,000 house might be reduced to $600,000. However,
this will not help the 32% of Auckland households who can
only afford to buy a house in the $264-$374,000 price range
(for 2010 prices see Table 11.1). They would still be unable
to purchase a home or finance the ongoing housing costs, as
they could not save the required deposit or secure a mortgage.
Ways must be found to significantly reduce development
and construction costs and significantly increase the supply
of housing in the $260,000 to $375,000 range; for example,
reducing construction times and providing small lots with strict
guidelines for well-designed, smaller housing.

Directive 11.5
Auckland Council commits to working
with others to urgently investigate and
use the whole range of possible housing
development vehicles, policy and
regulatory tools, that would increase
the supply of affordable housing
in Auckland.

Directive 11.6

Directive 11.8
657_ An increase in the supply of affordable and social
housing will benefit Māori, who feature disproportionately in
lower-income brackets, and as state housing tenants. However,
establishing papakāinga, including housing, is an important
cultural aspiration for iwi. (see Chapter 2: Auckland’s Māori). All
parties must work together to remove barriers and support the
development of papakāinga, including papakāinga housing, on
both traditional and non-traditional Māori land and general land.

Increase housing supply and choice that
meets Pacific people’s specific needs.
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Explore all options to reduce
homelessness, in partnership between the
Auckland Council, central government and
the community sector.

658_ Pacific peoples are also amongst the lowest income
groups. They often live in extended families, and have the
highest incidence of overcrowding. They also make up a
significant proportion of state housing tenants. The adverse
impacts on health, education and family well-being are well
documented (see Chapter 1: Auckland’s People). The former
HNZC Healthy Housing programme particularly benefited
Pacific peoples, as it built, converted or extended homes
to provide more bedrooms and communal areas for larger
families. The principles of the project, and Pacific design,
should continue to be reflected in HNZC’s new buildings and
renovations, and be encouraged in the private sector. The
Auckland Council will also investigate solutions such as minor
household units or modular housing, to ease overcrowding
and increase choice. To date, government home ownership
schemes have had limited success with Pacific communities.
Home financing schemes also need to be flexible and culturally
appropriate for Pacific peoples.
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656_ The Auckland Council will urgently develop a Housing
Strategic Action Plan to deliver the high-level directions
on housing in the Auckland Plan. The Auckland Council will
actively explore all the mechanisms within its statutory
mandate that will contribute to increasing the supply of
affordable housing and improve housing affordability. This
will require collaboration with central government, the
development sector, the community housing sector, iwi
and others to develop practical solutions. The Council will
advocate to central government to improve access to first
home ownership.

Directive 11.7
Support Maori to achieve affordable,
healthy and sustainable housing which
meets their specific needs.
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THE AUCKLAND PLAN THE WORLDS MOST LIVEABLE CITY

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 12
plan, deliver and maintain quality infrastructure to make auckland liveable and resilient

TARGETS
Maintain and extend
an integrated network
of quality open spaces
across the region that
meet community needs
and provide a diverse
range of recreational
opportunities by 2040

Reduce maximum annual
potable water network
losses to less than 12%
of total network volume
by 2040

Reduce wet weather overflows to
an average of no more than two
events per discharge location per
annum, where the stormwater and
wastewater systems are separated,
by 2040 (with priority given to
bathing beaches and other sensitive
receiving environments by 2030)

Meet relevant
interruption duration
standards to electricity
distribution and
transmission by 2040

Health services and facilities of all
care types are aligned to meet need
across Auckland (ie. population and its
characteristics, growth and locations,
accessibility and co-location) by 2040

Achieve universal access
to ultrafast broadband to
all Aucklanders by 2019

Ensure all Auckland children can
access a primary school within 30
minutes and a secondary school
within 45 minutes (recognising that
the particular needs of rural and urban
communities and groups with special
needs differ) and all schools have
facilities suitable to meet the learning
needs of their students

PRIORITIES
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1

2

Optimise, integrate and align network utility
provision and planning

Protect, enable, align, integrate and provide social
and community infrastructure for present and
future generations

Ko te aro whakaaro o TĀmaki Makaurau, ka pai, ka whai tikanga ake Ōna poupou whakahaere ka
piki ana te rahi o te iwi, mĀ te hĀngai tonu o ngĀ tikanga mahi me te tŪpato o ana mahi tŌpŪ rawa.

660_ The 2011 National Infrastructure Plan defines
infrastructure as: “the fixed, long-lived structures that facilitate
the production of goods and services and underpin many aspects
of quality of life. ‘Infrastructure’ refers to physical networks,
principally transport, water, energy and communications”.67
661_ In addition, the first National Infrastructure Plan (in 2010)
records government’s investments across health, education and
corrections services. At the national level, infrastructure can be
understood as the structures (pipes, lines, access ways, cables
and specialized facilities) that enable life in New Zealand.
662_ In Auckland, infrastructure refers to a broader range of
services and includes investments in libraries, museums, and
recreation and sports facilities. In addition, the public open
space network is part of the publicly provided infrastructure.

663_ Auckland needs to function well, and infrastructure
assists it to do so. Recent disasters in New Zealand and
overseas have highlighted the critical importance of water,
wastewater, and electricity provision for the resilience of
a city. These disasters have also raised the importance of
our emergency services (police, fire, ambulance and others)
and the need to ensure adequate resources and sites for
these services. Auckland, as the largest and fastest-growing
metropolitan region in New Zealand, will account for more
than 60% of New Zealand’s growth over the next 30 years,
which will impose on infrastructure demand. Underinvestment
in infrastructure has been an issue for Auckland in the past, and
significant funding gaps have been identified; this may deter
international investment and hinder the achievement of the
objectives set out in this Plan.68
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Infrastructure is critical to the economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being of
Aucklanders, and its performance is essential to realising the vision of Auckland as the world’s most
liveable city. From fast and efficient public transport services delivering the Auckland of the future,
to fundamental water services delivering a basic human right; from public libraries providing local
communities with access to knowledge, to ports and airports connecting Auckland to the world;
infrastructure is the platform upon which Auckland is built.
659_
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Auckland expects that the quality and
effectiveness of its infrastructure will be
improved as the population increases, through
enhanced efficiency and prudent investment.
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664_ Auckland’s infrastructure is reliant on a variety of
inter-regional links, including the metropolitan water supply
taken from the Waikato River, the transmission of electricity
via the National Grid, and the fuel pipeline from Marsden
Point. Aucklanders are also reliant on the public open spaces
and recreational opportunities provided in neighbouring
regions. While inter-regional links support Auckland’s wellbeing, it is also recognised that Auckland spans a number
of vital infrastructure corridors between Northland and the
wider North Island. This Plan recognises that decisions on
infrastructure impact beyond Auckland’s boundaries. Map B.1
(see Section B: Auckland Now and into the Future) emphasises
Auckland’s key interdependencies and linkages with other
regions within New Zealand, particularly the upper North
Island, in relation to infrastructure and services (for example
ports, transport, utilities, tourism). Interregional collaboration,
through agreements and strategies such as the Upper North
Island Strategic Alliance, offers an opportunity to integrate
growth and infrastructure investment. This will also ensure
the alignment of objectives, policies, development strategies
and funding regimes in the Auckland Plan. Further discussion
of these interregional links is provided in other chapters (see:
Chapters 6: Auckland’s Economy, 9: Rural Auckland, and 13:
Auckland’s Transport).

This Plan provides the opportunity to synthesise
investment in infrastructure, share information,
and coordinate activity spatially.
665_ The Auckland Council, along with central government,
other agencies and the private sector, provides infrastructure
and services for the city. Investment will be optimised if
Auckland and central government align and complement
each other. This Plan provides the opportunity to synthesise
investment in infrastructure, share information, and coordinate
activity spatially.
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666_ This Chapter includes the following key elements of
Auckland’s infrastructure:
water supply, wastewater and stormwater infrastructure
(raw water sources and water treatment facilities, water
supply distribution networks, wastewater collection networks,
wastewater treatment plants, stormwater collection and
disposal systems)
energy (electricity generation, transmission, and distribution
infrastructure, fuel networks and storage facilities)
telecommunications (towers, exchanges, fibre optic cabling
and overhead cabling)
defence facilities – such as the Papakura Military Camp
emergency services – such as the Regional Police
Headquarters and Coastguard facilities
social infrastructure (facilities provided by both central
government and Auckland Council, including hospitals, courts,
schools, sports and arts venues, libraries, museums)
public open space (green [land], blue [marine] and grey [urban]
public open spaces).
667_ This chapter refers to infrastructure covered in detail
within other chapters as follows:
transport – (including ports and airports) – discussed in
Chapter 13: Auckland’s Transport
waste infrastructure (transfer stations and landfills) –
discussed in Chapter 7: Auckland’s Environment
arts and cultural institutions and facilities – discussed in
Chapter 3: Auckland’s Arts and Culture.
668_ Further information on infrastructure investments for
future Auckland-wide networks and the development of priority
places is provided in Chapter 14: Implementation Framework.
669_ Table 12.1 Shows some of the key agencies and bodies
involved in the planning, funding and operating of infrastructure
in Auckland.

TABLE 12.1 KEY AGENCIES INVOLVED IN DELIVERING INFRASTRUCTURE TO AUCKLAND
Sector

Infrastructure

Role:
Plan,
Fund,
Operate

Transport
(See Chapter 13)

State highways

P/F/O

Plan
Local roads/
streets (including
cycleways and
Fund
walkways)

Fund

Water

Auckland Council
Auckland Transport
New Zealand
Transport Agency

Ports

Operate
P/F/O

Auckland Transport
Ports of Auckland

Airports

P/F/O

Auckland Airport
New Zealand
Defence Force
Private operators

Water supply

P/F/O

Watercare

Wastewater

P/F/O

Watercare

Stormwater

Plan

Auckland Council

Fund

Auckland Council

Operate

Auckland Council

P/F/O

Contact
Genesis
Mighty River Power
Meridian
Transpower

Electricity
generation

Electricity
transmission
Electricity
distribution
Natural gas
transmission
Liquid fuels
Telecommunications Fixed line-copper

Mobile

P/F/O
P/F/O
P/F/O
P/F/O
P/F/O

P/F/O

Vector
Counties Power
Vector
Refining New Zealand
Wiri Oil Services Ltd
Chorus
TelstraClear
Vector
Counties Power
Telecom
Vodafone
2 Degrees
TelstraClear

Infrastructure

Role:
Plan,
Fund,
Operate

Major
organisations
responsible

Social and
Community

Health

P/F/O

Ministry of Health

Education

P/F/O

Ministry of Education

Justice-courts

P/F/O

Ministry of Justice

Justice-prisons

P/F/O

Social housing
(see Chapter
11 Auckland’s
Housing)

Plan

Department of
Corrections
Department of
Building and Housing

Fund

Housing New Zealand

Operate

Housing New Zealand

Libraries

P/F/O

Auckland Council

Museums

P/F/O

Auckland Council

Public open space Plan

Auckland Council
Private landowners

Public open space Fund
Recreation
facilities
(including
stadiums e.g.
Eden Park)
Operate

Auckland Council
Sport NZ
Private operators

P/F/O

Waste

P/F/O

Art galleries

P/F/O

Marae

P/F/O

Defence facilities P/F/O
(e.g. Devonport
Naval Base)
Emergency and
rescue

P/F/O

Auckland Council
Department of
Conservation
Auckland Council
Department of
Conservation
Auckland Council
Private operators
Auckland Council
Central Government
Iwi
Auckland Council
New Zealand
Defence Force
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Energy

New Zealand
Transport Agency
Auckland Council
Auckland Transport
New Zealand
Transport Agency
Auckland Council
Auckland Transport
Kiwirail
Auckland Council
Auckland Transport

Sector
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Rail
Public transport

Operate
P/F/O
Plan

Major
organisations
responsible

Auckland Council
Ministry of
Civil Defence
and Emergency
Management
New Zealand
Defence Force
private and
Philanthropic sector
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The Auckland Plan recognises
that infrastructure investment
can generate wider benefits.
670_ Central government and Auckland Council are the
principal investors in much of the infrastructure in Auckland,
except for water supply and wastewater, which is funded
through user tariffs. However, in future, other parties, including
iwi (see Chapter 2: Auckland’s Māori) and the private sector,
are likely to play a critical role.
671_ As well, the Council regulates, designates, consents
and monitors infrastructure development. It monitors the
performance of infrastructure to ensure it meets the required
standards. As the land-use planning agency for Auckland, the
Council also determines the location of different activities,
including infrastructure.
672_ By strategically planning the location, type and timing
of infrastructure services, the Auckland Plan can promote the
well-being of Aucklanders, lift productivity, and substantially
progress the vision for 2040.
673_ The Auckland Plan recognises that infrastructure
investment can generate wider benefits. Such investment is
not simply a response to demand, but a tool to shape growth
within the urban system. Figure 12.1 demonstrates the role of
different types of infrastructure in shaping urban form.
674_ The rapid advancement of new technology and the
changing needs of Auckland’s residents and businesses provide
the opportunity to adopt new infrastructure technology, using
both traditional centralised and reticulated networks, and
possibly greater use of decentralised systems. The use of such
new technology will affect future development decisions and
Auckland’s form.
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676_ The Auckland Plan further recognizes that infrastructure
investments are needed in some of Auckland’s rural and coastal
communities. The provision of upgraded or new infrastructure,
including water-related assets; access to adequate energy
resources (for example natural gas for horticulture users); and
the rural broadband initiative, develops the rural economy,
and allows for a range of lifestyle choices for residents. Further
details regarding rural growth and development can be found
in Chapter 9: Rural Auckland. Water quality and quantity limits
(Chapter 7: Auckland’s Environment) must be integrated into
Figure 12.1 Shaping influence of infrastructure
infrastructure investment decisions.

“LOCALLY DEFINING
INFRASTRUCTURE”

Pools,
Libraries,
Local Roads/Streets
Local Cultural Facilities

Increasing impact
of infrastructure
on the pattern
of development

Defence,
justice and courts,
police, schools, waste

Public open space, regionally
signiﬁcant cultural institutions
and events facilities, hospitals

Electricity, fuel, water supply,
stormwater, wastewater,
telecommunications, ports/airports,
transport (highways, regional arterials, rail)

The scope and nature of infrastructure
planning for the Auckland Plan
678_ The National Infrastructure Plan sets a nation-wide context
for the provision of infrastructure, with the vision that by
2030, New Zealand’s infrastructure is resilient, coordinated and
contributes to economic growth and increased quality of life. It
has two key principles: better use of existing infrastructure, and
better allocation of future investment. These principles also guide
Auckland’s approach to infrastructure development.
679_ Section 79 of the Local Government (Auckland Council)
Act (2009) directs the Council in the Auckland Plan to
“identify the existing and future location and mix of critical
infrastructure, services and investment within Auckland”.*
It does not define the term ‘critical’, other than to give
examples, which include social infrastructure and public open
space. For the purposes of this Plan, critical infrastructure is
defined as “Infrastructure assets, services and systems which:
i. are an immediate community requirement and fundamental
to enabling development. If destroyed, degraded or rendered
unavailable for periods of more than one day, this loss would
have serious consequences for the health, safety, security
and social and economic well-being of the Auckland Region
(e.g. major wastewater treatment plants).
ii. are fundamental to the long-term well-being of the
community, and contribute to Auckland’s liveability,
such as those components relating to cultural and social
infrastructure (e.g. public open space and libraries)”.
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Figure 12.1
the shaping influence
of infrastructure

677_ In its infrastructure planning, Auckland Council will work
to achieve Māori aspirations through increased partnership and
active engagement in the delivery and supply of infrastructure.
In particular, it will enable tangata whenua to participate in
the co-management of natural resources, through potential
relationship agreements, co-management and governance
frameworks, and capacity building (see Chapters 2: Auckland’s
Māori, and 7: Auckland’s Environment).
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675_ A sustainable approach to infrastructure planning
focuses on developing a resilient Auckland that can adapt to
change by building strong communities, and robust ecological
systems, and by strengthening its economy. The Auckland Plan
is premised on the development of a quality compact urban
form. This approach makes better use of existing networks,
and manages the demand for new infrastructure efficiently and
equitably, ensuring that investment leads to the most effective
outcomes for Auckland. The importance of ensuring resilient
infrastructure was highlighted in the National Infrastructure
Plan 2011, and recent natural hazard events (see Chapter 8:
Auckland’s Response to Climate Change).

“AUCKLAND-WIDE
DEFINING
INFRASTRUCTURE”

* Maps are provided in this Chapter in accordance with section 79(3)(c) and
79(4)(d)(ii) of the Act
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680_ Guidelines for planning infrastructure, consistent with
the 30-year time horizon of this Plan, follow a sustainable
development approach. Auckland’s infrastructure will:
be adaptable: we will build systems that are resilient and
robust and can adapt to sudden shocks, new technologies
and longer-term shifts. These systems include energy,
transport, water and information systems as well as the social
infrastructure which supports how we learn and live together
enable connectivity: we will facilitate opportunity through
people’s freedom of movement, ideas, goods and services
be cost-effective: we will get better use out of what we have,
and maximize the benefits from limited resources by increasing
resource efficiencies. We will provide better value for money
plan for longevity: we will consider the long-term implications
of decisions and recognise that the region will experience
enormous change in the future
ensure stewardship: we will take responsibility for what our
natural environment has provided. We will protect what we
value most and use resources carefully.
681_ The legislative context within which infrastructure is
planned in Auckland, and other legislation affecting central and
local government, support Aucklanders and Auckland’s business
community (for example the Reserves Act (1974) and the
Public Health Act (1956)).
682_ This chapter outlines Auckland’s policies, priorities, land
allocations, and programmes and investments across nontransport infrastructure, with particular attention given to
’critical infrastructure’. Auckland Council can shape Auckland’s
urban form through careful, effective transport investment.
For this reason, transport is considered separately from
other infrastructure services (see Chapter 13: Auckland’s
Transport). For the purposes of this Plan, the criticality of each
infrastructure network can be assessed by:
1. the contribution it makes to the people of Auckland or a
significant part of Auckland
the consequences for Auckland and New Zealand should it fail
2. 
3. the contribution it makes to shaping and reshaping
Auckland, as distinct from simply following existing
patterns of development.
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683_ In addition to the above criteria, infrastructure planning
and provision will:
1. protect and future-proof infrastructure corridors from
development that might impede necessary future
expansion, and from reverse sensitivity issues
2. improve the resilience of critical infrastructure.
684_ Using these criteria, the Auckland Council has identified
existing critical infrastructure (see Table 12.2). The Council
acknowledges that some infrastructure types are not included
in this list, such as individual libraries. Libraries are critical when
viewed as a network, but the focus here is on infrastructure
assets which meet all the criteria listed.

TABLE 12.2 EXISTING CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE (Note: ‘Bold’ indicates those assets and networks which are most critical in the regional hierarchy)
Infrastructure
Class

Existing critical infrastructure

• State highways and access points to and from
state highways
• Northern busways
• Arterial road network

Railways

• Rail lines
• Britomart rail station
• Newmarket, Sylvia Park, New Lynn, Onehunga rail
stations and the network of local stations

Broadband

Social

• University of Auckland (includes marae and
fale Pasifika)
• Auckland University of Technology (includes marae)
• Unitec (includes marae)
• Manukau Institute of Technology
• Massey University
• Secondary Schools
• Primary Schools
• Early childhood education centres

Health

• Auckland Hospital: Grafton
• Auckland Hospital: Greenlane
• Middlemore Hospital
• North Shore Hospital
• Waitākere Hospital

Justice and
Corrections

• High Court
• Southern Courts at Manukau
• Auckland Prison (Pāremoremo)
• Mt Eden Prison and Mt Eden Corrections Facility
• Auckland Region Women’s Correction Facility

Defence

• Whangaparaoa Military Training Area
• Whenuapai Military Airbase
• Devonport Naval Base
• Kauri Point Ammunition Depot
• Papakura Military Camp and Ardmore Military
Training Area

Airports and airstrips • Auckland Airport

Water

• Sources, including dams and abstraction facilities
• Raw water mains and water supply reservoirs
• Water transmission pipelines over 200mm
in diameter and those that serve critical
infrastructure (e.g. hospitals)
• Water treatment plants including Ardmore, Huia, and
Waikato

Wastewater

• Metropolitan wastewater treatment plants
(Māngere, Rosedale, Army Bay, and Pukekohe)
• Wastewater trunk mains over 300mm in diameter and
those that serve critical infrastructure (e.g. hospitals)
Wastewater pump stations on the trunk mains
• Non-metropolitan wastewater treatment plants e.g.:
Warkworth, Beachlands and others

Stormwater

• Pipe network
• Retention/detention ponds
• Swales
• Soakage pits

Emergency and Rescue • Mechanics Bay Marine Rescue (Coastguard etc)
• Police, Ambulance, Fire Headquarters
Services
Community and
cultural facilities

• Auckland War Memorial Museum
• Auckland Art Gallery (Toi o Tāmaki)
• Auckland Zoo
• Marae
• Library network

Recreation and
sporting facilities

• International-standard sports and events facilities
including: Eden Park, Vector Arena, Mt Smart Stadium,
North Harbour Stadium.

Public open space

• Auckland’s network of parks
• City parks
• Playgrounds

Energy

Electricity

Gas and liquid fuel

• Southdown generation plant
• Otāhuhu B generation plant
• Otāhuhu A generation plant
• Electricity transmission lines, towers and cables
• Electricity substations
• Wiri to Airport fuel line
• Marsden to Wiri fuel pipeline
• High pressure natural gas pipeline
• Liquid fuels and gas storage: Wynyard Quarter
(limited time)
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Education

• Port of Auckland: City Centre
• Onehunga Port
• Wiri Inland Port
• MetroPort
• Ardmore
• Local airports e.g. Dairy Flat, Kaipara Flats, Great
Barrier, Waiheke and others
• Whenuapai Military Airbase

• Southern Cross cable
• Australia-New Zealand cable
• Mayoral Drive exchange complex
• Telephone exchanges
• Radio DMR, CMAR links
• Wi-Fi
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Roads

Water supply

Existing critical infrastructure

Telecommunications

Transport

Ports

Infrastructure
Class
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Network Utilities
Auckland expects that the quality and effectiveness
of its network utility infrastructure will improve over
time through prudent investment that enhances
efficiency, security, and resilience of these utilities.

Optimise, integrate and
align network utility
provision and planning

Water
685_ Water is fundamental for life, and essential for human
consumption, primary production, economic activity, and
sanitation. Auckland’s water is as intrinsic to the region as
the land, and has deep cultural significance for Māori, with
the concept of mauri (life force) key to the management
of water assets. (see Chapter 2: Auckland’s Māori, and
Chapter 7: Auckland’s Environment). Provision of critical
water infrastructure is a core priority for the Auckland
Plan. Investment in the water networks must be carefully
programmed and sequenced in line with development.
686_ Water services can be divided into three categories:
water supply, wastewater and stormwater. Together, these
are commonly referred to as the ‘three waters’. Three waters’
infrastructure includes the assets required for water supply
collection, treatment and distribution; wastewater (sewerage)
collection, treatment, and final disposal; and stormwater
treatment and final disposal. An integrated approach to
planning and operating each of the three waters will ensure
the efficient and affordable provision of these vital networks.
Such an approach will protect and enhance Auckland’s marine
and freshwater environments.
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687_ The Auckland Council’s role in the provision of
water services differs from its role in other major physical
infrastructure sectors. In the transport sector, the Council
shares responsibility with several central government agencies.
In the telecommunications and energy sectors, the Council
plays only a regulatory and consenting role. However, in the
water sector, the Auckland Council controls all aspects of the
provision of water services. The Council is responsible for water
policy and regulation, while its CCO (Watercare) controls all
aspects of water planning, funding, delivery, operation, and
retailing. The full service function of the Council empowers
it to influence water outcomes to a greater degree than is
possible in other sectors (with the exception of community
infrastructure).
688_ Auckland benefits from a number of nearby water
sources. This helps ensure a reliable supply of potable
water. However, these sources were supplemented (largely
in response to the 1994 drought) by the development of a
pipeline from the Waikato River, and it is anticipated that
Auckland’s future growth will necessitate a second pipeline
from the Waikato River.

689_ The water networks have expanded to encompass a
range of infrastructure investments, including 11 dams, 149
reservoirs, 9,000 kilometres of water pipes, 19 wastewater
treatment plants, and 7000 kilometres of sewers.69
690_ Population increases will create challenges for Auckland’s
water resources. There are competing demands for rural
production, urban supply, and environmental protection. In
some areas the infrastructure struggles to cope with growing
demand. Providing new or expanded networks takes time,
because of the costs and scale of work.

693_ Wastewater challenges are more significant. Although
progress has been made to identify future wastewater
treatment capacity, a number of regulatory issues must be
resolved. Parts of the wastewater network are subject to
stormwater inflow and infiltration, which, during wet weather,
result in flows that exceed the capacity of the system.
The resulting discharge of both stormwater and untreated
wastewater into the natural environment leads to beach
closures in and around Auckland. Substantial investment in
network upgrades, and inflow and infiltration reduction is
required to reduce wet weather overflows.
694_ Stormwater infrastructure is used to convey, hold and
treat rainfall run-off. Challenges to the infrastructure are
significant. More than 7000 existing households are currently
exposed to flooding risk, and investment in infrastructure
solutions is required to resolve this. Increasing contaminant
levels in several coastal receiving environments need to be
stopped by infrastructure investment and careful management
of development. There are variations in the age of stormwater

696_ Opportunities exist to improve the efficiency of
Auckland’s water infrastructure and reduce water consumption
(see Chapter 7: Auckland’s Environment). In some locations,
on-site solutions to our stormwater, wastewater, and water
supply can reduce demand on our reticulated networks and
deliver wider environmental benefits. (see Box 10.2 for
environmental design principles). Auckland Council recognises
that on-site solutions may not be appropriate in some locations
or circumstances. However, the Council will work with
stakeholders to develop an appropriate implementation policy
and mechanisms for on- and off-site solutions. Substantial,
ongoing investment is required to ensure that Auckland has an
adequate municipal supply of water, and effective wastewater
and stormwater collection and disposal systems.
697_ The Auckland Council is committed to ensuring the longterm sustainability of Auckland’s water resources, and ensuring
that access to critical water infrastructure is maintained. The
Council is also committed to preventing encroachment from
other activities, and minimising reverse sensitivity effects.
Water services will be optimised by a range of demand
management initiatives, including consumer education.
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692_ The closest sources for Auckland water have now been
exploited, leaving only more distant and expensive options for
increasing supply. The timing of new infrastructure is based
on Auckland achieving its water demand management target
of 15%. This target includes measures to reduce losses in the
network, and a wide range of water conservation activities.
If this target is not achieved, the development of new water
infrastructure will have to be brought forward.

695_ Governance and funding of infrastructure is another
specific stormwater issue. Unlike water supply and wastewater,
it is difficult to charge for stormwater services. Thus, stormwater
costs are largely met through rates, and must compete with
other council services for resources. In some cases, stormwater
costs are met through financial contributions charged under
the Resource Management Act (1991) and development
contributions charged under the Local Government Act (2002).
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691_ Water supply costs have historically been low, due to
consistent rainfall and a gravity-assisted network. However,
these attributes are under pressure. Increased incidence
of extreme weather events, including drought, is widely
anticipated as a result of climate change. The possibility of
longer, drier summer months not only compromises the
availability of quality water, but threatens to raise Auckland’s
overall water consumption. Auckland may therefore require
greater additional water supply capacity.

infrastructure across Auckland, and many sections require
renewal or replacement. Investment in effective maintenance
will ensure the maximum life span of infrastructure. It is
important to apply Water Sensitive Design approaches to new
development areas, to avoid the creation of new flooding and
environmental problems which are costly to fix retrospectively.
Stormwater infrastructure for new growth is largely funded
by developers. However, Auckland Council is responsible for
the operations and maintenance costs of new infrastructure,
and the need to provide for any increase in capacity of the
stormwater network required downstream of growth areas.

698_ Map 12.2 shows elements of the critical water and
wastewater infrastructure network. An additional policy
relating to water and wastewater is stated in Chapter 7:
Auckland’s Environment.
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699_ Auckland Council will capitalise on the consolidation of
water supply and wastewater services. It will also align with
central government’s new focus on water services (National
Infrastructure Plan) to ensure that three waters’ planning aligns
with land use.
700_ Nationally, the water sector will identify a range of
common and agreed indicators to allow benchmarking. This
work will occur during 2012 – 2013.
701_ The development of an updated water strategy for
Auckland will address a variety of water-related matters,
including the future planning of Auckland’s water infrastructure.

705_ Auckland faces a number of critical energy, security, and
resilience issues that must be addressed:
pressure points in the local transmission grid and distribution
networks, which can result in untimely outages
incompatible land uses along transmission and distribution
corridors, which affect their efficient operation, maintenance,
and upgrade capacity
the undergrounding or rerouting of transmission and
distribution corridors in order to unlock the development
opportunities of Auckland’s centres and improve the amenity
of some locations
reliance on external sources for electricity generation

ENERGY
702_ Energy is provided through a mixture of state-owned
enterprises and the private sector, such as Vector, Wiri Oil
Services, Transpower, and Contact Energy. Telecommunications
is overwhelmingly funded and operated by the private sector.
Although not involved in the delivery of these services,
Auckland Council performs an important role in their
regulation, planning and ongoing monitoring.
703_ Auckland needs confidence in its ability to secure longterm, sustainable, reliable and affordable energy. Disruptions to
electricity supply and sudden fuel price increases in recent years
have reduced consumer confidence. Auckland is reliant on other
parts of the country for its electricity generation. Our national
reliance on hydro-generated electricity helps reduce greenhouse
gas emissions but it makes us vulnerable during drought, and
Auckland vulnerable to the potential failure of the transmission
infrastructure required to convey the electricity to Auckland.
Access to the national grid is critical for urban growth.
704_ Energy is also a determinant of land use. Various energy
sources support different industrial activities, and create different
demands for land. Understanding the costs of electricity provision
and, to a lesser extent, natural gas reticulation, assists the
Council to more effectively plan for growth. Auckland Council is
committed to ensuring the long-term sustainability of Auckland’s
critical energy infrastructure. The Council is also committed to
preventing encroachment from other activities, and minimising
reverse sensitivity effects on the use and operation of Auckland’s
critical energy infrastructure, through its planning and regulatory
roles. However, the Council also recognises that these energy
corridors can impact on the ability for communities to develop
and grow, and result in visual effects. A range of interventions
may be needed in some locations, to balance the need for
secure infrastructure corridors with the development aims of the
Auckland Plan and the aspirations of local communities.
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meeting the increasing dependency of the Northland region
for secure and reliable electricity services to be routed
through Auckland
a lack of diversity in the energy system, particularly the lack
of viable, renewable energy generation capability
Auckland’s liquid fuel supply, including all jet fuel for Auckland
International Airport, is reliant on a single pipeline from the
Marsden Point Refinery to the Wiri Oil Terminal, and a further
pipeline from the Terminal to the Airport. These assets are
affected by incompatible land uses, given their hazardous
nature and the risks associated with their operation
increasing dependence on the Northland and Waikato
Regions for secure and reliable fuel delivery with the future
loss of Wynyard Point
increasing demands for secure energy stock, including natural
gas, for rural production
under- or non-insulated domestic housing stock which is cold
and damp in winter and can overheat in summer, resulting
in inefficient or unnecessary electricity usage, and placing
pressure on the national grid
with the electrification of public transport systems and the
growth in electric vehicles, further demand will be placed on
electricity generation, transmission, and distribution networks.

706_ Four opportunities to improve energy security and
supply are:
developing shared infrastructure corridors
investigating options to diversify electricity generation in and
around Auckland
increasing generation capacity from renewable energy
resources (see target in Chapter 8: Auckland’s Response to
Climate Change)
improving Auckland Council processes for the consenting of
energy infrastructure maintenance and the construction of

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
707_ Telecommunications assist in the delivery of educational
resources, help businesses compete in the global economy,
and connect communities. Social media, e-mail, mobile
phones and instant messaging have become essential forms of
communication in modern life. Effective telecommunication
networks allow other infrastructure sectors to be resilient
and responsive to changing conditions and the adoption of
new technology.

709_ Auckland needs to be in step with global communication
development trends. Broadband is an enabler of innovation
that will boost the economy and reduce the virtual distance
between New Zealand and the rest of the world. The provision
of better digital connectivity will provide new economic
opportunities for Auckland, and give Auckland businesses
greater opportunities to exploit global markets.
710_ Over the next decade, enhanced broadband retail services
and applications will be provided, as copper is replaced by fibre
in the urban centres, and comparable broadband options are
extended to rural New Zealand.
711_ Expanded international bandwidth options are being
investigated in the form of two separate proposed fibre links to
Australia and California.

714_ There are opportunities to increase innovative broadband
use throughout the region by aligning aspiration and policies to
the following areas:
Increased international bandwidth such as:
Kordia’s trans-Tasman “OptiKor” fibre link
Pacific Fibre’s fibre link from Sydney through Auckland and on
to California.
Ensure that coverage is comprehensive between wired and
wireless networks, including:
creating a world-class mobile data coverage area
ensuring that secondary benefits, such as telecommuting,
are supported.
Local data centres which enable the storage of local content
and services:
attracting large international providers
supporting local content production
supporting local applications that would benefit from
caching (storing) data on local networks
NZ is considered a prime candidate for the ‘data centre
of the Pacific’, due to its green power options and
geographic location.
715_ The above initiatives would enhance economic growth
in Auckland. A world-class telecommunications infrastructure
would increase the city’s ability to attract business to
Auckland. This would assist other infrastructure providers in the
management of their existing networks and the development
of new high-tech assets.
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708_ An opportunity exists to leverage off central
government’s current and planned investment in fibre to
the home and rural broadband, to affect spatial outcomes.
Currently around 8% of Aucklanders work from home.
Increasing this proportion through improving access to ultrafast broadband will help to reduce pressure on roads at peak
times, and improve the quality of residential living.

713_ The appetite for innovative broadband solutions is already
high in Auckland, and business, health and education sectors
are preparing for the improved services that will be provided
once they are connected to the infrastructure
CHAPTER 12 AUCKLAND’S PHYSICAL & SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE

new or upgraded energy assets.

712_ International capacity is a high priority, but so
is enhancing the use of local networks. Proposed new
connections will increase price competition and result in lower
wholesale costs. More international capacity will result in
greater competitiveness, which will also help reduce wholesale
pricing. The higher capacity will enhance the resilience of
global connectivity for New Zealand.
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716_ Auckland’s large geographic size and the isolated nature
of many of its communities, particularly those on the Gulf
Islands, results in many Aucklanders being heavily dependent
on telecommunication services to access goods and services.
Auckland Council will work with these communities and
telecommunication providers to improve network assess for
all Aucklanders.
717_ The Auckland Council regulates and facilitates new
telecommunication infrastructure development, as a landowner,
a major telecommunications user, and a consenting authority.
This allows the Council to work with infrastructure providers
to ensure the provision of high quality telecommunication
infrastructure across Auckland. The Council will strongly
advocate on behalf of Auckland for the fast delivery of fibre optic
cabling and rural broadband, building on central government’s
Urban Fibre Initiative and Rural Broadband Initiative.
718_ Opportunities also exist for the co-location and
consolidation of telecommunication and other network
utility infrastructure. Auckland Council recognises that the
proliferation of utility structures can lead to poor urban
design outcomes, and will work with utility providers to
lessen these impacts. Further detail is provided in Chapter 10:
Urban Auckland.

Directive 12.1
Identify, protect and provide existing and future network utility
infrastructure to ensure efficient provision of secure and resilient
water supply, wastewater, stormwater, energy and telecommunication
services that will meet the needs of Auckland over time.

Directive 12.2
Integrate planning of network
utility infrastructure to provide
for population growth.

Directive 12.3
Sequence investment across the network utilities and collaborate to
identify areas where infrastructure can be effectively provided and
where land and corridors can accommodate network utilities services.

Directive 12.4
Ensure sustainable design and use
of water resources (see Chapter 7:
Auckland’s Environment).
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Social Infrastructure
(Including education, health, corrections, community
and cultural facilities, public open space)

Auckland expects that the quality and effectiveness of its social
infrastructure services will be improved as the population
increases, through enhanced efficiency and prudent investment.

719_ Major social infrastructure is largely provided by central
government, and includes hospitals, schools, universities
and tertiary institutions, prisons, courts and social housing
(see Chapters 1: Auckland’s People, 10: Urban Auckland, 11:
Auckland’s Housing, Table 12.1 and Map 12.1).

720_ Cooperation and coordinated planning are essential to
provide for population growth and to ensure that these services
can be delivered when and where required. The National
Infrastructure Plan identifies goals, opportunities and success
indicators relating to the provision of social infrastructure,
which have particular relevance for the Auckland Plan:

that central government consider the broader strategic outcomes
sought from the management of and investment in social
infrastructure assets, including a spatial and network dimension
that spatial coordination of government investment, including
co-location of services (particularly in Auckland), is increased.
Within this context, the Auckland Plan encourages more
effective provision of social infrastructure at an appropriate
spatial scale (local, sub-regional and Auckland-wide level),
and ensures it is sequenced to support development. This
requires close collaboration with central government, private
and not-for-profit agencies, iwi and others, across a range
of social infrastructure portfolios, to ensure that Auckland’s
social infrastructure requirements are understood and that
necessary investment is made. To ensure that social services
meet the needs of Auckland’s growing and diverse population
we must optimise the use of existing assets, before making
new investments.
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that central and local government are well coordinated and
exploit synergies in the building and delivery of services
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Protect, enable, align, integrate
and provide social and community
infrastructure for present
and future generations
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721_ Given Auckland’s growing population, examples of the
principal areas of focus include:
healthcare – Auckland Council will work with central
government, health agencies and the three District Health
Boards to ensure that timely investment is made to meet
the health needs of the growing population and the changing
demographic patterns. This may lead to the expansion of
service delivery out of existing hospitals and facilities, or
expansion of these facilities, and will lead to better, more timely
and accessible healthcare for Aucklanders. The focus is on
improving health, i.e. prevention rather than cure (see Chapter
1: Auckland’s People). As well, there is an opportunity for other
options for delivering services through papakāinga, marae
institutions and iwi-based health care services (see Chapter 2:
Auckland’s Māori).
education – Auckland Council will work with the Ministry of
Education (currently developing a National Network 25-Year
Strategy), government agencies, and education providers
to identify and plan for ongoing population growth, and
ensure adequate physical infrastructure is provided to service
education needs. This includes the development of new
schools, the expansion of existing schools and other education
institutions, and the transport and telecommunications
infrastructure needed to service them.
722_ Part of integrating social infrastructure planning into the
compact city model is maximising the benefits of clustering
facilities within a hierarchy of centres – effectively developing
a network of community facilities designed to meet the full
range of needs. For example, a local neighbourhood uses a
school hall and swimming pool, more advanced swim schools
are located in town centre pools, and national events take
place in a sub-regional facility.
723_ Some schools have led the way in sharing the use of
facilities with community groups, and partnering with service
providers to offer students, their families and the wider
community a range of local experiences (such as the shared
use of school pools with private ’swimschool’ businesses out
of hours). In future, some urban schools may have to become
more integrated with intensified inner city environments,
potentially operating out of commercial buildings and sharing
the use of existing public open space and facilities in order to
deliver the physical education curriculum. This already occurs
in cities all over the world.
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724_ Many social service facilities are already clustered in
localities across Auckland: in the central city area, Henderson,
Manukau, Takapuna and more recently in Albany. Clustered
facilities provide services for large and growing sub-regional
catchments and are located on public transport networks.
Existing clusters will be supported to continue to deliver
accessible services to local communities.
725_ In terms of cultural well-being, many schools already
take the opportunity to network with local iwi and hapū to
provide children with marae experience and learning.
726_ Social infrastructure includes the facilities and
investments maintained by Auckland Council at a local level,
such as community centres, community houses, youth centres
and community halls, libraries, marae within our libraries,
swimming pools and recreation facilities, public open space,
galleries and museums. Community infrastructure typically
consists of numerous individual sites and structures spread
over the entire region. Each individual service provides for a
local community, but together the network promotes regional
outcomes which are essential to the liveability of Auckland.
Voluntary organisations across Auckland greatly enhance
our community infrastructure through their own initiatives.
Auckland Council seeks to build on these contributions
and acknowledges the role they play in strengthening and
connecting communities (see Chapter 1: Auckland’s People).
727_ Community infrastructure promotes a range of different
outcomes we value, such as community cohesion and positive
social outcomes. Some facilities, such as libraries and museums,
help Aucklanders learn more about themselves, their heritage
and their unique identity. The Council recognises the role
these services play in enhancing understanding of our different
communities and bringing Aucklanders together. Other types
of community infrastructure, such as public open space and
recreational facilities, provide opportunities for residents to
exercise and stay fit and healthy. They provide respite from
urban living stresses and contribute to Auckland’s natural
amenity. These spaces also bring different communities together
and provide access to activities not otherwise available to all
Aucklanders. The Auckland Council believes that a healthy
Auckland is a more liveable Auckland, and that providing services
which encourage physical activity is an important objective
(see Chapters 3: Auckland’s Arts and Culture, and 4: Auckland’s
Historic Heritage).

728_ More generally, Council community infrastructure
sustains communities and provides fair and equal access to
the range of opportunities Aucklanders consider important: in
leisure, learning, skill development, experiencing the outdoors,
training the mind or training the body.

731_ There are significant networks of trails and walks across
the Waitākere and Hunua Ranges. Two walkways of national
significance are shown on Map 12.3: the Hillary Trail and Te
Araroa Walkway. Developing or expanding the recreational
network, especially interregionally, will require infrastructure
(including land services and facilities) to support users. The
Council will ensure that public open space is planned for and
delivered to match the demands of a growing population
(Figure 12.2). It will work with others to maintain public access
to the open space network of regional parks, and other coastal
recreational areas. This includes limiting the use of public open
space for the provision of infrastructure and other services.
This will secure the primary use of public open space for public
formal and informal use.

734_ The principal challenge facing the provision of
community infrastructure under revised Auckland governance
arrangements, is to ensure fair access to services, as not all
communities enjoy the same levels of service. An associated
challenge is to establish new structures and arrangements
which engage local communities, identify their needs and
provide appropriate services. Auckland’s 21 local boards play an
important role in achieving these objectives.

Directive 12.5
Protect and enable critical social infrastructure
services to match the needs of Auckland’s
current and future populations.
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730_ The public open space network must be recognised and
managed as an integrated system of individual places, corridors
and links: it is frequently the location for many wharves, jetties
and boat ramps that are used by ferries and private water
vessels. Private open space (for example golf courses and school
grounds) contribute to the feeling of ‘spaciousness’ even though
some of them are not open to the public. The challenge is to
maintain and improve the public open space network as the
population grows and diversifies, while also protecting and
enhancing the values associated with particular sites. Map 12.3
illustrates Auckland’s potential future open space investments
(public open space is discussed further in Chapters 5: Auckland’s
Recreation and Sport and 7: Auckland’s Environment).

733_ In terms of community infrastructure, the many
interconnected public libraries provide almost all Auckland
residents with access to literature, the internet, information
and knowledge. Despite differing collections across the region,
residents can order books and other items from anywhere
within Auckland. The use of technology and the development
of service innovations, using emergent technologies based on
multi-media interactivity and information sharing, provide
rich learning and leisure experiences. Auckland also benefits
from the presence of a number of unique national cultural
institutions (see Chapter 3: Auckland’s Arts and Culture).
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729_ Auckland benefits from an outstanding natural landscape.
Proximity to the coast and sea affords Aucklanders an almost
incomparable range of marine activities. Extensive regional
parks and public open spaces in the urban core such as
the Auckland Domain and One Tree Hill Domain, provide
impressive natural amenity and contribute to Auckland’s green
infrastructure and liveability. Access to our bountiful natural
environment is an advantage to living in Auckland, and draws
skilled migrants here. Auckland’s public open space network,
including the associated trails and walkways, contributes to its
unique identity, quality of life, healthy lifestyle (for example
facilitating opportunities for walking and cycling), tourism
potential and economic well-being.

732_ The open space network comprises both public and
private land. Objectives for its development will be achieved in
part through public open space acquisitions and development.
However, tools such as a strong planning framework,
partnerships, land-use agreements (such as access easements
and leases), and education that supports the protection and
enhancement of private land in the open space network, are
vital. Open space protection beyond the RUB is also a priority:
locations will be determined over time.
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Figure 12.2

Figure 12.2
benefits of public
open space

Cultural &
Spiritual Benefits

Amenity Benefits
• Improves both local and

Economic Benefits

Health Benefits
• Physical
• Psychological

AUCKLANDWIDE QUALITY
OF LIFE

Community Benefits
Places to:
• Escape the pressures
• Socialise and/or meet new people
• Participate in community events/
gatherings

Sport and
Recreation Benefits
Environmental Benefits
Places for:
• The protection of indigenous biodiversity
• The protection of significant natural
features and landscapes
Enables:
• Awareness of nature
• Understanding of nature
• Participation in conservation
Contributes to:
• Clean air and water, and water flow
management

Places for:
• Active engagement
• Passive enjoyment
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• Provides ecosystem services
to sustain life
• Improves economic competitiveness
• Adds value to properties
and localities
• Provides an asset for
tourism industry
• Supports recreation
industry

Education Benefits
Creates opportunities to:
• Learn to socialise
• Learn to be healthy
• Learn about natural and
cultural heritage
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regional liveability
• Provides a focus/identity to
town centres or localities

Creates opportunities to:
• Express cultural diversity and identity
• Connect with nature and heritage
Places for:
• The protection of significant
cultural heritage, including
taonga of significance
to tangata whenua

Directive 12.6
Identify social infrastructure needs and
engage local boards to prioritise community
infrastructure requirements.
1

Directive 12.7
Include social infrastructure investments in
land-use and transport planning documents,
and provide for community infrastructure.
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Directive 12.8
Maintain and extend the public open space
network, sporting facilities, swimming pools,
walkways and trails, and recreational boating
facilities in line with growth needs.

Mangawhai

MAP 12.1 SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
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MAP 12.2 CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORKS
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NOTE: Minor components of the electricity distribution,
water supply, and wastewater networks have not been shown.
Last Updated: 5 April 10:00am
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THE AUCKLAND PLAN THE WORLDS MOST LIVEABLE CITY

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 13
CREATE BETTER CONNECTIONS AND ACCESSIBILITY WITHIN AUCKLAND, ACROSS NEW ZEALAND AND TO THE WORLD

TARGETS

Double public
transport from
70 million trips in
2012 to 140 million
trips by 2022
(subject to additional
funding)

Increase the
proportion of trips
made by public
transport into the
city centre during the
morning peak, from
47% of all vehicular
trips in 2011 to
70% by 2040

Reduce road crash
fatalities and serious
injuries from 506
(2010) to no more
than 410 in 2020

Reduce congestion
levels for vehicles on
the strategic freight
network to at or
below the average
of 2006-2009 levels
(average daily speed
of 45kph and average
delay of 32 seconds
per kilometre)
by 2021

Increase the
proportion of people
living within walking
distance of frequent
public transport
stops from 14%
(2011) to 32% by
2040

PRIORITIES
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1

2

3

4

Manage Auckland’s
transport as a single
system

Integrate transport
planning and
investment with land
use development

Prioritise and optimise
investment across
transport modes

Implement new
transport funding
mechanisms

Auckland’s transport system is overburdened and inefficient. Years of underinvestment in
public transport, existing settlement patterns and the narrow isthmus, compounded by decisions
taken over the past half century, mean that Aucklanders rely heavily on private cars as their primary
transport mode. Roads and motorways are heavily congested and further expansion is severely
constrained. The projected population growth over the next thirty years will exacerbate the
problems unless radical transformation occurs.
735_

736_ Auckland requires an integrated transport network that
enables people and goods to move freely and efficiently, while
respecting the need for place-making. The network comprises
motorways, roads and streets, public transport (ferries, buses
and trains), footpaths and cycle-ways, ports and airports.
A goal of the Auckland Plan is to integrate all transport
components using a single system approach. This requires
strategic investment and close co-operation between the
Auckland Council and central government.
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- KO TE ARO WHAKAARO O TaMAKI MAKAURAU, KA piki nga painga, te PuNAHA RERENGA-a-WHENUA,
- KIA PUTA AI oNA HUA KI TE AO PAKIHI, IWI KaINGA, MANUHIRI HOKI ME ToNA aWHINA I TE TUPU O
TaMAKI MAKAURAU. KA WHAKARATO I TE HAUORA ME TE WHAKAMARUMARU I NGa IWI ME TE aHUA O oNA
WaHI KATOA.
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AUCKLAND EXPECTS SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS
IN ITS TRANSPORT SYSTEM SO THAT IT WORKS WELL
FOR BUSINESS, RESIDENTS AND VISITORS, SUPPORTS
AUCKLAND’S DEVELOPMENT, AND CONTRIBUTES TO
THE HEALTH AND SAFETY OF ITS PEOPLE AND THE
CHARACTER OF ITS PLACES.

737_ The three components required to address current
congestion problems, accommodate future business and
population growth, and move to a single transport system
are, to:
improve and complete the existing road and rail network
encourage a shift towards public transport
support environmental and health objectives through walking
and cycling.
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738_ The transport system must integrate with land use
to ensure that transport links support growth centres and
transport corridors as set out in this Plan. This will necessitate
improvements to the existing road and rail system. Several
connections must be completed to optimise investment to serve
the needs of Aucklanders; for example, the City Rail Link and the
Auckland Manukau Eastern Transport Initiative (AMETI).
739_ Currently, 85% of trips in Auckland are made are by
private car, and around 15,000 extra cars join Auckland’s
roads every year. Although motor vehicles will remain an
important element of the transport system, improving public
transport options and connections along key transport
corridors will encourage commuters to use public transport.
Such a shift will reduce congestion, and free up the roads
for freight transport and commercial travel (thus improving
productivity and competitiveness), and journeys where there
is no alternative to using cars.
740_ Aucklanders are already turning to public transport, with
patronage increasing from 65 million to 70 million between
2011 and 2012. By 2040, the number of public transport trips
per person per annum will have increased from 44 to 100,
with all Aucklanders making two trips by public transport
every week, compared to only one trip at present. To reach
this target, it will be important for patronage in Auckland to
reach 140 million trips by 2022 - a doubling from current
levels. This will require a greater allocation of funding to
public transport than has happened in the past.
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741_ Investment in public transport will improve the resilience
of the transport system through strengthening its capacity
to handle unexpected events. Pollutants from motor vehicles
must be reduced. Increased public transport use, walking
and cycling reduce fossil fuel consumption, improve energy
efficiency and decrease dependence on imported fuels.
Increasing the proportion of travel by public transport will
reduce carbon emissions and mitigate the effect of transport
on climate change. Transport currently accounts for 39.7%
of Auckland’s greenhouse gas emissions (see Chapters 7:
Auckland’s Environment, and 8: Auckland’s Response to
Climate Change). The transport sector needs to reduce its own
emissions by 40% by 2040 (based on 1990 levels), to help
Auckland achieve its reduction targets.
742_ As well as encouraging Aucklanders to use public
transport, the Auckland Plan incorporates measures to improve
the safety, personal security and attractiveness of walking and
cycling alternatives. Across all of Auckland by 2040, 45% of
trips in the morning peak are targeted to be non car-based
(walking, cycling or public transport) compared to 23% at
present. To achieve this requires good street design and
integrated planning. Cycleways and footpaths complement
the public transport network and the single system approach.
These measures will enhance the quality and character of
Auckland and help build healthy communities and enable more
active lifestyle choices.
743_ Achieving the vision for Auckland’s transport system
requires the Auckland Council to work closely with central
government and the New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA)
to optimise funding and maximise the benefits from current
and future transport investment. Aucklanders overwhelmingly
support the need to improve the transport system. Different
means of funding this investment are being considered.

744_ Through the co-ordinated activity enabled by the
Auckland Plan, much can be achieved within one decade
of action:

in 2016 Waterview, the final major motorway connection,
will be opened. This will enable an alternative north-south
link, both within the region and between regions, significantly
reducing the pressure on State Highway 1 and local roads

Auckland’s transport system will be managed as a ‘single
system’ that optimises all major routes and gives customers
real-time information on travel choices
the provision of universal ultra-fast broadband will aid
telecommuting, allowing increasing numbers of Aucklanders
to work from home or to travel at off-peak times, thus
reducing peak congestion
increasing attention to the needs of cyclists and pedestrians
will improve the safety of Auckland’s streets and encourage
people to commute by walking and cycling. This will benefit
their health and reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
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in 2021 the City Rail Link will be completed. Britomart will
become a through station and Auckland’s entire rail network
will benefit from rapid rail access. The link will encourage
new development close to stations. The metro rail service will
reduce pressure on bus services to the city centre, and add to
the appeal of public transport over private cars
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in 2016 a new, all-electric fleet will provide reliable, highquality and fairly priced train services. The modern and
environmentally clean service will attract 48,000 passengers a
day or 17.5 million passenger trips p.a.

745_ What follows in this chapter are:
the four strategic transport priorities for Auckland:
1. Manage Auckland’s transport as a single system
2. Integrate transport planning and investment with
land-use development
3. Prioritise and optimise investment across
transport modes
4. Implement new transport funding mechanisms
the three-decade outline of transport investment and action
aligned to the broader outcomes sought in this Plan.
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Map 13.1 Auckland’s Strategic
Transport Network 2042
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MANAGE AUCKLAND’S
TRANSPORT AS A SINGLE SYSTEM

746_ A single, integrated transport system is required to
successfully balance need, optimise what we already have, and
align effort. Managing and developing the transport system in
future as a single system is a key feature of this Plan.
747_ Auckland Transport and the NZTA must forge strong
working relationships to implement the single system approach.
748_ Improvements to Auckland’s transport system are
expected to reduce traffic congestion over the next 10 years.
However, growth in population and employment activity
means that congestion is forecast to worsen. A combination of
measures will be required to manage congestion in Auckland:
investing in, and integrating public transport and walking
and cycling networks to provide convenient and efficient
alternatives (supporting intensive land use)
completing the state highway network, upgrading the
regional arterial road network, and selected improvements to
roads where network benefits would be achieved
putting in place traffic management techniques (such as
signal optimisation, ramp metering, freight priority lanes) to
optimise the road network
providing travel demand management programmes (such
as school travel plans, parking management, pricing,
increasing vehicle occupancy, and viable alternatives to
driving/owning a car).
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BOX 13.1 PRINCIPLES - LAND
USE AND TRANSPORT

1. Use a single system approach in the planning, design,
management and development of our transport system
(motorways, state highways, arterial and local roads,
freight, rail, bus and ferry services, walking and cycling,
ports and airports).
2. Use travel demand management techniques, such as
travel plans for schools and businesses, to manage the
growth in demand for private vehicle travel and improve
the way existing infrastructure networks operate, before
providing additional capacity to the transport system.

749_ When developing policy and priorities for initiatives and
investment, all transport planning and delivery partners are
expected to implement the principles in Box 13.1.
750_ Transport impacts on the quality of our urban and rural
places. Motor vehicles have tended to take precedence over
other road users.

Directive 13.1
Manage Auckland’s transport system in accordance with the
principles in Box 13.1 and review existing policies to reflect
Auckland’s single system transport approach and principles.

7. Recognise existing community investment and the need
to enable connectivity between and within communities.
8. Align community expectations in urban areas with urban
levels of service, particularly with realistic expectations
around levels of congestion.
9. Align community expectations in rural areas with rural
levels of service, particularly acknowledging limited
opportunities for alternatives to motor vehicle travel.
10. Ensure that transport is sustainable in the long term,
minimises negative impacts on people’s health and
the built and natural environment, and reduces our
dependence on fossil fuels (see Priority 2 Chapter 7:
Auckland’s Environment).
11. Improve the capability of the transport system to
withstand adverse events. (See Priority 4, Chapter 7:
Auckland’s Environment, and Priorities 1 and 2, Chapter
8: Auckland’s Response to Climate Change).

751_ In addition to the single system principles above,
transport planning and delivery partners are expected to
achieve a balance between movement and place functions.
Where they conflict, greater emphasis will be given to place
function than has traditionally occurred in Auckland. At times,
in a town centre for example, road reserve (includes carriageway
and footpath) has a critically important place function in
addition to its movement function. This Plan determines that,
in such cases, pedestrians will be considered first.
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4. Ensure that long-term land use and activities drive
long-term transport functionality, (taking into account
the existing and proposed transport network), and that
transport investment aligns with growth as envisaged in
this Plan.

6. Establish corridor management plans that account for
place-shaping.
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3. Achieve the appropriate balance between movement
and place, considering capacity (incorporating the
safe movement of people and goods), and character
(recognising the role of road/street in the urban setting
and types of buildings/landscape present or planned),
and acknowledging the role of transport to assist in
place-shaping (see paragraph 751 of this chapter and
the design principles in Chapter 10: Urban Auckland).

5. Optimise existing and proposed transport investment.

752_ Streets that serve local communities, for example in local
centres, have a strong place function and must have high levels
of amenity. All transport infrastructure improvements and
redevelopments should be assessed against the good design
and environmental design principles outlined in Box 13.1 and
Chapter 10: Urban Auckland.
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753_ To plan for Auckland’s future transport, the role and
function of each mode in the system should be determined, in
order to manage and develop transport effectively as a single
system. This helps determine the balance between movement
and place.

Directive 13.2

754_ In addition to the balance between movement and place,
the layout of blocks/streets and parking arrangements affect
the quality of our urban and rural places. Chapter 10: Urban
Auckland addresses these issues.

international – seaports and airport

Manage Auckland’s transport
system according to the following
transport functions:
national – inter-regional connections by road, rail,
sea and air
Auckland-wide – those parts of the transport
system that provide safe and efficient
movement of people and goods through all or
parts of Auckland
local – those parts of the transport system that
provide safe, local access and connectivity, and
that support communities.
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INTEGRATE TRANSPORT
PLANNING AND INVESTMENT
WITH LAND-USE DEVELOPMENT
755_ For the transport system to support Auckland’s vision
and future growth and development, it must support the six
transformational shifts and the land-use directives of this Plan.
The following must be effected:

transport projects must recognise and contribute to
place-shaping

transport investment and services, especially public transport
and regional arterial roads, must align with areas of future
growth and development

a change in parking strategy and standards is required to
encourage intensification, mixed-use development, more
efficient use of land, and shifts to walking, cycling and public
transport (see Chapter 10: Urban Auckland)

the system must be easily accessible and ensure reliable
journey times
particular emphasis must be given to freight movement and
other related business travel on international, national, and
Auckland-wide transport corridors
public transport services, especially bus services, must be
provided for communities most in need (see Chapter 1: The
Southern Initiative)
the system must be designed for safe and universal access for
all, including children, older persons and those with disabilities

transport, particularly roads, walkways and cycleways, must
create connections between and within communities

a more rapid rate of investment is needed, requiring new
forms of revenue.

Directive 13.3
Develop Auckland’s transport system in
line with the directions set out under
Priority 2 and the sequenced investments
set out under Priority 3 of this Chapter.

the system must be designed to reduce exposure to poor air
quality and to increase the use of renewable transport fuels
in particular, safe and convenient walking and cycling routes
must be developed, to encourage those modes of travel for
commuters and others
appropriate levels of service must be provided for those
communities with limited public transport options, especially
rural communities
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756_ Three particular transport projects are critical to
Auckland’s future growth – the City Rail Link, the AMETI and
East-West Link combined project, and an additional Waitematā
Harbour Crossing.

TABLE 13.1 TRAVEL TIMES TO THE FUTURE CITY RAIL LINK STATIONS*
Travel by Train (minutes)
Before CRL

After CRL

Reduction in Travel Time

% Improvement in
Travel Times

New Lynn

Aotea Station

51

23

28

55%

Morningside

Aotea Station

39

14

25

64%

Onehunga

K' Road Station

47

27

20

43%

Manukau Centre

K' Road Station

61

42

19

31%

Aotea Station

27

10

17

63%

Newton Station

40

27

13

33%

From

Newmarket
Panmure

BOX 13.2
The City Rail Link

Eighty per cent of submitters to the Draft Auckland Plan who
referred to the CRL supported its construction. The CRL is the
foremost transformational project in the next decade. It creates
the most significant place-shaping opportunity, as the entire city
centre would be within 10 minutes’ walk of a railway station. As
well, many more rail trips across Auckland could take place as a
continuous ride without needing to transfer.
As shown in Table 13.1, the CRL will dramatically reduce
travel times to and through the city centre, and people will
have rail access to more parts of the city centre. For example,
a public transport trip from New Lynn to the future Aotea
Station will reduce by 55% from 51 to 23 minutes, while a
public transport trip from Panmure to Newton will decrease
by 33% from 40 minutes to 27 minutes.

*

The CRL will facilitate new commercial and residential
development, and access to employment and educational
opportunities not just for the city centre, but for all communities
on the rail network. For example, Manukau and New Lynn town
centres become more attractive as places to live and work
because of the improved rail access to the city centre and across
the network. The Auckland Council sees the CRL as a key enabler
of increasing employment in the City Centre and metropolitan
centres on the rail network.
The CRL will help address congestion in the central city road
network and enhance the ability of road corridors to handle
the number of buses moving to/from the city centre, which,
if left unaddressed, would limit the growth of the city centre
and Auckland. This supports the planned refocusing of the bus
network in outer areas to act as feeders to the rapid transit
network. In addition, the CRL will improve transport choices
for Aucklanders and reduce the environmental impact of the
transport system.
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The City Rail Link (CRL) will significantly improve the Auckland
rail network. It is a proposed 3.5 kilometre underground rail link
between Britomart and Mt Eden Station on the western rail
line, which will provide three new stations in the central city.
It will address the capacity constraints at Britomart, enable
future increases in rail service frequency across the whole rail
network, and add new rail lines to the network (such as rail to
the Airport).
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To Intended
Location

Significant redevelopment has resulted from the initial upgrade
of Auckland’s rail network, including the double-tracking of
the western line and the reopening of the Onehunga line,
especially around Britomart, Newmarket and New Lynn stations,
demonstrating a positive market response to investments in
rail. The CRL will focus growth around Auckland’s rail lines,
supporting a more intensive city centre; the regeneration of
traditional town centres; and the further development of newer
centres, such as Sylvia Park.

Based on 2010 analysis.
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BOX 13.2 CONTINUED
The City Rail Link
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The Auckland Council will underwrite the cost of protecting
the City Rail Link route, acquire properties and prepare an
updated business case for the CRL, compared with alternative
options. The CRL, together with the purchase of new trains
and improvements to the rail network, is estimated to cost
$2.4 billion, and new funding tools to help pay for this project
will be required. Auckland Council and Auckland Transport
are developing a business case to support the funding and
implementation of the CRL.

� identifying the potential for more housing and employment
around railway stations and their catchments, and ensuring
that land-use planning rules support this
� working with private sector partners to develop exemplar
transit-oriented development projects around both the CRL
and suburban railway stations
� reconfiguring bus services to act as feeders to rail at
interchanges such as New Lynn, Onehunga, Manukau and
Panmure

The CRL proposal is being developed as part of an integrated
land-use and multi-modal transport approach, which includes:

� providing additional park and ride sites to allow access to rail
in locations without good public transport options.

� developing an integrated multi-modal package to optimise
the accessibility of the city centre by all modes of transport.
This includes improvements to the city centre bus network to
address emerging capacity issues on key bus corridors, and to
deliver customers closer to key city centre destinations

Figure 13.1
CITY RAIL LINK
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Directive 13.4
Undertake a detailed business case and
progress planning, route protection, land
acquisition and an above-ground, landuse plan to support the development and
completion of the City Rail Link by 2020.

Growth of business, employment and residential development
in eastern Auckland has created a pressing demand for
transport investment. The Auckland-Manukau Eastern
Transport Initiative (AMETI) and the East-West Link are
closely related because of their geographic location and
interdependencies, particularly in relation to freight and eastwest traffic movements. AMETI is a package of transport
improvements proposed for the Glen Innes - Panmure Pakuranga - Botany corridor, to serve the eastern suburbs.
These areas have a forecast population growth of up to 25,000
people over the next 20 years, and good transport options will
be needed to cater for them. AMETI aims to provide a strategic
transport link between the eastern suburbs, unlocking the
economic potential of the area. AMETI will provide for local
journeys and public transport on the Panmure Bridge route,

while Waipuna Bridge and the south-eastern highway will
become the primary freight and business traffic route through
to central Auckland.
The East-West Link is a proposed strategic transport corridor
that will connect the Western Ring Route (SH20) at Onehunga
and the Southern Motorway (SH1), providing improved access
to the rail freight hub at Metroport and major employment
areas, such as East Tāmaki. This link will address the high
traffic and freight movements on congested local roads,
provide efficient freight movements between SH20 and
SH1, and between industrial areas and the port and airport.
This link will also enable east-west improvements for public
transport, walking and cycling. The total cost of both projects is
estimated to be $2.6 billion.
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BOX 13.3 AMETI and EastWest Link

Directive 13.5
Jointly progress planning for AMETI and the
East-West Link and implementation by 2021.
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BOX 13.4
Additional WAITEMATa
Harbour Crossing

economic, social and environmental benefits and costs
associated with the various options. Regardless of the
option decided on in the future, rail to the north will be a
substantial investment. It is unlikely that any physical work
on rail north of the crossing will commence within the
period of this Plan.

Figure 13.2
ADDITIONAL WAITEMATa HARBOUR CROSSING
Hillcrest
Ta kap una

An additional harbour crossing would improve the resilience
of Auckland’s transport infrastructure and provide new and
better connectivity into and through the central city. Several
feasibility study reports on the next crossing have been
completed, including a 2010 study comparing a bridge with
a tunnel, without recommending either option. Submissions
to the Auckland Unleashed discussion document show that
Aucklanders prefer a tunnel to a bridge.

The additional Waitematā Harbour Crossing will make
provision for rail, because of the anticipated population and
business growth north of the bridge. It will also form a key
component of the single system approach to Auckland’s
transport. Rail to the North Shore will impact on future
growth opportunities in northern Auckland, and initial rail
route options are being investigated. Long-term urban
density possibilities, and the demand for travel by rapid
transit, will be taken into account when considering these
route options. Further detailed studies will look at the
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The tunnel option aligns the west of the city centre from
Esmonde/Onewa Roads to the Wynyard Quarter, emerging
around Wellington Street. It has provision for rail, and
is estimated to cost $5.8 billion. This alignment would
future-proof suburban rail for a Gaunt Street station and
involve the removal of the Victoria Park viaduct completely
when the additional crossing opens. With the western
alignment, there will be complementary improvements for
rail and road access to the port undertaken in the second
decade (see Figure 13.2). Auckland Council acknowledges
that there are different views on the alignment of the new
crossing, particularly around a possible eastern alignment.
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Auckland is likely to need an additional harbour crossing by
approximately 2030 to move increasing volumes of freight
and a growing population. The capacity of the transport
network will need to increase, to respond to the pressure
on the state highway network and remove constraints
on economic growth. While this Plan foresees significant
business and employment growth in the north, large
numbers of future employees will still travel from the North
Shore around the Auckland isthmus and further south. The
additional crossing must make provision for road and public
transport (rail), and will require significant investment
beyond that which can be delivered by traditional funding
methods, requiring new revenue tools.
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Directive 13.6
Jointly progress planning for an additional Waitematā
Harbour Crossing with further investigation of tunnels
and future-proofing of rail.

New Zealand’s three largest ports (by volume) and the largest
international airport, which on a combined basis, accounted
for 53% of total trade in 2010 by volume and 67% by value
a steel mill, oil refinery, and one of two cement plants

a significant proportion of employment (50%),
and GDP (53%).
758_ Inter-regional freight in the upper North Island is forecast
to grow by 100% over the next 25 years, with roads expected
to account for 86% of transport movements.
759_ A strategic alliance has been formed between the four
regions to maximise the sustainable development opportunities
for the Upper North Island, and their contribution to New
Zealand. Transport is a key component in making the
movement of goods and people within and between regions
more cost-efficient and sustainable.
760_ Our international and inter-regional connections are as
important as our internal connections (see Box 13.5). Auckland
has the country’s principal international trade seaport (Ports
of Auckland) and airport (Auckland Airport). These, together
with the ports of neighbouring Northland, Waikato and Bay
of Plenty, comprise a significant proportion of New Zealand’s
trading ports.
761_ Port and airport facilities constitute huge private and
public investment, and are essential for New Zealand’s
economy. Their long-term operations must be protected, as
well as the transport networks that service them.

763_ The upper North Island must be able to meet the
short- and long-term growth requirements of an exportdriven economy, through the capacity of its ports and the
freight transport system. Integrated and co-ordinated capacity
development is needed to meet future freight demand and
maintain the necessary port infrastructure capacity.
764_ To determine the long-term role (longer than 30 years)
of the Ports of Auckland in the upper North Island freight
network, and inform the long-term strategic choices for the
Auckland waterfront (including the Unitary Plan), Auckland
Council, in conjunction with upper North Island stakeholders,
will lead a study of port development options for Auckland
which will:
take a long-term (30-100 year) view
assess future freight demand to jointly agree on likely future
port infrastructure capacity requirements
based on the above information, model a range of
development options for the Ports of Auckland
address the community’s view on port development, noting
that the current provisions of the Regional Plan: Coastal70
contain the following policies:
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a high and growing proportion of New Zealand’s
population (53%)

762_ Ports of Auckland plays a significant role in the national
freight system and creates economic value for Auckland, the
upper North Island and New Zealand.
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757_ The upper North Island comprises four regions –
Northland, Auckland, Waikato, and Bay of Plenty. Combined,
these regions host the majority of New Zealand’s population
and economic output. The upper North Island contains:

“Any application to reclaim land in any Port
Management Area shall demonstrate that:
there

is no practicable alternative to the proposed
reclamation, including the use of existing facilities and
existing land-based areas in the region; and
it
 is the most appropriate form of development; and
adverse

environmental effects will be avoided,
remedied or mitigated.”
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765_ Based on current information, Auckland will continue
to need a major port on the Waitematā Harbour to meet the
overall freight demand of the upper North Island. The study of
Auckland’s position within the upper North Island may confirm
the status quo, identify different configuration alternatives
at the current port locations, or identify as yet unexplored
alternative locations for port infrastructure.
766_ The Resource Management Act (1991) planning
framework for the port area will be developed as part of the
Auckland Council’s Unitary Plan. That plan will take account of
the Port of Auckland study. Any proposed development of the
port will be subject to the full resource consent process.
767_ The Auckland Plan does not endorse any specific port
expansion proposal. The Plan acknowledges the Waitematā
Harbour and Hauraki Gulf as Auckland-defining assets it seeks
to protect and enhance, and expects the study of long-term
options for the port to take this, and other stated outcomes,
into account.

768_ Several strategic inter-regional connections other than
the port and airport are critical to Auckland and the upper
North Island, and are listed in Box 13.5.
769_ Additionally, we will protect the operations of our
smaller airports such as Ardmore and Dairy Flat, (currently used
for recreation), as they can provide a flexible alternative for
future freight movements. Whenuapai Airbase is expected to
continue its defence operations.

Directive 13.8
Support and advocate for effective
inter-regional connections that support
future growth and demand, and
increased freight efficiencies.

Directive 13.7
Provide for the long-term needs of the Port of Auckland
and Auckland Airport in an appropriate and environmentally
sustainable manner, to support New Zealand’s international
freight, trading competitiveness, and visitor industry.
Box 13.5 Key Inter-regional Connections
� Northland Rail Line – the rail freight operation along the
Northland Rail Line is an important strategic inter-regional
freight connection between Auckland and Northland,
reducing traffic pressure on the road network and providing
access to the North Port.
� North Island Main Trunk Line (NIMT) – this is a key interregional connection. A third rail line will be required for rail
freight movements (on the Eastern Rail Line and the NIMT
Line between Westfield and Papakura), to remove conflict
with increasing rail passenger movements.
� Pūhoi to Wellsford – this project is nationally important
and aims to help revitalise the Northland economy. This
project would address road safety issues, reduce journey
times for freight, and improve access to Warkworth and the
surrounding areas.

� Road connections to Waikato and Bay of Plenty – these
routes (particularly State Highways 1 and 29) are of
strategic importance, as they provide for movements
between Auckland, Hamilton and Tauranga. They require
upgrading and safety improvements to support future
demand.
� Inter-regional passenger transport connections.
� Effective transport access to the Auckland airport and ports.
� Key walking and cycling inter-regional connections (see
Map 13.3) - these present opportunities to connect to the
National Cycle Trails. There are links with neighbouring
hinterland in the movement of people, goods and services
to and from Auckland, such as the proposed rail link
between Pukekohe and Tuakau.

735_ See Chapter 6: Auckland’s Economy, and Chapter 12: Auckland’s Physical and Social Infrastructure.
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PRIORITISE AND OPTIMISE
INVESTMENT ACROSS
TRANSPORT MODES

770_ Transport is a critical shaper and enabler of Auckland’s
future. Realising the vision for Auckland requires substantial
public sector investment in transport, to enable the
development of an integrated system that provides effective
choices for people and businesses. It demands:
a transformational improvement in the speed, capacity,
reliability and connectivity of the public transport system
selective improvement to the capacity of the strategic
roading network, where alternative management options are
not sufficient to address growth in travel demand
improving the safety and efficiency of the regional arterial
road network with the development of the freight, cycle,
and public transport networks, and improved conditions for
pedestrians
increasing investment in walking, cycling and demand
management measures.
771_ Over the next 30 years, several critical transport projects
are needed for Auckland to cope with population growth. An
efficient multi-modal transport system is key to achieving a
well-connected and resilient transport system that will provide
a greater choice for all parts of Auckland.
772_ There are approximately $25 billion worth of assets
in the transport system. These assets and services must be
optimised to get the best value from existing investment. This
includes maintenance programmes, traffic optimisation, and
safety programmes.
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773_ Getting the best out of our existing transport assets will
also involve managing demand. Much of Auckland’s transport
network is only at capacity during peak times, so spreading
demand could ease congestion and reduce the need for
expensive additional capacity. Measures include encouraging
flexible work hours, possible time-related pricing mechanisms,
school travel plans, workplace incentives for public transport,
making walking and cycling more attractive, smarter parking
policies, and more opportunities to work from home. These can
manage demand without dampening economic activity.
774_ Key transport initiatives under way include: completing
the state highway network, upgrading the public transport
system, the Western Ring Route section at Waterview, and
improving public transport service efficiency through initiatives
such as integrated ticketing and electrifying the existing rail
system. These projects are scheduled to be completed by 2016.
775_ However, completion of these ‘catch up’ projects
still leaves Auckland well short of making the step change
required to provide a modern, efficient, world-class transport
system, which allows people to travel easily and goods to be
transported efficiently. This is why the Auckland Plan places
the highest priority on three new projects:
1. City Rail Link
2. AMETI and East-West Link
3. Additional Waitematā Harbour Crossing.

Map 13.2 Auckland’s
PRIORITY TRANSPORT
PROJECTS (2012 - 2042)
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Priority Transport Projects
1. City Rail Link
2. Auckland Manukau Eastern Transport Initiative (AMETI)
and East-West Link
3. Additional Waitemata Harbour Crossing
4. Public transport infrastructure and services improvements
5. Improvements to the regional arterial road network and
selected state highway improvements
6. Route protection of major projects
7. City centre transport improvements
8. Cycle and walk improvements (Refer Map 13.4 for the
regional cycle network)
9. Rail freight third track
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776_ These are important contributors to city shaping and
development. Unlocking the transformational effect of
these projects requires them to be funded and built within a
reasonable time frame and as an integrated package. They are
viewed as a package because together they will strengthen
Auckland’s capacity to build a robust, high-value economy and
make the city more attractive to live in, work in and visit.
777_ Further strategically important transport projects and
initiatives are required as the next order of priority:
1. Public transport infrastructure and service improvements
(see detailed list in Box 13.6)
2. Improvements to the regional arterial road network and
selected State Highway improvements (see detailed list in
Box 13.6)
3. Route protection of major projects (including the top 3
projects above, rail and State Highway connections to airport,
rail to North Shore, and Avondale to Southdown rail)
4. City Centre transport improvements
5. Cycle and walk improvements (Regional Cycle Network is
shown on Map 13.3)
6. Rail freight third track.
778_ Together these projects form a multi-modal package
which supports the planned growth and economic development
in Auckland for the period to 2040. Although the projects take
different forms, all are designed to move people, goods and
services around, into and out of the region efficiently, without
compromising the liveability of Auckland, or reducing its
environmental quality. They are shown on Map 13.2.
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779_ This suite of transport projects is crucial for Auckland’s
future and represents significant investment, which will require
additional funding tools. Achieving the desired result requires
all parties to collaborate closely, and consider alternate funding
sources (see Priority 4).
780_ The timing of these projects is currently constrained by
funding availability. The planning of major projects requires
rigorous analysis of all costs and benefits. Projects will only
proceed if they demonstrate value for money and contribute to
the outcomes sought for Auckland and/or New Zealand. This
process will also help to prioritise the timing of projects.
781_ Projects such as AMETI and the East-West Link, and the
Western Ring Road realise their benefits when the complete
project is in place. The timing of projects and their staging
should generally be based on when the project is required and
can best be delivered, rather than staging and part-funding a
project over a prolonged period.
782_ By identifying the top priority project package and
setting completion dates of 2021 for the CRL and AMETI/EastWest Link, and 2031 for an additional Waitematā Harbour
Crossing, steps can be taken to ensure that funding is available
to implement each project when required. Alternative funding
mechanisms are discussed below.
783_ Central government and Auckland Transport documents,
such as the Government Policy Statement on Land Transport
Funding and the Regional Land Transport Programme, set
out the criteria for prioritisation. They must match available
funding to projects.
784_ Auckland’s transport priorities over the next three
decades are outlined in Box 13.6. These projects will be further
scoped and matched against available funding streams.

Map 13.3 Auckland’s Regional
Cycle Network
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BOX 13.6 MAJOR TRANSPORT PROJECTS

First Decade: 2011 to 2020

Second Decade: 2021 to 2030

Third Decade: 2031 to 2040

Public transport service improvements, including
bus services to the airport

Construct rail to Auckland Airport

Renew optimisation initiatives to take
advantage of technology developments

Integrated transport ticketing and fares
Rail network electrification and increased train
frequencies to 10 minutes
Western Ring Route, Newmarket Viaduct and
Victoria Park Tunnel completion
Removal of pinch points in the strategic road
network to improve throughput (such as widening
from Hill Road to Takinini on the Southern
Motorway and others)
City Rail Link completion
City Centre transport improvements (as described
in the Auckland City Centre MasterPlan)
Completion of the Auckland Manukau Eastern
Transport Initiative and the East-West Link
between State Highway 20 Onehunga and State
Highway 1
Arterial road network improvements (with a focus
on the movement of public transport and regional
freight)
Walking and cycling infrastructure improvements
(includes completing 70% of the regional cycle
network)
Ferry network extension to Hobsonville and
Beach Haven
Route protection:
Dedicated

rail corridor to the Auckland
Airport
Additional

Waitematā Harbour Crossing
(road and public transport)
Rail
 to the North Shore
Avondale-Southdown

rail corridor
Construct the Pūhoi-Wellsford Motorway,
first Phase Pūhoi to Warkworth
Complete electrification of rail to Pukekohe
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Continue improvements to the arterial road
network (with a focus on the movement of public
transport and regional freight)

Construct busway along SH16 between Lincoln
interchange and Waterview interchange

Complete construction of an additional harbour
crossing (road and PT)

Construct the Avondale-Southdown rail
connection

Construct improved rail and road access to the
port

Implement transport infrastructure and services
in new greenfield areas to support their
development.

Extend the Northern Busway from Constellation to
Silverdale and from Onewa to the City Centre with
bus lanes on the Auckland Harbour Bridge
Triple-track the North Island Main Trunk rail line
(the Port to Westfield to Papakura) for rail freight
Construct the Warkworth-Wellsford motorway
Improve airport road access - SH20A and 20B
Complete the regional cycle network
Continue removal of pinch points in the strategic
roading network to improve throughput
Continue City Centre transport improvements (as
described in the Auckland City Centre MasterPlan)
Route protection:
Constellation-Westgate-Henderson

rapid
transit route
Extend the busway from Botany to Flat Bush to
Manukau
Investigate extending the ferry services along
both the north-eastern coastline and the southern
coastline, especially for recreational and leisure
opportunities
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785_ These projects form a single system, integrated transport
network for Auckland over the next 30 years. An indicative
ratio of expenditure on the different transport activities over
30 years has been forecast as: roads 57%, public transport
40%, walking, cycling and travel demand management 3%.

Directive 13.9
786_ Auckland’s rural communities face very different
transport issues to those in urban centres. Many communities
are relatively remote, and residents must travel long distances.
Most rural areas have no public transport service other than a
school bus service, and for most, travelling by private car is the
only viable option. Around 30% (1,000kms) of rural roads are
unsafe at times, especially for visitors not used to driving on
metal roads, and for people walking, cycling and horse riding.
The Auckland Council is investigating a programme of sealing
rural roads where traffic volumes are high and where safety
is impeded, and decisions will be made taking into account
safety, function, amenity and character (see Box 13.1).
787_ Rural production is important to Auckland (see Chapter
9: Rural Auckland), and generates freight and commuter
traffic. Rural roads also provide Aucklanders and visitors with
access to a number of regional parks and other recreational
opportunities, which increases the volume of traffic on those
roads. These risks must be managed to ensure the safety
and efficiency of Auckland’s rural roading network through
appropriate levels of service.
788_ Pūhoi and surrounds are an important tourist destination,
but this may be at risk if the Pūhoi to Wellsford motorway
does not provide access to/at Pūhoi. An investigation should
consider a low-cost exit and entry for northbound traffic at
Pūhoi, to support tourism and the economy in this area.

Directive 13.10
Investigate and provide appropriate
levels of service across the rural road
transport network through:
1

r egular resealing and maintenance of the existing
rural roads,
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Jointly develop Auckland’s transport
system, making the best use of existing
infrastructure and new investments.

2 
sealing unformed roads where there is a
reasonable level of traffic, subject to investigation
and prioritisation,
3 providing feasible forms of public transport and
park and ride facilities on urban fringes to allow
access to the urban public transport network,
4 investigating bus services, including
dual-purpose school buses,
5

improving cycleways and walkways near and
within town centres and in the vicinity of schools.
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IMPLEMENT NEW
TRANSPORT FUNDING
MECHANISMS
789_ Critical infrastructure projects, such as the City Rail Link
and additional Waitematā Harbour Crossing, are essential
investments to enable Auckland to grow and be economically
successful, but they require funding sources in addition to
those traditionally used.
790_ For Aucklanders to reap the transformational benefits
of these investments, they will also have to bear a significant
part of the costs of these planned improvements to the
transport system.

791_ Over the 30-year period of the Auckland Plan, new
funding mechanisms will be required to help finance the
approximately $10 to $15 billion funding shortfall for transport
projects. The funding gap is most prominent in the first decade,
with insufficient funds available to put in place projects such
as the City Rail Link, AMETI and East-West Link. A range of
funding mechanisms is being considered (refer to the March
2012 Discussion Document “Getting Auckland Moving –
Alternative Funding for Transport”) including:
general rates

Directive 13.11
Examine and implement new revenue
tools and funding mechanisms as
contained in Chapter 14.

targeted rates
development contributions
tax increment financing
regional fuel tax and road user charge/diesel levy
tolling new roads
road pricing on existing roads (i.e. some form of network
charging or congestion charging)
additional car parking charges
visitor taxes
airport departure tax.
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794_ These mechanisms will help to manage the level of
congestion on the road network, and make journey times
more reliable. However, there may be unintended impacts on
communities that will have to be managed and mitigated.
795_ Implementing the transport improvements outlined
above will achieve an integrated single system in 2040 that
meets the needs of Aucklanders and visitors, and improves
Auckland’s economy, amenity, and environment. It will allow
for future population growth and economic development, and
help deliver the vision for Auckland.

The following are transport-related matters that
Aucklanders will need to consider over the 30-year
implementation period of the Auckland Plan. Although
this is speculative, it is intended to help understand the
changes that are proposed. By 2040:
Lifestyle - there will be greater choice of lifestyle in terms
of living in higher-density centres, suburbs, new greenfield
areas or rural areas. Transport access to employment and
social activities will vary for each location.
Travel mode – most people will have improved alternatives
to driving a car, including walking, cycling, public transport,
car pooling and telecommuting. Vehicles will be fuelefficient and electric cars will be readily available. People
will have to consider what mode of travel to use.
Cost of travel – the cost of car travel is likely to increase
significantly as car parking costs and fuel costs rise (even
though vehicles are likely to be more fuel-efficient) and
tolls or road pricing may potentially be introduced. Rising
transport costs also affect the cost of goods and services.
People will choose how often they travel, how far they
travel, and car affordability for their households.
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793_ These funding mechanisms could result in additional
costs for people who use the transport system, but the
improvements they fund will ultimately lead to a better
transport system for everyone.

BOX 13.7 CHOICES FOR
AUCKLANDERS
CHAPTER 13 AUCKLAND’S TRANSPORT

792_ Transport funding over the 30-year period must be
agreed by the Auckland Council and central government, and
must benefit users and those who contribute funding. It is
likely that a mix of funding mechanisms will be required for a
package of transport projects. Studies will be conducted jointly
by the various planning and delivery agencies. A more flexible
approach to financing will assist in accelerating transport
improvements in Auckland. The transport direction set out
in this Plan is informed by funding currently available, and
potentially available from new funding mechanisms.

Trip patterns – congestion will deter some trips by
motor vehicle. People may choose to walk, cycle or use
public transport to avoid congestion. More deliveries are
likely to be made outside peak times. Some people may
choose to conduct their activities locally and work from
home where possible.
Travel times – travel times may increase as congestion
grows. People may wish to pay for travel on some routes
to avoid congestion. Others may choose to car pool, use
public transport or defer a trip to a time when it is easier
to move around.
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CHAPTER 14

IMPLEMENTATION
FRAMEWORK
UPOko 14 - TE TUAPAPA TOKO Ā MAHI
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Auckland Stakeholders and
Aucklanders work together
to deliver
this plan.
Ka -mahi ngatahi nga uepu o te hapori me nga iwi
o Tamaki Makaurau e oti ai te mahere

The Auckland Council leads the co-development of the Auckland Plan. Its implementation involves
the investments and actions of many parties, in particular private providers and central government, to
achieve the targets and actions outlined in this Plan; for example, working with New Zealand Transport
Agency on major transport projects, and other agencies in order to deliver key targets. Implementation
requires alignment and coordination between central and local government, the private sector,
institutions and non-government organisations, and Auckland’s communities.
796_
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The Council will align its internal
operations, actions and investments
to achieve the promise of the
Auckland Plan.

798_ One of the most significant investment mechanisms at
the Auckland Council’s disposal is to manage demand rather
than simply assume the need for new investment. The projected
population growth challenge in Auckland means that the Council
must investigate innovative approaches to funding and financing
the infrastructure and services required to deliver the Plan.
799_ Recent research into public sector decision-making
processes emphasised the need to explore alternative investment
options adequately, including ‘non-investment’ solutions.71

801_ This chapter considers five issues:
1. Internal Auckland Council alignment to implement the
Auckland Plan.
2. Central government’s contribution to the Auckland Plan.

802_ Auckland Council has the potential to create synergies
and economies of scale to tackle Auckland’s issues. It is a
large organisation with seven substantive Council Controlled
Organisations (CCOs). The Council will align its planning,
internal operations, actions and investments to achieve the
outcomes of the Auckland Plan.
803_ Currently, several plans set out rules for growth and
development activity across Auckland. Rather than revising
these to be more consistent with the Auckland Plan, the
Council will develop a new, integrated plan for Auckland – the
Unitary Plan. The Unitary Plan will combine both regional and
district planning functions to give effect to the Auckland Plan,
using rules and incentives to achieve high-quality outcomes.
It will contain the provisions to ensure growth and
development occurs in accordance with the principles outlined
in Chapter 8: Urban Auckland, Chapter 12: Auckland’s Physical
and Social Infrastructure, and Chapter 13: Auckland’s Transport.
Development that respects its context, contributes to a highquality environment, and is in accordance with the Auckland
Plan’s outcomes can expect to have an easier path through the
consenting process. It is intended that the Council notify the
Unitary Plan for submissions in early 2013.
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800_ The Auckland Plan can enable significant cost efficiencies
by coordinating the investment decisions of different
providers to coincide with sequenced changes in land use
and community development. It provides the opportunity to
coordinate planning among the different agencies and the
chance to work collaboratively to achieve the best long-term
results. The National Infrastructure Plan (NIP) 2011 signalled
central government’s expectation that its agencies will develop
business cases that consider the direction for land use, growth
and infrastructure needs outlined in the Auckland Plan.

Internal Auckland Council alignment
to implement the Auckland Plan
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797_ Realising the Plan’s vision and providing for Auckland’s
growth require substantial investment, particularly in
infrastructure. All parties are working in constrained fiscal
environments, so shared investment programmes need to be
carefully analysed, negotiated, implemented and monitored.

804_ The development of appropriate zoning across
Auckland within the Unitary Plan will help implement the
Auckland Plan. This will include translating growth into
zoning for intensification, in particular aligning land use and
transport. Zones will set out criteria for different housing
types and mix of uses.

3. Developing a long-term sustainable financial strategy.
4. Building enduring implementation partnerships.
5. Supporting integrated re-development and
infrastructure provision.
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805_ It is intended that the Unitary Plan will be administered
in a new way. It will:

1 How the CCO’s activities will contribute to its outcomes
(which contribute, in turn, to the Auckland Plan)

be clear on process

2 How the CCO’s performance will be measured in relation to
these outcomes

be simple
be outcome-focused
indicate what activities require public notification and
what do not
provide stronger and more direct objectives and policies
use rules only where critical
manage intensification scale and form through urban
design parameters
only put proposals into the resource process if the outcome
justifies this.
806_ A key regulatory tool is the Long Term Plan (LTP). It
combines all Council and CCO funding across Auckland and
must, by law, provide for a balanced budget over the 10-year
plan period. It will provide the basis for staging and phasing
Council/CCO projects. The LTP will include policies on the
use of development contributions, rating policies (remissions,
postponements, specific local board rates), use of Public Private
Partnerships (PPPs), user charges, central government/NZTA
subsidies and potential central government partnerships.
807_ Further information on the tools available to achieve
the development strategy are identified in Table 14.1 –
Implementation tools – options for consideration to achieve
the Development Strategy.
808_ Auckland Council will prioritise its own investments
towards achieving the most cost-effective, highest-value, and
equitable investment programmes. The Council has a number
of mechanisms and processes to ensure its substantive CCOs’
activities are aligned with the objectives and priorities of the
Council. Namely:
the annual Letter of Expectation that provides guidance to
CCOs to inform the Statement of Intent (SOI) process by
communicating the Council’s priorities for each CCO each
year. Under the Local Government (Auckland Council) Act
(2009), substantive CCOs are required to act consistently
regarding relevant aspects of any plans or strategies of the
Council, to the extent specified in writing
the Statement of Intent (SOI) is an essential part of the
accountability regime for CCOs, as it sets out:
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3 The specific performance targets that each CCO expects
to meet.
809_ CCOs are required by legislation to submit their draft
SOIs by March every year, in order to facilitate the Council’s
Long Term Plan process. The budgets of the SOIs are a major
input to the Council’s Long Term Plan.
810_ The strategic framework of the Council that supports
internal alignment towards the achievement of the Auckland
Plan is illustrated and discussed in Section A (Figure A3).

Central government’s contribution
to the Auckland Plan
811_ Initiatives in the Auckland Plan relate to areas of
both central government and Auckland Council funding.
Infrastructure will in some cases require joint funding from
both organisations.
812_ Central government has indicated that its contributions
will be limited, given the fiscal deficits and the need to
give priority to funding the recovery from the Christchurch
earthquake of 22 February 2011.
813_ Given fiscal constraints, Auckland Council recognises
that government agencies will seek to get better value out of
existing investments, and to prioritise investments according to
the highest value use.
814_ There are benefits from the Auckland Plan to both central
government and the Auckland Council. For example:
central government can help the Auckland Council deliver
through its own decision-making, including by requiring
agencies to use the Auckland Plan to inform the sequencing
and location of government-funded infrastructure and
services over time
the Auckland Plan can help improve outcomes from the
existing investment processes.

815_ The Auckland Plan will be an important input to the
strategic and business case development for all central
government capital investments in Auckland.

817_ Central government continues to work towards the
implementation of the National Infrastructure Plan. An
underlying goal is to build a better evidence base to guide
future investment decisions and increase the departmental
knowledge base on how existing assets can be better utilised.
Strongly linked to this is how we can better utilise existing
assets, and inform the timing of future investment. This work
will focus specifically on the water and transport sectors.

819_ Central government is focused on working with
Auckland Council, and sharing as much of the information and
lessons learned as possible, to promote and foster ongoing
collaboration in the pursuit of mutually agreed outcomes.
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818_ Performance measures and indicators will enable a more
comprehensive, robust analysis of the state of New Zealand’s
infrastructure and how it is performing. Specifically focusing at
a national and sector level, these measures will be used to track
progress and improvements, and inform where performance
needs to increase, or new investment may be required.
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816_ Central government currently spends approximately $18
billion in operating funding annually in Auckland, much of it in
the social development area. The Plan provides an opportunity
for government agencies to align with the strategies in the
Plan, developed in partnership with central government,
to achieve improved quality of expenditure and enhanced
outcomes from current expenditure. The Southern Initiative
represents the type of partnership approach to be developed
between the Council and central government.
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Developing a long-term, sustainable
financial strategy for Auckland Council
820_ The Auckland Council has a responsibility to ensure
that Auckland is appropriately served by its infrastructure
and facilities, and to ensure that every ratepayer dollar is
spent prudently. Consequently, a Financial Strategy supports
the priorities, locations, sequencing and directions established
in the Auckland Plan, adopted alongside the Long Term
Plan, which in turn provides the detail of the Council’s new
investments, and its contribution to multi-party projects.
The Financial Strategy improves the transparency of
the Council’s activities, and facilitates careful financial
management and consultation on funding proposals.
821_ Auckland Council has a substantial balance sheet and
a variety of funding mechanisms at its disposal. However,
Auckland’s infrastructure requires significant investment to
support regional growth and deliver on the challenges outlined
in the Auckland Plan. There is limited public tolerance of rates
increase to service debt; therefore new, innovative funding
tools to support the major projects in this Plan are needed.
822_ At present the Council is examining the operating impact
of capital works. It uses debt to fund its share of capital for longlife assets to spread costs fairly over time, and funds associated
operating expenditure from rates and other sources of funding.
823_ The Council plans to invest approximately $1 billion per
year in the renewal of existing assets, in improving service
levels, and in building new assets across Auckland. These
planned investments will allow the Council to plan for growth
in line with estimated demand, and to transform parts of
Auckland in line with the Development Strategy.
824_ The Council’s approach is therefore to:
minimise costs to achieve the required investment
and service delivery
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prioritise investments – this may mean that it cuts back on
some of the things it does
attain fair and appropriate levels of revenue and funding from
non-government sources
seek appropriate contributions to both capital and ongoing
operating expenses from central government agencies
provide the balance of funding by Council
use economies of scale and the Council’s asset base to secure
better investments.
825_ The Council is also investigating new approaches
to funding and financing the infrastructure and services
required to deliver the Plan’s outcomes. These include the
use of market- and incentive-based tools, efficient and
flexible pricing of infrastructure and service delivery, demand
management and private sector participation. The Council
will use funding and financing tools available within existing
legislation, and seek legislative change where that may be
necessary. A summary of these follows in Table 14.1. Council
will investigate how these may be applied to particular
programmes through the development of the Financial
Strategy. Because of the complexity and implications of
introducing new funding tools, this will take a period of time
to develop.
826_ Several key infrastructure investments are identified as
critical over the time frame of the Auckland Plan. The projects
and their estimated time frames and costs are appended in
Addendum Table 3. The costs are significant, and suggest
a shortfall of between $10 billion and $15 billion. Current
funding mechanisms are insufficient on their own to cover this
expense, both regionally and nationally. Debt can be used to
enable early progress, provided there are funding measures in
place to service the debt.

Building enduring
implementation partnerships
827_ Implementing the Auckland Plan hinges on all of the
Auckland partners working together to align priorities and
ensure the directives and targets in the Plan are realised.
Partner organisations (not exhaustive) include:

central government agencies and departments (e.g. Treasury)
to develop a shared decision-making framework for capital
project investment, such as the ‘better business case’
approach outlined in the National Infrastructure Plan (NIP) to
coordinate investment programmes across the public sector.
The NIP states that central government expects its agencies
THE AUCKLAND PLAN THE WORLDS MOST LIVEABLE CITY
to consider the Auckland Plan’s land-use and infrastructure
strategies in their investment decisions

the voluntary and community sector will be strengthened
through Local Boards that provide opportunities for active
engagement with communities. Social sector groups (such as
tertiary, education and health institutes) and non-government
bodies can access non-traditional funding and shape
integrated implementation methods

FIGURE 14.1 The ‘working
Figure 14.1continuum
The ‘working together’ continuum:
together’

Coexistence

Networking

Cooperation

Collaboration

Partnership
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the private sector, including developers, infrastructure and
service providers, business organisations and institutions, to
understand the imperatives, constraints and hurdles to be
overcome in meeting Auckland’s growth challenge. The thirtyyear time horizon encourages a long-term view. In identifying
key investments and how they are to be sequenced and
prioritised, the Auckland Plan serves a critical role in providing
certainty for private sector investment. BOOTs (Build Own
Operate Transfer), BOO (Build Own Operate), BOT (Build
Operate Transfer), DBFO (Design Build Finance Operate), BTO
(Build Transfer Operate), BLT (Build Lease Transfer) and other
similar arrangements are a means of engaging the private
sector in building and operating infrastructure assets
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828_ There are numerous instances where partnerships and
collaboration will be critical to Plan delivery. Partnering is
dynamic, multifaceted and has the potential for different types
of arrangements to be developed, to deliver infrastructure and
community and economic development outcomes (see Figure
14.1). A comprehensive process of engagement and planning
with stakeholders will clearly define roles and expectations.
Section C: The journey to 2040, establishes principles for
implementing the Auckland Plan. All who contribute to the Plan’s
implementation are encouraged to adhere to these principles.

neighbouring regions (Northland, Waikato and the Bay of
Plenty) through the Upper North Island Strategic Alliance
(UNISA) to align cross-regional planning objectives, leverage
opportunities for cost efficiencies around infrastructure
and services and deliver better outcomes for Auckland
and for all of New Zealand (see Chapters 6: Auckland’s
Economy, 9: Rural Auckland and 12: Auckland’s Physical
and Social Infrastructure). Priority issues include economic
development, transport, tourism, emergency preparedness,
ports, waste and water
Māori stakeholders and investors who have indicated their
willingness to become more active development partners
in Auckland.
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829_ The National Infrastructure Plan (NIP) sets out
a framework for the development of infrastructure in
New Zealand over the next 20 years. It presents investment
principles and central government’s ambitions in the long term.
It will support and give certainty to the private sector and
local government in their infrastructure planning, by stating
national-level expectations and policy settings.

834_ The alignment of investment decisions and other
actions in the development process require responses which
are tailored to specific places. Large development and
regeneration programmes may require development agency
approaches to co-ordinate multiple agencies and inputs over
a prolonged period of time. Others may require lower-level
co-ordination mechanisms.

830_ Where infrastructure investment decisions are well
aligned to other infrastructure and service-level investments,
across sectors and agencies, and with land-use strategies and
areas of population growth identified, asset use and investment
allocation are maximized. For example, we want schools,
hospitals and roads to be located where growth is going to
occur, and growth to be encouraged where there is already
sunk investment in infrastructure networks and services. The
Auckland Plan presents a shared strategy for growth.

835_ In some parts of Auckland, the Council may need to be
proactive to achieve the outcomes of this Plan: in particular,
in prioritised intensification centres where the development
market might not readily go, yet where it would be logical
to regenerate or to intensify (for example around a transport
node). In these places, the Council could assist in different
ways, such as with land assembly in key regeneration sites,
or selling back to the private sector a site that is significantly
easier to develop in a comprehensive way.

831_ As part of the Action Plan for the NIP, the central
government will publish 10-year capital intention plans to
provide more detailed information about future infrastructure
investment. This will assist in the delivery of the Auckland Plan
by providing more certainty for investors and decision-makers.

Different development areas in
Auckland require different approaches
to implementation and funding.

832_ Figure 14.1 illustrates the range of partnership tools
and coordination mechanisms that are likely to be used in the
development and regeneration of the places outlined in this Plan.

836_ Auckland Council has a number of potential tools
available to help achieve a compact urban form. These tools
(not an exhaustive list) are illustrated in Table 14.1. It is
important to note that these are only potential options
available, and that more work is required to identify the
suitability of these to Auckland.

Supporting integrated re-development
and infrastructure provision
833_ Different development areas in Auckland require
different approaches to implementation and funding. Some
projects will be led by the market and others will require joint
Auckland Council and central government investment and
action.
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TABLE 14.1 - IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS – OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION TO ACHIEVE THE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Funding Tools

Borrowing

Rates are used to fund services for broad use by the
population where it is difficult to identify and charge specific
users. Examples include funding roads and parks, which are
accessed by most of the population. Rates can also be used
for social equity reasons, where councils determine that
people should have access to a particular service regardless
of their ability to pay (such as library services).

Tax increment
funding (TIF)

Tax increment funding (TIF) schemes have primarily
been used in the USA to finance the infrastructure
associated with urban renewal programmes. TIF schemes
are based on capturing a share of the value that falls to
landowners from a public sector infrastructure investment,
and are generally used in regeneration areas that have
tightly defined boundaries.

Lump sum
contributions

Councils have the ability to levy lump sum contributions
to fund infrastructure costs. Lump sum contributions are
offered to ratepayers as an alternative to a targeted rate. In
this respect they are not a different tool for councils to fund
activities but rather a different way for ratepayers to meet
their costs.

Development
contributions

Development contributions are levied on new
developments to fund council expenditure on new assets
required to accommodate growth. As towns and cities
grow, councils need to invest in roads, stormwater pipes,
parks and community facilities to cater for the increased
population. Development contributions are charged to
recover these costs from the new developments, rather
than from general ratepayers.

Investment
and asset
sales

Councils often have investments in commercial businesses
or funds, typically for historical reasons, that return
dividends or interest payments. Regarded as general
revenue, they offset rates and are an important source
of funding for councils. Proceeds from the sale of such
investments are also a potential source of funding for other
investments which councils may place a higher value on.

Regional/local
fuel tax

A regional fuel tax is an additional tax on fuel purchases made
in a specified region within a council’s boundaries. Revenue
collected is then used to fund transport and public transport
operations and infrastructure. Currently New Zealand has a
national fuel tax applied to every litre of fuel.

Road pricing

Road pricing is an umbrella term used to describe different
charging approaches applied to road users to fund
investment in the road network. It refers to any charge
that is levied for a specific, individual movement on a given
day, with possible variations for location, time of day,
distance travelled and even the fuel efficiency or weight of
the vehicle. Road pricing includes congestion charging and
network pricing. These charges may be a viable option to
manage demand and increase the sustainability of urban
transport environments or raise additional revenue.

Congestion
charging

A congestion or cordon charge is a fee charged for operating
a motor vehicle at certain times within a particular area. This
has been successfully used in some cities to reduce congestion,
promote a mode shift to public transport, walking or cycling,
and raise investment funds for the transport system.

Network
charging

Network charging is a form of road pricing, which can be used
to charge tolls across an entire network to fund the future
transport system. For example, vehicles could be charged on
joining a motorway network. This would require a legislative
change in New Zealand, as it is not currently permissible to
tax existing roads.

Car parking
charges

It is possible under current legislation to tax car parks
using a targeted rate. This would make car parking more
expensive, and encourage people to choose other modes
such as public transport, thus reducing traffic congestion.
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Targeted rates

Targeted rates provide a mechanism for councils to charge a
specific group of ratepayers for a service, where those in the
group targeted are the primary beneficiaries; for example, if
the service is highly localised, or if the service only benefits
a certain group of ratepayers (such as businesses).

Financial
contributions

Financial contributions are charged to recover costs
associated with the effects of growth. They differ from
development contributions as funds raised are used to
manage the adverse effects of particular developments.
For example, a new development requiring a controlled
intersection to ensure safe access may be given resource
consent subject to a financial contribution being made to
fund the installation of traffic lights.
CHAPTER 14 IMPLEMENTATION AND FUNDING FRAMEWORK

General rates

Borrowing is a major source of funding for council’s capital
expenditure programme. Debt enables council to finance
the acquisition of new assets over long time frames, often
reflecting the long, useful lives of the assets. Councils typically
either raise debt through selling council bonds or borrowing
directly from banks. By using debt, councils can better balance
the payments by different generations of ratepayers for the
use of those assets, to achieve inter-generational equity.
That is, it may be inequitable for the current generation to
completely pay for assets (in existing rates) that the next
generation of ratepayers will use, and vice versa.
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TABLE 14.1 CONTINUED - IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS – OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION TO ACHIEVE THE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Delivery mechanisms
The Unitary Plan will be one of the main tools to integrate and prioritise spatial development
across Auckland. As well as providing the appropriate zonings across Auckland, it will provide
appropriate measures for delivering high-quality urban design outcomes.
Unitary Plan
Notification and non-notification provisions in the Unitary Plan, while offering a tool for
facilitating implementation, will require further work to determine whether better outcomes
can be created by using the tool in more innovative ways.

Long Term Plan (LTP)

Other statutory provisions

The LTP is the other main tool for delivering the outcomes in the Auckland Plan, and providing
a balanced budget over the 10-year period to ensure all programmes and actions can be
implemented. The LTP will reflect staging and phasing of intentions for Council/CCO projects,
including policies on development contributions, rating policies, public-private partnerships,
user charges and potential central government partnerships.
The Council and its partners operate under a wide range of New Zealand statutes, notably
the Resource Management Act 1991, Local Government Act 2002, Building Act 2004 and
Public Works Act 1981. Proactive use of statutes to achieve the key directions set out in
the Auckland Plan needs to be advanced, not only in terms of funding and implementing
infrastructure and programmes, but also in ensuring good design outcomes and in achieving
social and community outcomes.
Legislation needs to be used more effectively and processes under legislation need to be
streamlined to fast-track applications and achieve better outcomes.
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TABLE 14.1 CONTINUED - IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS – OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION TO ACHIEVE THE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Institutional tools

Design review and
design manual

Generally applied to significant proposals or proposals in strategic locations, design manuals
provide a basis for dialogue with the developers and their designers to maximise opportunity
and achieve outcomes that reflect each site’s context and character.

Other strategic council
documents

Ensuring other strategic Council documents (e.g. strategy, policy, master plans, structure
plans) are consistent with the Auckland Plan is critical to ensure the desired outcomes
are achieved.

Development agency

Development agencies can assist in achieving Auckland Plan directions. Development
authorities can exist outside councils but have planning powers, such as Vic Urban, which has
the mandate to undertake multiple development/redevelopment projects.
Working with and supporting the CCOs on the planning and delivery of projects will be a
powerful implementation tool for achieving Auckland Plan directions. To illustrate, Auckland
Council Property Limited (ACPL) could deal with key aspects of successful developments:
• commercial viability;
• form of projects (design and quality aspects);
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Advocacy

Advocacy can educate the community about the importance of a high-quality built
environment. This includes - providing public education regarding housing choices; providing
ongoing industry training for planners and urban designers; and the use of a ‘value-driven’
approach to engage with the market (i.e. establish where/how quality design adds value).
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Partnerships

Auckland’s development hinges on the participation of many agencies. Council must work
with central government and other parties and develop a shared decision-making framework
to ensure the alignment of investment decisions and other actions in the development
process. There are several ways in which Council can enter into formal partnerships, such
as – public-private partnerships, partnerships with iwi, strategic alliances and joint ventures
with neighbouring regions. Figure 14.1 illustrates the range of degrees of involvement in
partnerships, from less formal coexistence and networking to formal partnerships.

• facilitation (ensuring streamlined processes, enabling development).
Options include:
• outright sale of Council land in priority locations to facilitate development
CCO Initiatives

• sale of Council land with restrictions that specify or restrict its use to achieve desired
outcomes
• staged or preferential sale options reducing developer risk, where Council does not charge
the maximum price or allows payment to be deferred until the developer is ready to sell
lots or buildings
• development partnerships with Auckland Council Property Limited (ACPL), working with
Housing New Zealand, Iwi and the private sector to combine contiguous land holdings to
achieve better outcomes
• development agreements where ACPL secures land for key infrastructure within major
developments
• Council-led development, with ACPL taking a stake in development with a private sector
partner with all associated risks.
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Ongoing implementation
837_ Auckland Council has to ensure that the outcomes of
the Auckland Plan can be successfully achieved at all levels.
The directions in section 79 of the Local Government
(Auckland Council) Act (2009), state that the Auckland Plan
must establish the platform for:
coherent and co-ordinated decision-making by Auckland
Council and its partners in critical infrastructure, services and
investment provision (s79(3)(c))

alignment of the Long Term Plan
regulatory plan alignment through the Operative Plan in the
interim, and the Unitary Plan
wider Council strategy and policy framework alignment

identification of the existing and future location and mix of
critical infrastructure, services and investment in Auckland
(s79(3)(c))

Central government contribution

alignment of implementation plans, regulatory plans and
funding programmes within Council itself (s79(3)(d))

developer and delivery agency alignment

identification of policies, priorities, land allocations and
programmes and investments to implement the strategic
direction (s79(4(f)).
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Successful implementation depends on good relationships
among the partners and strong alignment in what they do.
The focal aspects of implementation are:

infrastructure and service provider alignment

community organisation and non government
organisation alignment.
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Alignment will take time. A process has to be put in place to
work towards these ideals until they become an everyday part
of thinking and working by all the Auckland partners.
838_ The Implementation Addendum does two things:
it provides a starting point for implementation
it provides a process for reviewing progress on the many
projects, policies and programmes proposed to be undertaken.
839_ As a starting point for implementation, the
Implementation Addendum contains a list of critical
infrastructure projects, timelines, priorities and actions
considered necessary to achieve the strategic directions.

These are listed in Addendum Tables 3 to 6. They are likely
to change as implementation goes ahead, but reflect current
thinking at the time of the adoption of the Auckland Plan as to
how the directions can best be achieved.
840_ The Implementation Addendum sets out the process
for conducting an Annual Implementation Update which is to
be carried out by the Auckland Council when it prepares its
Annual Plan. The update will not only review progress, but also
seek responses from Auckland Council and its partners to deal
with variations to progress, improve approaches, and better
achieve outcomes.
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arotakengia nga kaupapa ia te wa, a, whakaritea he ahuatanga anO kia ahu
whakamua tonu ai te mahere.

A process of measuring, monitoring and
review will chart progress towards
the outcomes and strategic directions
outlined in this Plan.

842_ The Auckland Plan identifies multiple issues and
priorities, and its desired outcomes reach across broad social,
economic, environmental and cultural domains. The outcomes
are ambitious, broad, and many are interdependent. Some
outcomes will be easier to achieve than others. Further, the
success factors behind many of the desired outcomes are
beyond the control of the business sector or the community,
the Auckland Council, and in some cases are also beyond the
control of central government. They will all be influenced by
broader global forces, (technological, economic, societal and
environmental), to varying degrees.

- KA TITIRO WHAKAMUA NGA PAINGA ME PEHEA

Effective monitoring and clear evaluation processes are critical to the successful implementation
of the Auckland Plan. A robust monitoring and evaluation framework provides a mechanism for
tracking progress towards the strategic directions and targets outlined in this Plan, and can inform
appropriate policy development and response.

841_
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REGULARLY REVIEW PROGRESS AGAINST
TARGETS AND ADOPT ACTIONS TO DELIVER
THE PLAN.
- -

843_ Therefore, the development of a monitoring and
evaluation system must have focus and flexibility built in.
While we need to maintain a long-term view of progress, we
also need to allow for adaptability and change.
844_ The following approach to measuring progress will be
established and refined over time.
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How will we measure progress?
845_ A process of measuring, monitoring and review will
chart progress towards the outcomes and strategic directions
outlined in this Plan. The key elements of this system are
outlined below.
Actions: The Auckland Plan outlines specific actions to be
undertaken within the 13 strategic directions. The progress
of these actions will be reported annually in the Annual
Implementation Update.
Targets: The Plan outlines a set of specific measurable targets
within each strategic direction. These are presented in Table
15.3. There is some variation in their time frames, and some
are more aspirational than others.
Targets will be rated against their progress over time;
As well as their achievability;
achieved
on track
within reach
unlikely
not reached
unclear.

The Government announced in March 2012 its ‘Better
Public Services’ (BPS) initiative which included 10 results
with a commitment by the Government for each result to
have a 5-year target. Seven of the result areas are similar
to targets in the Auckland Plan. There appears to be good
alignment in many areas between the Government’s
BPS results and the Auckland Plan targets. There are also
differences. The Government’s BPS targets are national
and not specific to Auckland. At this stage results are high
level with only one target announced for achievement
of NCEA level 2. Government has commited to publish
targets for each result by 30 June 2012.
When Auckland Council adopted the Auckland Plan in
March 2012, it agreed that council officers continue to
work with central government officials to seek further
alignment between targets in the Auckland Plan and
corresponding central government targets, and report any
further recommended refinement of specific targets to
the Auckland Plan Committee, as part of the first Annual
Implementation Update.
Council confirmed that the existence of targets within
the Auckland Plan does not imply that Auckland Council
leads responsibility or commits significant resources to the
achievement of targets that fall within the responsibility of
central government.
Audit: The targets will be reviewed regularly to ascertain if
they are still relevant. Progress towards the targets will be
rated for achievability every three years, by an audit group
involving Auckland Council and stakeholders from central
government and other key institutions.
The audit group will:
provide broad representation across key central government
agencies and community organisations with strong influence
in areas reflected in the Auckland Plan
provide external, expert input into how the Plan is evaluated
participate in the development of the Measuring Progress
report by contributing to the discussion of key influences and
drivers affecting results
advise on the appropriateness of targets and measures and
make recommendations for any changes to the monitoring
framework.
Reporting: A ‘Measuring Progress’ report will be publicly
available every three years. The broad nature of this report will
be complemented and supported by the wider body of ongoing
monitoring and evaluation activity in Auckland.
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846_ We will utilise a variety of approaches to measure
liveability in Auckland. These include tracking how Auckland
is faring within international and national benchmarking
frameworks, and through monitoring a set of key indicators
specific to liveability in Auckland.
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How will Auckland measure liveability?

847_ City benchmarking is increasingly used to compare the
performance of cities and regions across the globe. A variety
of benchmarking studies cater for different audiences and
measure various aspects of city performance and function.
These can be classified into four categories: liveability-oriented
studies; business cost-oriented studies; performance-oriented
studies and sectoral studies. Auckland features highly on the
liveability-oriented studies, as shown below in Table 15.1.
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Table 15.1 International benchmarking studies
CITY BENCHMARKING SURVEYS

HOW AUCKLAND COMPARES

NUMBER OF CITIES COMPARED

10

140

4

221

13

25

26

73

118

221

n/a

140

71

82

19

30

91

150

9

33

107

500

40

525

51

100

173*

400

Liveability-oriented studies
World’s Most Liveable City (2011)
Economist Intelligence Unit

Worldwide Quality of Living Survey (2010)
Mercer Consulting

Most Liveable City Index (2011)
Monocle Magazine

Business cost-oriented studies
Price and Earnings Survey (2010)
UBS

Cost of Living Survey (2011)
Mercer Consulting

Worldwide Cost of Living Survey (2011)
Economic Intelligence Unit

International Housing Affordability (2012)
Demographia

Performance-oriented studies
City Brands Index (2010)
Brand Capital

Global Metro Monitor (2010)
Brookings and LSE Cities

City Governance Index (2008)
Jones Lang LaSalle

Global Urban Competitiveness report (2010)
Global Urban Competitiveness Project

State of World Cities (2008)
Globalization and World Cities Research Network

Sectoral Studies
Innovation Cities, Top 100 Index (2010)
2ThinkNow

World University Ranking (2011-12)
Times Higher Education

*
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This ranking relates to the University of Auckland only

848_ While international benchmarking exercises are an
important and useful method for telling us how we rank
against other cities and regions across the globe, we are also
committed to understanding what makes Auckland a liveable

place for its residents. We have identified eight elements of
Auckland’s liveability that we aspire to, and have chosen a set
of key indicators within each area (see Table 15.2)

Table 15.2 liveability indicators
Key indicators

Lifestyle
opportunities

People from all over the world love Auckland for the
fantastic and affordable lifestyle that it offers. It’s easy
to get to a range of recreation and leisure activities,
whether in the urban or rural area. Auckland’s relatively
mild climate is a major element to its liveability and
allows Aucklanders to get out and enjoy life.

Residents’ perception that there is a
wide range of recreational outdoor
environments

Aucklanders are efficiently connected to each other,
to the rest of New Zealand and the world. Our
transport system offers a pleasant journey, and our
communications and social infrastructure enable
quality relationships and innovation.

Residents’ rating of transport system

Auckland has well-designed places and spaces that
people can easily access and utilise to enrich their
lives. Natural environments such as the Hauraki Gulf,
the surf beaches of the west coast, and the Waitākere
Ranges are appealing and enjoyable.

Residents’ rating of best things about
living in Auckland

Connectivity

Physical appeal

Mean temperature
Mean rainfall
Cost of living

Congestion indicators
Broadband availability and take-up
Civic participation

Residents’ rating of the look and feel
of their neighbourhood and of wider
Auckland
Visitor ratings of Auckland

Environmental
sustainability

Community
well-being

Quality housing

Economic prosperity

The natural environment is able to sustain the
effects of population growth, now and into the
future. Aucklanders actively look after their wider
environment.

Air quality

Auckland’s communities – referring to neighbourhoods
as well as communities of interest (e.g. ethnic, religious
and special interest) – are cohesive, safe and vibrant.
People feel safe in Auckland to express their culture
and to have their say.

Residents’ perceptions of safety

Auckland offers a range of quality affordable housing
options suitable for a growing and diverse population.
Housing supply meets demand.

Housing supply

Auckland is a vibrant centre of employment and
enterprise, offering a range of opportunities. Innovative
ideas are brought to reality.

GDP per capita, compared to other
cities

Water quality
Ecosystem health
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What do we aspire to?
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Element

Residents’ perceptions of community
Acceptance of diversity
Reported crime rates

Housing types
Housing affordability

Employment levels
Business confidence
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849_ Council will report on these indicators regularly, primarily
through the Auckland Council’s Monitor Auckland website. This
will be complemented by ongoing monitoring of a wider range
of social, economic, cultural and environmental indicators,
including all those on the Monitor Auckland website, as well as
other initiatives such as the Quality of Life in New Zealand’s
largest cities project.

How will Auckland Council know if it’s making
a difference?

851_ The monitoring systems behind the key Council strategies
and the action plans that support them will be aligned with
the Auckland Plan monitoring framework as much as possible:
particularly the Council’s 2012-2022 Long Term Plan; the
Unitary Plan, Local Board Plans; as illustrated in Figure
15.1; and the supporting strategies in the areas of economic
development, transport, and social policy.
852_ This alignment between the Auckland Plan and the
Auckland Council’s performance management framework will
allow the Council to evaluate the extent to which its activities
and programmes make a positive difference, as illustrated
in Figures 15.1 and 15.2. This is part of our commitment
to building a strong evidence base that supports and guides
quality strategy.

850_ The amalgamation of local government in the Auckland
region into a unitary body has created the opportunity for the
Auckland Council to build a cohesive, integrated monitoring
and evaluation system. This will allow the Council to link what
it does, and the decisions it makes, with its contribution over
THE AUCKLAND PLAN THE WORLDS MOST LIVEABLE CITY
time towards the attainment of Auckland’s vision, and outcomes
THE AUCKLAND PLAN THE WORLDS MOST LIVEABLE CITY
which will lead to greater accountability and responsiveness.
Figure 15.1 Performance Indicators

Figure 15.1 auckland’s
planning framework

LONG TERM
PLAN

MAYOR’S
VISION

AUCKLAND
PLAN

UNITARY
PLAN
LOCAL BOARD
PLANS

AREA PLANS

POLICIES &
PLANS

PRECINCT/
CENTRE PLANS

FINANCIAL
STRATEGY

CORE STRATEGIES

ASSET MANAGEMENT
PLANS/ACTIVITY PLANS

STRATEGIC
VISION

OUTCOME
MEASURES

Figure 15.2

Figure 15.2 what do we
want to know?

Societal and economic outcomes:
Is society beneting?

Intermediate outcomes:
Are our strategies working?
Outputs:
What are we doing? How are we doing it?
Is the work getting done?
Evaluation
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Table 15.3 Targets and measures

Targets

Measures

Ensure that by 2017, all pre-school children receive all
wellchecks, including the B4school check, and are up-to-date
with childhood immunisation.

Wellchecks.

All 3- and 4-year-olds will participate in, and have access to
quality, culturally appropriate early childhood learning services
by 2020.

To be established.

Increase the proportion of school leavers who achieve at least
NCEA level 2 from 74% in 2010 to 100% by 2020 and ensure
that all school leavers have a career plan by 2020.

Proportion of school leavers who have completed UE
qualifications or have NCEA level 2 p.a. by ethnic group and
school decile.

All young adults will complete a post-secondary qualification
by 2030.

Number of young adults aged between 15 and 24 years who
have a post-secondary qualification.

Reduce the rate of total criminal offences per 10,000
population from 939 in 2010 to 800 in 2040.

Rate of total offences per 10,000 population by crime type
(e.g. violent, burglary, assault, fraud).

Increase residents’ perceptions of safety in their
neighbourhood from 68% in 2010 to 80% by 2030.

Perceptions of safety by age, sex and location (QoL).

Ensure that the incidence of trauma from road crashes caused
by alcohol, speeding or lack of restraints will be in line with
nationally set targets by 2020.

To be established.

Decrease the number of child hospitalisations due to injury by
20% by 2025.

To be established but will include a variety of measures.

There will be no gaps in life expectancy between European,
Māori, Pacific and Asian ethnicities by 2040.

Statistics New Zealand life expectancy tables.

By 2020 the number of breaches of the Domestic Violence
Act (1995) will have stabilised and by 2040 will have fallen
by 40%.

To be established.

All parks and reserves, children’s play areas and other public
space identified in bylaws will be smokefree by 2025.

To be established.

Increase the proportion of residents who rate a sense of
community in their neighbourhood as important from 71%
in 2010 to 85% by 2025.

Quality of Life survey.
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The Southern Initiative - Targets and measures
Area

Targets

Measures

Early learning

Increase effective engagement of parents in quality,
culturally appropriate, early childhood learning services.

Percentage of new school entrants (Year 1) who regularly
participated in ECE prior to school.

Increase participation of Māori and Pacific 3- to 4-yearolds in early childhood education facilities to 98%
by 2020.

Number of enrolments in early childhood education.
Statistics on children’s average number of hours spent per week in
early childhood education.
Participation levels by Māori and Pacific, use of Māori and Pacific
languages in ECE, and number of Māori and Pacific teachers working
in ECE.

Education

Within 3 years, all 6-year-olds will demonstrate success
in numeracy and literacy.

Number and proportion of young people leaving school with a
career plan (MoE).

Within 3 years, all young people will have access to
career mentoring to effectively support their transition
from school to work or further study.

Proportion of population completing qualifications/degrees
(including trade qualifications), and levels achieved.

Reduce truancy in the area by 50% within 5 years.
Youth employment

Reduce the number of 16- and 17-year-olds not in
education, employment or training (NEET).

Attainment levels of Māori and Pacific students in NCEA.
Numbers of students leaving school with NCEA Level 1 or above.
Number of 16- to 17-year-olds who are NEET (Census).
Number of 18-year-olds on a benefit.

Reduce the number of 18-year-olds applying for a benefit
in the area, in line with central government targets.
Economic Development

By 2020 the unemployment rate in the area matches the
rate for all of Auckland.

Unemployment rate for the region (Statistics NZ).
Access to telecommunication system - internet (Census).

Within five years, increase the proportion of residents in
the area with access to the internet from 36% to 65%.
Housing

Percentage of Māori and Pacific home ownership for the
area is comparable to home ownership levels of other
ethnic groups.
In 5 years, 2000 families will have completed a Pacific
financial literacy programme.
Increased numbers of Pacific families have accessed
appropriate home ownership schemes by 2020.

Public Transport

Complete new bus service between Onehunga and airport
within 2 years.

Households in private occupied dwellings (Census).
Number of Pacific families participating in financial literacy
programmes (Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs, MPIA).
Reduction in household debt levels (MPIA).
Improved household income and savings (MPIA).

Customer satisfaction survey (to be developed with customer survey/
education campaign).

Carry out a customer survey and an educational campaign
about transport services within 1 year.
Health and safety

By 2020, 95% of children (8 months) are immunised.

Rates of immunisation (MoH).

By 2025 the percentage of residents 15 years and over who Smoking status for Ages 15 years and over (Census).
smoke will fall to below 3%.
Prevalence of obesity, by age (children and15+) and ethnicity
No further increase in the prevalence of obesity in the area (NZHS, MoH).
by 2020, and then an absolute decrease of at least 1% per
annum until 2040.
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Targets

Measures

Increase the number of papakāinga in the Auckland region
from 3 to 18 by 2040.

Number of papakāinga.

Increase the number of reciprocal decision-making processes
and arrangements which promote shared governance over
matters of significance to iwi from 1 to 16 by 2040.

Number of co-governance arrangements.

Increase the number of major coordinated service delivery
programmes between Government and Council that affect
Māori from 0 to 5 by 2030.

Number of coordinated services.

Increase targeted support to Māori community development
projects by at least 15 projects by 2040.

Number of Māori community development projects.

Incorporate the values, culture and beliefs of the Māori
people in all Auckland-related policies by 2020.

Number of Treaty-based policies. All council policy refers to
the Auckland Council Treaty Framework to 2030.

Increase the number of marae development projects that
support Māori social and economic development to 7
projects every 5 years by 2030.

Number of marae development projects.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 3

INTEGRATE ARTS AND CULTURE INTO OUR
EVERYDAY LIVES

Targets

Measures

Increase the number of Aucklanders actively participating in
the arts from 48% in 2010 to 75% by 2040.

Proportion of respondents to the New Zealanders and the
Arts Survey who had actively participated in an art form in
the previous 12 months.

Increase the number of people employed in the creative
sector from 26,900 in 2007 to 45,000 by 2040.

The number of employees and geographic units within the
creative sector industries, per annum.

Increase the number of annual guest nights in Auckland from
21.1 million in 2010 to 29.5 million by 2022.

The number of visitor nights from international and
domestic tourists at commercial accommodation in
Auckland, per annum.

Increase the number of residents who are conversant in more
than one language from 25% in 2006 to 50% in 2040.

Number and proportion of Pacific speakers
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Number and proportion of te reo speakers.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION 4

PROTECT AND CONSERVE AUCKLAND’S HISTORIC
HERITAGE FOR THE BENEFIT AND ENJOYMENT OF
PRESENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS

Targets

Measures

Increase the number of scheduled historic heritage places by
100% from 2,100 to 4,200 by 2030.

Number of scheduled historic heritage places.

Increase the percentage of area in Auckland that has
been assessed for historic heritage values from 30% to
100% by 2040, prioritising areas identified for growth and
intensification.

Area and proportion of land surveyed for heritage values.

From 2013, ensure a year-on-year increase in community
satisfaction with heritage management in Auckland,
achieving an 80% satisfaction rate by 2020.

Number of residents who are satisfied with heritage
management in their local area.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 5

PROMOTE INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY WELL-BEING
THROUGH PARTICIPATION IN RECREATION AND SPORT.

Targets

Measures

Increase the number of school-aged children participating in
organised sport and informal physical activities by 2040.

Numbers of school children and hours of participation from
schools and sports clubs.

Increase the number of Aucklanders actively participating in
recreation and sport every week from 79% to 90% by 2040.

Numbers of Aucklanders actively participating in recreation
and sport.

Grow the recreation and sport contribution to Auckland’s
economy from $1.6 billion in 2008/09 to $3.2 billion
by 2040.

Gross Domestic Product.

Increase the number of Council sports fields that are usable
throughout the year from 80% to 90% by 2020.

Number of sports fields with all-weather turf.

Increase the number of hours that people volunteer in
recreation and sport from 12 million hours to 14 million
hours by 2040.

Number of people and hours that people volunteer in
recreation and sport.

Increase the number of education facilities open for
community group use by 2040.

To be determined.

DEVELOP AN ECONOMY THAT DELIVERS
OPPORTUNITY AND PROSPERITY FOR ALL
AUCKLANDERS AND NEW ZEALAND

Targets

Measures

Improve Auckland’s OECD ranking of cities (GDP per capita)
of 69th place in 2011 by 20 places by 2031.

OECD rankings.

Increase annual average productivity growth from 1% p.a.
for the last decade to 2% p.a. for the next 30 years.

Average annual productivity growth.

Increase annual average export growth from 3% p.a. in the
last decade to 6% p.a. for the next 30 years.

Average annual increase of regional exports.

Increase annual average real GDP growth from 3% p.a. in the
last decade to 5% p.a. for the next 30 years.

Average annual real GDP growth.

Ongoing provision of planned and serviced capacity for
Group 1 business land, including large lots, to meet 5-yearly
demand, as assessed by annual surveys.

Annual survey.

ACKNOWLEDGE THAT NATURE AND PEOPLE ARE
INSEPARABLE

Targets

Measures

Reduce gross per capita water consumption from 2004 levels
by 15% by 2025.

Per capita water consumption (WSL).

Ensure no regional extinctions of indigenous species and a
reduction in the number of ‘threatened’ or ‘at risk’ species
from 2010 levels by 50% by 2040.

Number of extinctions recorded each year

Reduce the vulnerability of identified ecosystems by ensuring
a 95% probability of each ecosystem type being in a viable
state by 2040.

Measures of environmental quality (e.g. water quality,
biodiversity, functional measures)

Achieve approval from UNESCO for World Heritage status for
the Auckland Volcanic Field by 2020.

The AVF has UNESCO World Heritage status by 2020.

Reduce air pollutant emissions (PM10) by 50% by 2016 (based
on 2006 levels) to meet national and international ambient
air quality standards and guidelines, and achieve a further
20% reduction of air pollutant emissions by 2040.

Concentrations of priority pollutants.

Increase the proportion of residents who understand their
risk from natural hazards and are undertaking measures to
mitigate or reduce their risk from 2011 levels (baseline to be
determined) to 80% by 2040.

Percentage of residents who understand their risk from
natural hazards and are undertaking measures to mitigate
or reduce their risk (Survey).

Number of threatened species and their threat status.
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Measures of restoration activity.

Number of haze days.
Traffic and home heating emissions.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION 7 (continued)

ACKNOWLEDGE THAT NATURE AND PEOPLE ARE
INSEPARABLE

Achieve zero waste to landfill by 2040.

Regular SWAP surveys.

Ensure no loss in the area of significant landscape, natural
character and natural features.

The spatial areas related to mapping in the Regional Policy
Statement for those landscape areas.

Reduce the overall yield of suspended sediment to priority
marine receiving environments from 2012 levels by 15%
by 2040.

Yield of suspended sediment (kg/ha/yea).

Establish by 2018, through the relevant statutory process,
future marine-protected areas, including marine reserves,
identified by the Hauraki Gulf, Kaipara Harbour, Manukau
Harbour and West Coast marine spatial plans.

To be established.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 8

CONTRIBUTE TO TACKLING CLIMATE CHANGE AND
INCREASING ENERGY RESILIENCE

Targets

Measures

Reduce the amount of human-induced greenhouse gas
emissions by:

GHG emissions (CO2 equivalent)
Continuously monitored CO2 data.

a. 10%-20% by 2020 based on 1990 emission levels;
b. 40% by 2040 based on 1990 emission levels
c. 50% by 2050 based on 1990 emission levels.
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Support the national target of 90% of electricity generation
from renewable sources by 2025.

Assessment against national target in association with the
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA).

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 9

KEEP RURAL AUCKLAND PRODUCTIVE, PROTECTED AND
ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND

Targets

Measures

Between 2013 and 2020, no more than 10% of all rural
subdivision will be in the rural production, rural coastal, and
islands activity areas.

Council consent data.

Increase the value added to the Auckland economy by rural
sectors (including rural production, complementary rural
enterprises, tourism and visitor experiences in rural areas) by
50% by 2040.

Employment/GDP activity in relevant ANZSIC categories.

Targets

Measures

Supply 100,000 new dwellings in the period 2012-2022,
170,000 new dwellings in the period 2022-2032 and
130,000 new dwellings in the period 2032-2042.

Building consent data.

Increase the proportion of residents who feel a sense of
community in their local neighbourhood from 61% in
2010 to 90% by 2040.

Proportion of respondents to the Quality of Life survey
who report feeling a sense of community in their local
neighbourhood.

Increase the resident population in the city centre from
23,000 in 2006 to 57,000 in 2040.

Usual resident population at census.

Increase in the proportion of residents who are proud of the
way their local area (or ’local centre’) looks and feels from
64% in 2010 to 90% in 2040.

Proportion of respondents to the Quality of Life survey who
report feeling a sense of pride in the way that their local
area looks and feels.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 11

HOUSE ALL AUCKLANDERS in secure, healthy
homes they can afford

Targets

Measures

Reduce the proportion of households which spend more
than 30% of their income on housing costs from the average
of 27% in 2011 to 20% in 2030.

Monitor household expenditure on housing.

Maintain the proportion of people who own their own home
to at least 64% (2006 baseline).

Numbers and proportion of households that own or rent the
dwelling in which they live.

Reduce the proportion of people living in households
requiring at least one extra bedroom from 15.7% in 2006 to
10% by 2020.

Number of people in households requiring at least one
additional bedroom (Census using Canadian Crowding
Index).

End rough sleeping (primary homelessness) in Auckland
by 2020.

Reporting by social service agencies.

Increase residential dwelling construction consents from
3,800 in 2011 to at least 10,000 on average per annum
from 2020.

Building Consent data (Statistics NZ).

Reduce preventable housing-related hospitalisations by 35%
by 2020.

Rates of hospitalisations for rheumatic fever, tuberculosis
and respiratory-related conditions.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION
DIRECTION 1111 (continued)
STRATEGIC

HOUSE ALL AUCKLANDERS in secure, healthy
homes they can afford

Targets

Measures

Retrofit 40% of Auckland’s housing stock in need of
retrofitting by 2030.

To be established.

Reduce the disparity in home ownership rates between
Māori and Pacific peoples (2006). And the overall rate, to
less than 10% by 2030 (2006 baseline).

Home ownership data from census of population
and dwellings.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 12

PLAN, DELIVER AND MAINTAIN QUALITY
INFRASTRUCTURE TO MAKE AUCKLAND LIVEABLE
AND RESILIENT

Targets

Measures

Reduce maximum annual potable water network losses to
less than 12% of total network volume by 2040.

Asset management reporting by Watercare.

Achieve universal access to ultrafast broadband to all
Aucklanders by 2019.

Reporting by local fibre company.

Reduce wet weather overflows to an average of no more
than two events per discharge location per annum, where
the stormwater and wastewater systems are separated, by
2040, (with priority given to bathing beaches and other
sensitive receiving environments by 2030).

Asset management reporting by Watercare.

Meet relevant interruption duration standards to electricity
distribution and transmission by 2040.

Reporting from electricity supply companies.

Maintain and extend an integrated network of quality
open spaces across the region that meet community needs
and provide a diverse range of recreational opportunities
by 2040.

Reporting by Auckland Council.

Health services and facilities of all care types are aligned
to meet need across Auckland (ie. population and its
characteristics, growth and locations, accessibility and colocation) by 2040.

To be established.

Ensure all Auckland children can access a primary school
within 30 minutes and a secondary school within 45
minutes (recognising that the particular needs of rural and
urban communities and groups with special needs differ)
and all schools have facilities suitable to meet the learning
needs of their students.

To be established.

Targets

Measures

Double public transport from 70 million trips in 2012 to 140
million trips by 2022 (subject to additional funding).

Reporting by Auckland Transport.

Increase the proportion of trips made by public transport
into the city centre during the morning peak, from 47% of
all vehicular trips in 2011 to 70% by 2040.

Reporting by Auckland Transport.

Reduce car crash fatalities and serious injuries from 506
(2010) to no more than 410 in 2020.

Number of road deaths and serious injuries per annum.

Reduce congestion levels for vehicles on the strategic freight
network to at or below the average of 2006-2009 levels
(average daily speed of 45kph and average delay of 32
seconds per kilometre) by 2021.

Reporting by NZTA.

Increase the proportion of people living within walking
distance of frequent public transport stops from 14% (2011)
to 32% by 2040.

The number of people living within 400m of QTN and 800m
of RTN.
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